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EDITORIAL

Putting “Research Techniques Made
Simple” Articles to Work for You and for
the Future of Investigative Dermatology

T

he Research Techniques Made Simple
(RTMS) series of the Journal of Investigative Dermatology (JID) was created to be
an educational tool for scientists and clinicians
training for a lifelong career in Dermatology.
Since its inception in the fall of 2012, 84 articles
have been written and published monthly online,
in seven volumes of annual reprints, and in each
print issue of the JID since 2018. RTMS articles
come as a packet that includes the article itself, a
supplemental Powerpoint presentation to allow
easy adaptation for journal clubs and teaching,
and at-a-glance summary points. For clinicians
needing to keep up-to-date on the myriad of
techniques driving our ﬁeld, professional credit for
furthering education can be obtained, because
each article comes with an online quiz worth 1
Continuing Medical Education Personal Development Hour (CME PDH).
The RTMS series has been designed in part to
help address a knowledge gap identiﬁed by
United States residents surveyed over many
years, who state that residency training related to
research techniques is not heavily emphasized,
although it is adequate preparation for board
exams. Those surveyed state that expert faculty
effectively lead discussions of primary research
articles containing scientiﬁc principles, but
research techniques are only sometimes or occasionally explained. Relevant RTMS articles are
often available, but they are infrequently used in
training programs or journal clubs in the United
States, according to respondents to 2016 and
2019 surveys at the Society for Investigative
Dermatology’s Resident and PhD Career Development Retreats. It is possible that utilization is
improving. In 2016 over half of survey respondents stated they had never read an RTMS
article, while in 2019 that number had dropped
to a third, with more than another third stating
that they use the articles to understand techniques used in primary literature or to design
experiments. It seems likely that RTMS articles
are more heavily used outside the Unites States.
Individual RTMS articles were downloaded over
20,000 times and some have been cited in over
100 other articles. Interestingly, selected RTMS
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articles are among the most frequently downloaded articles published in the JID.
The 2019 print edition of the RTMS series includes an editorial (Ophaug and Medler) explaining how RTMS articles have been incorporated into
a Translational Topics in Dermatology forum at the
Oregon Health and Science University, which
could be mimicked at any university worldwide.
An opportunity for implementation of RTMS articles occurs each month when the latest JID is
released. Three papers in each issue of the JID are
highlighted and appear online with commentaries.
The RTMS editors select one RTMS article to serve
as a companion to each highlighted JID article. For
example, Research Techniques Made Simple: Animal Models of Wound Healing (Grada et al., 2018)
was recently selected to accompany a commentary
and two articles published on diabetic wound
healing (Barros et al., 2019; Tomic-Canic and
DiPietro, 2019; Wilkinson et al., 2019). These four
articles could easily be used as a foundation for a
journal club presentation in any training program to
include cutting edge research and make a
concerted effort to understand the research techniques underlying the study designs.
RTMS articles are freely available to interested
individuals and do not require a subscription to
the JID, so they can be maximally leveraged in
online and didactic learning programs. At-aglance summary points help distill the most
important information, and the CME certiﬁcation
for 1 PDH incentivizes clinicians to stay current
on developing research techniques.
As you read RTMS articles, use them to help
design your own experiments, and ultimately go
on to publish, please remember to cite the RTMS
article that facilitated your research. If you notice a
topic that has not yet been covered, form an author
team and approach the RTMS editors with an
outline so that your idea can help the ﬁeld move
forward. One goal of RTMS editors is to anticipate
where skin-related research is going. We want to
be able to link you, via an RTMS article, to the most
relevant primary literature so that your training
experience can include a ﬁrm foundation of
research techniques—made simple. We aim for
the articles to be excellent teaching tools and
ﬁrmly believe that broader implementation will
have a positive impact on the rapidly expanding
ﬁeld of investigative dermatology.

ª 2019 The Author. Published by Elsevier, Inc. on behalf of the Society for Investigative Dermatology.
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EDITORIAL
Table 1. Research Techniques Made Simple: Articles
on Animal Models in Dermatology
RTMS article title

Reference

Transgenic Mouse Technology in Skin Biology:
Scharfenberger
Generation of Complete or Tissue-Specific
et al. (2014)
Knockout Mice
Transgenic Mouse Technology in Skin Biology:
Günschmann
Inducible Gene Knockout in Mice
et al. (2014)
Transgenic Mouse Technology in Skin Biology:
Tellkamp
Generation of Knockin Mice
et al. (2014)
Lineage Tracing Mediated by Cre-Recombinase
Vorhagen
Activity
et al. (2015)
Assessing the In Vivo Epidermal Barrier in Mice:
Schmitz et al.
Dye Penetration Assays
(2015)
Humanized Mice in Dermatology Research
Griffin et al. (2015)
Drug Delivery Techniques, Part 1: Concepts in
Schmieder
Transepidermal Penetration and Absorption
et al. (2015)
Drug Delivery Techniques, Part 2: Commonly Used
Patel et al.
Techniques to Assess Topical Drug Bioavailability
(2016)
Skin Carcinogenesis Models: Xenotransplantation
Mollo et al.
Techniques
(2016)
Mouse Models of Autoimmune Blistering Diseases
Pollmann and
Eming (2017)
Murine Models of Human Psoriasis
Hawkes et al.
(2018)
Animal Models of Wound Healing
Grada et al. (2018)
Mouse Models of Atopic Dermatitis
Kim et al. (2019)
Parabiosis to Elucidate Humoral Factors in
Spencer and
Skin Biology
Leung (2019)
Forward Genetic Screening to Uncover Genes
McAlpine
Involved in Skin Biology
et al. (2019)

I am currently a 4th year medical student (8th year
Medical Science Training Program student) and
completed my PhD in Bioengineering in 2018. I utilized
structural and computational techniques to study
mechanisms underpinning innate immune hyperactivation by nucleic acid nanocrystals in psoriasis,
lupus, and scleroderma. I plan to become a physicianscientist in immunodermatology, focusing on developing new therapies for autoimmune skin diseases. I
found the RTMS series to be extremely informative and
highly educational. I primarily used it as a learning
resource to expand my knowledge of current techniques
in skin biology. I found the articles on animal models of
skin diseases (Table 1) and on bioinformatics techniques applied to dermatology (Foulkes et al., 2017) to
be the most useful. I plan to utilize this series to educate
my future students and have also recommended it to
trainees in my former thesis lab.
—Ernest Lee, PhD
Trainee at the University of California, Los Angeles
CONFLICT OF INTEREST
The author is the Coordinating Editor for the Research Techniques Made
Simple Series.
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EDITORIAL

Use of “Research Techniques Made
Simple” Series in Translational Topics
Training in Dermatology at Oregon
Health & Science University

D

ermatology is an interdisciplinary specialty that requires incorporation of
expertise from multiple backgrounds,
including pathology, immunology, genetics, cell
and developmental biology, biomedical engineering, and cancer biology, to better understand
the mechanisms underlying conditions arising in
our patients. It is critically important for dermatology training programs to reﬂect this broad and
ever-expanding array of topics to prepare the
next generation of clinicians and basic scientists
for a lifetime of encountering new challenges.
The training program at Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU) has tackled this need in
part through a monthly seminar called “Translational Topics in Dermatology.” In this format, a
dermatology resident and a basic science trainee
present a joint seminar exploring unanswered
questions in dermatology. In this seminar, each
residentescientist team selects a general theme,
intended to explore fundamental clinical and
scientiﬁc concepts within the ﬁeld of dermatology. Presentation themes broadly draw upon
the Journal of Investigative Dermatology’s (JID)
Skin Biology Lecture Series that includes topics
such as the structure and function of skin, melanocyte biology, DNA damage and repair,
cutaneous immunology, the basement membrane zone, and cutaneous appendages. Presenters have also chosen to explore subjects
based upon research interests and career plans,
including topics in pediatric dermatology; immune proﬁling in prognosis and therapy; clinical
trials; and novel augmentations to procedural
dermatology, such as cell therapy. The resident
presents the clinical features of the associated
dermatoses, pathogenesis, and therapeutic strategies, whereas the basic scientist explores the
latest research, which may include their own
work. Together, the rotating pair provide a forum
that engenders vigorous discussion between
residents, trainees, researchers, and faculty clinicians on the future directions in research
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needed to resolve questions and improve treatment options for skin disease. As a dermatology
resident and basic scientist team, we have written this article to highlight how Translational
Topics in Dermatology has positively impacted
our career trajectories, how the Research Techniques Made Simple (RTMS) series of the JID can
be utilized to enhance the experience of such a
forum, and how other universities may implement similar programs to beneﬁt their own
training experiences.
The Translational Topics in Dermatology series provides many professional growth opportunities. The opportunity to deliver an in-depth
hour-long seminar to a multidisciplinary audience helps build conﬁdence in public speaking
and teamwork. From a resident’s perspective, the
prospect of learning complex molecular mechanisms and laboratory techniques in addition to
the fundamental clinical, histopathologic, and
therapeutic concepts required by training programs can be daunting. The breadth of content
covered in residency training curricula makes it
challenging to invest the time and energy
required to achieve a similar depth of knowledge
about laboratory techniques. Residents preparing
Translational Topics talks utilize a variety of resources to better understand study design and
basic science research techniques, including
discussions with their scientist counterparts and
the JID’s RTMS articles. RTMS is a series of free
online articles that help distill complex concepts
related to laboratory assays, statistical methods,
and animal models, as well as clinical and
patient-oriented studies, into an easily digestible
format. There are currently over 80 RTMS articles
available to help presenters better understand
complex research techniques and prepare their
seminars. RTMS articles have been used recently
in our Translational Topics forum to enhance
discussion of the exciting ﬁnding that chimeric
antigen receptor (CAR) T cells could be adapted
to target anti-desmoglein-3eproducing B cells
for pemphigus vulgaris (PV) treatment (Ellebrecht
et al., 2016). Siddiqi and colleagues wrote an
RTMS article describing the technique of generating CAR T cells, their Food and Drug
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Administrationeapproved use for B-cell malignancies, and
their potential uses in PV and melanoma (Siddiqi et al., 2018).
The RTMS article by Siddiqi et al. provided additional details
about the techniques used in the Ellebrecht et al. manuscript
and ultimately aided our interpretation of the results. Additionally, we have found several RTMS articles describing
mouse models of disease, including atopic dermatitis, psoriasis, and autoimmune blistering conditions, helpful in
weighing the beneﬁts and disadvantages of each model in
studying complex dermatologic conditions (Hawkes et al.,
2018; Kim et al., 2019; Pollmann and Eming, 2017). Overall, we ﬁnd that the RTMS articles enhance the Translational
Topics in Dermatology program by providing a deeper understanding of the material presented and provide a structured resource to explore unfamiliar topics in laboratory
research as they relate to the presentation and management of
skin disease.
From a basic scientist’s perspective, particularly one
embarking on a new career in dermatologic research, the
ﬁeld can be intimidating in part because of its breadth. The
training program at OHSU is comprehensive and rigorous,
consisting of Dermatology Research Division Joint Lab
Meetings, Trainee Seminars, High Impact Dermatology
Research Journal Clubs, Translational Topics in Dermatology,
Faculty Forums, and the Storrs and Lobitz guest lectureships.
Trainees are also encouraged to shadow clinicians and take
part in morphology conferences to help scientists bridge the
clinical language gap and offer a deeper understanding of
clinical practice. However, special emphasis is placed on
Translational Topics in Dermatology, and it quickly became
the forum that I most looked forward to each month, as it
allowed a more in-depth view of fundamental concepts critical to the understanding of skin biology and provided clinical
insights into the pathogenesis and treatment of disease. The
training program, and Translational Topics in Dermatology in
particular, has greatly impacted my research and career trajectory. While at OHSU, I investigated mechanisms by which
immunoglobulins and complement regulate immune cell
function in squamous cell carcinomas (Medler et al., 2018).
After attending a faculty forum in which Lynne Morrison, MD,
presented on autoimmune bullous disorders, I hypothesized
that these same pathways may regulate PV pathogenesis and
that some of the targeted therapies I was using for squamous
cell carcinoma might also be relevant for PV treatment. We
began collaborating and I was able to obtain funding to test
my hypothesis in the laboratory. Throughout my investigations, I incorporated my research into subsequent
Translational Topics in Dermatology for further discussion
about results and to inform research direction. These dialogs
were instrumental in the development and implementation of
this project; it was a perfect conﬂuence of the training program, intellectual environment, and interdepartmental support that allowed the project to ﬂourish.
Based on our collective experience with the Translational
Topics in Dermatology forum, we offer several suggestions to

other departments considering the incorporation of a similar
series to their own training programs. We encourage presenters to frame their talks around a speciﬁc clinical question;
posing a central clinical question empowers residents to
perform a focused review of the current medical literature,
rather than simply summarizing a relevant textbook chapter.
Answering a central clinical question provides a uniﬁed
objective for presenters, helping to avoid the scenario of
partners presenting two parallel talks rather than a fully integrated translational seminar. We also recommend expanding
outreach to include partnerships with diverse interdisciplinary
trainees, such as those within Biomedical Engineering, Pharmacology, or Bioinformatics programs. Lastly, we suggest
seeking out experts to help expand your knowledge base.
Overall, the Translational Topics in Dermatology program
at OHSU has been well-received and highly successful, with
RTMS assisting trainees along the way. Through Translational
Topics in Dermatology, trainees present fresh and innovative
medical and scientiﬁc knowledge that ultimately may
improve one’s clinical practice or research direction—it
certainly has enriched ours!
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Research Techniques Made Simple: Animal
Models of Wound Healing
Ayman Grada1, Joshua Mervis2 and Vincent Falanga1
Animal models have been developed to study the complex cellular and biochemical processes of wound repair
and to evaluate the efficacy and safety of potential therapeutic agents. Several factors can influence wound
healing. These include aging, infection, medications, nutrition, obesity, diabetes, venous insufficiency, and
peripheral arterial disease. Lack of optimal preclinical models that are capable of properly recapitulating human
wounds remains a significant translational challenge. Animal models should strive for reproducibility, quantitative interpretation, clinical relevance, and successful translation into clinical use. In this concise review, we
discuss animal models used in wound experiments including mouse, rat, rabbit, pig, and zebrafish, with a
special emphasis on impaired wound healing models.
Journal of Investigative Dermatology (2018) 138, 2095e2105; doi:10.1016/j.jid.2018.08.005
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Description: This article, designed for dermatologists, residents, fellows, and related healthcare providers, seeks to
reduce the growing divide between dermatology clinical
practice and the basic science/current research methodologies on which many diagnostic and therapeutic advances are
built.
Objectives: At the conclusion of this activity, learners should
be better able to:
 Recognize the newest techniques in biomedical research.
 Describe how these techniques can be utilized and their
limitations.
 Describe the potential impact of these techniques.

INTRODUCTION

The critical processes underlying wound healing have been
initially described using animal models (Eming et al., 2014;
Martin, 1997). Although animals do not develop chronic
wounds in a way that closely resembles those arising in
humans, animal models have provided valuable insights
into the principles of wound management. For example, the
now accepted notion that wounds heal faster when kept
moist came from research experiments in the domestic pig
(Helfman et al., 1994). However, because of anatomical

CME Accreditation and Credit Designation: This activity has
been planned and implemented in accordance with the
accreditation requirements and policies of the Accreditation
Council for Continuing Medical Education through the joint
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the ACCME to provide continuing medical education
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entire article, complete the post-test with a minimum performance level of 60%; and complete the online evaluation form
in order to claim CME credit. The CME credit code for this
activity is: 21310. For questions about CME credit email
cme@beaumont.edu.

and physiological differences among and within animal
species, including humans, no single model can suit all
needs. Data generated from preclinical studies on wound
repair may vary considerably depending on the animal
model chosen and on other biological variables such as
age, sex, microbiome, and wound location (Elliot et al.,
2018). Preclinical models should be validated before proceeding with testing.
When looking at preclinical models of wound healing, the
majority of studies are performed in either rodents or pigs.
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BENEFITS
 Investigating mechanisms of wound repair and
regeneration.
 Testing the efﬁcacy and safety of potential
therapeutics.
 Ethical regulations prohibit the use of humans,
especially humans with impaired wound healing,
in potentially harmful studies.

LIMITATIONS
 Anatomical and physiological differences among
and within animal species, including humans. No
one model can recapitulate the heterogeneity
and complexity of chronic wounds in humans.
 Reproducibility and translation of preclinical data
into clinical reality remains an ultimate challenge.
 Lack of standardization in designs and
procedures.

Primates are rarely used, mainly because of the higher cost
and animal care committees’ concerns regarding these animals. Moreover, primates heal with far less collagen deposition than humans do. Other animals offer limited beneﬁt for
wound research because of their size, temperament, and
maintenance expense.
ACUTE AND IMPAIRED HEALING

The natural (acute) wound healing process in adult mammals,
including humans, progresses in four orderly phases that
overlap in time: coagulation, inﬂammation, migrationproliferation (including matrix deposition), and remodeling
(Falanga, 2005). Acute wounds, such as those created by
surgery or trauma, occur suddenly and heal in a relatively
predictable timeframe. Deregulation or interruption of one or
more phases of the normal healing process leads to chronic
wounds (Eming, 2014). A chronic wound is a wound that fails
to progress through the normal phases of healing in an orderly
and timely manner. Persistent inﬂammation is a hallmark of
the chronic wound microenvironment. Some of the major
causes of impaired wound healing include diabetes mellitus,
vascular insufﬁciencies, and prolonged local pressure.

Diabetic wound models

No single model can reproduce the entire diabetic pathological process and its variations. Each model mimics merely
one aspect of this complex disease. Hyperglycemia can be
chemically induced in mice and rats by intraperitoneal or
caudal vein injection of streptozotocin or alloxan to cause
selective destruction of insulin-producing beta cells of the
pancreas. Animals are allowed to manifest hyperglycemia for
several weeks before making a cutaneous wound through
cutting, burning, or radiation. A pig model of diabetic ulcers
was established (Velander et al., 2008). However, these
wounds healed after 18 days, which is not consistent with
diabetic wounds in humans. Diabetes and insulin resistance
can be induced by genetic manipulation as well. There are
two types: type 1 diabetes models include the nonobese
diabetic (i.e., NOD) mouse, streptozotocin-induced diabetic
rat or mouse, bio-breeding (i.e., BB) rat, and Chinese hamster.
Type 2 diabetes models include the obese ob/ob mouse
(leptin receptor deﬁcient), db/db mouse (a point mutation in
the leptin receptor gene), NONcNZO10 mouse, and Zucker
fa/fa rats. The most common type 2 diabetic model (db/db
mouse) has signiﬁcant limitations in predicting humans outcomes because human type 2 diabetes does not involve
leptin abnormalities and is polygenic. No animal model
mimics the chronic problems that result in type 2 diabetic
ulcers (Fang et al., 2010).
Pressure ulcer models

The primary cause of pressure ulcers is repeated ischemiareperfusion injury caused by prolonged mechanical pressure, especially over a bony prominence. Pressure ulcers can
be modeled in loose-skinned animals such as rats and mice
by surgically implanting a metal plate under the skin
(Figure 1), followed by intermittent and periodic compressions of the skin using an external magnet (Reid et al., 2004;
Wassermann et al., 2009). Loose-skinned animals with little
subcutaneous fat, mainly rats, are suitable for modeling aged
human skin (Nguyen et al., 2008). Greyhound dogs have also
been used because of their thin skin (Swaim et al., 1993). Pigs
are better animals to model pressure ulcers of young humans
because of their tight skin (Nguyen, 2008). A cast can be
placed over a bony prominence in pigs to cause a reperfusion
injury and friction on the skin surface (Swaim et al., 1997).
Ischemic wound models

Acute wound models are useful for studying the natural
healing processes and for drug discovery. Although we will
focus mainly on models of impaired healing, acute wound
models that are commonly used include excisional, incisional, and burn models, which all have well-established
protocols (DiPietro and Burns, 2003).

The rabbit ear ulcer model has been extensively used to
simulate ischemic wounds. Cutaneous ischemia is created by
ear vessel ligation. Skin banding has been shown to create an
ischemic model in guinea pigs (Constantine and Bolton,
1986). Bipedicle ﬂap (surgically isolated area of skin with
minimal continued blood supply) has been used to create
ischemia on the dorsal skin of pigs (Figure 1). Molecular
markers are used to validate the hypoxic state of tissues.

ANIMAL MODELS OF IMPAIRED HEALING

Bioﬁlm-infected wound model

Chronic wounds in animals can be created from an acute
wound by inducing diabetes, mechanical pressure, ischemia,
or reperfusion injury. Chronic wounds are uncommon in

One characteristic of chronic human wounds is bacterial
infection and bioﬁlm, which impairs healing by inducing
prolonged proinﬂammatory cytokines (Edwards and Harding,

ANIMAL MODELS OF ACUTE HEALING
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animals, and thus all animal models have limitations (Mustoe
et al., 2006).
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Figure 1. Animal models of wound
healing. (aeg) Examples of chronic
skin wound animal models, their
clinical relevance, beneﬁts and
drawbacks. (a) Rabbit ear ischemia
model (proﬁle view). (b) Chemically
induced type 2 diabetic mouse model
(dorsal view). (c) Excision wound
splinting model in mouse (dorsal
view). (d) Rat magnet ischemiareperfusion model (proﬁle view).
(e) Pig wound infection model (dorsal
view). This method is also applicable
to rodents and rabbits. (f) Pig ﬂap
ischemia model (dorsal view). This
method is also applicable to rodents
and rabbits. (g) Mouse tail fullthickness wound model (dorsal view).
This method is also applicable to wildtype, transgenic, and knockout mice.
This work is partially derived from
Nunan et al. (2014) used under CC BY.
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Table 1. Features of different animal species used in modeling of wound healing
Animal
Species

Skin Type

Primary Healing
Mechanism

Mouse

Loose skinned

Contraction

Advantages

Limitations

 Small

 Loose skin and very high hair

 Very common

density do not reﬂect the ar-

 Cost efﬁcient

chitecture of human skin

 Easy to handle and maintain
 Numerous
transgenic,

 In the absence of outside
intervention (i.e., splinting),

knockout, and gene-

wounds heal primarily via

inducible lines readily

contraction, obviating the

available

need for a robust proliferative

 Species-speciﬁc

reagents

widely available for many

phase of wound healing
 Use of splinting to avoid

techniques such as immuno-

contraction introduces

histochemistry and ﬂow
cytometry

foreign material to the
wound site

 Broad knowledge base on

 Partial-thickness wounds can

mouse wound healing from

be difﬁcult to make because

years of extensive research
 Mouse tail model enables the
study of delayed healing in
wild-type mice, which can
then be used as controls in
studies of mutant strains

of thinness of skin
 Consistently

poor

trans-

lational efﬁcacy of therapeutics in humans
 Mouse genomic, immune,
and inﬂammatory responses
differ signiﬁcantly from
humans’ after injury

Rat

Loose skinned

Contraction

 Small
 Common
 Cost efﬁcient
 Easy to handle and maintain
 Bigger than mice, which al-

 Loose skin and high hair
density do not reﬂect the architecture of human skin
 Heal primarily via contraction, thus minimizing the

lows for larger or more

relevance of re-epithelization

numerous wounds per animal

and granulation unless

 Broad knowledge base on rat
wound healing from years of
extensive research

splinting technique is used
 Use of splinting to avoid
contraction introduces
foreign material to the
wound site
 Less

genetically

tractable

than mice
 Relative paucity of speciesspeciﬁc reagents compared
with mice
(continued )

2004; James et al., 2008). Wound-healing kinetics in the
presence of bioﬁlm have been studied in several animal
models (Gurjala et al., 2011). After wounding a rodent, rabbit,
or pig, a bacterial suspension of Pseudomonas aeruginosa or
Streptococcus aureus can be applied to the surface of the
wound. Bacterial concentration is adjusted according to
pathogenicity, virulence, and the extent of the immune
response of the host (Robson, 1997). An occlusive dressing
should be used to prevent cross-contamination and provide
optimal conditions for bacterial growth. The rabbit ear can be
2098
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used to combine a bioﬁlm model with ischemia, increasing its
clinical relevance (Gurjala, 2011). The rabbit ear model has
been used to study the efﬁcacy of traditional wound care in
the presence of a P. aeruginosa bioﬁlm (Seth et al., 2012).
CHOICE OF ANIMAL SPECIES

Several factors should be considered when choosing an animal
species for wound experiments (Table 1). These include cost,
availability, ease of handling, investigator familiarity, and
similarity to humans. The use of small animals has a cost
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Table 1. Continued
Animal
Species
Rabbit

Skin Type

Primary Healing
Mechanism

Loose skinned

Contraction

Advantages

Limitations

 Relatively inexpensive

 Limited genetic tractability

 Rapid breeding with prodi-

 Paucity of species-speciﬁc

gious offspring

reagents

 Rabbit ear model overcomes
wound contraction
 Maybe well-suited to testing
potential therapeutics,
because rabbit and human
skin respond similarly to
aging, delayed healing, and
various topical drugs
 Can create several wounds in
the same ear
 Contralateral ear can be used
as a control
 Larger-caliber vessels make
ischemic ligation easier
 Rabbit ear model can be
adapted for study of
hypertrophic scarring
Guinea pig

Loose skinned

Contraction

 Relatively small and cheap
 Unable to produce endoge-

 Not commonly used today
 Variable pregnancy rates,

nous vitamin C, so dietary

small and variable litter size,

deﬁciency allows study of the

and relatively long gesta-

role of collagen in wound
healing

tional time (60e70 days)
 Lack of transgenic methods
and a limited number of
strains

Pig

Tight skinned

Partial-thickness wound heals
with re-epithelialization and
granulation. Full-thickness
wound heals with contraction.

 Large size allows for larger

 Expensive to maintain

and more numerous wounds

 Administration of anesthesia

 Skin architecture, hair den-

is more difﬁcult and requires

sity, and physiology of
wound healing most closely
resemble what is seen in
humans
 Very relevant for preclinical
studies looking at
interventions

a skilled veterinarian
 All

surgical

procedures

generally require greater skill
and expertise
 Long gestational times
 Poor genetic tractability and
few transgenic lines available
 Not

practical

for

most

research facilities
 Dermis of larger, older animals is often signiﬁcantly
thicker than that of humans
 Less vascular dermis and lack
of eccrine sweat glands over
almost all body surfaces are
notable differences from human skin
(continued )
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Table 1. Continued
Animal
Species

Skin Type

Zebraﬁsh

Not applicable

Primary Healing
Mechanism
Re-epithelialization and
granulation

Advantages

Limitations

 Small

 Relatively

 Low cost
 Greater genetic tractability

model
 Limited number of validated

 Healing phases are discrete

underdeveloped

zebraﬁsh reagents such as

and uncoupled from each

antibodies and cell lines are

other, allowing isolated study

available to the research

of a particular process (i.e.,

community

epithelialization)
 Investigation of regenerative
healing

advantage. There are, however, several limitations, including
limits to wound size, skin thinness relative to humans, follicular
pattern, and hair growth cycle that differs from humans
(Table 2). Wounds in areas with higher hair density heal faster
than those in less hairy or nonhairy areas (Ansell et al., 2011).
Mouse

Mice are cost effective and amenable to genetic manipulation, which allows for mechanistic studies. Full-thickness
surgical incisions and excisions performed on mouse dorsal
skin are the most popular wound models. Dorsal sites tend to
be quite useful in keeping the animal from reaching and
manipulating the wound. For preclinical studies of therapeutics, each mouse can act as its own internal control
because each animal can be given two wounds, enabling the
application of both the treatment and control on the same
mouse. However, using mice to simulate human wound
closure has signiﬁcant limitations. Wound healing in mice is
fundamentally different from that in humans in that it is
dominated by myoﬁbroblast-mediated contraction. This difference is in part due to an extensive subcutaneous striated
muscle layer called the panniculus carnosus that is mostly
absent in humans. In mice, this muscle layer allows the skin
to move independently of the deeper tissues; hence, it is
called “loose skin.” A splinting technique is used to minimize
contraction (Galiano et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2013) and to
allow healing through granulation and re-epithelialization,
similar to humans. Mouse skin in males is up to 40% stronger than in females because of a thicker dermal layer. By
contrast, females have thicker epidermal and hypodermal
layers (Wong et al., 2011).
Wound healing is signiﬁcantly accelerated when mice
were wounded in the late anagen compared with the catagen
or telogen hair cycle stages (Ansell, 2011). To minimize the
impact of hair follicles on wound healing, wounding must be
created during telogen or early exogen, the resting phases of
the hair cycle. One alternative is to use outbred hairless mice
(Hr gene mutation).
Transgenic mice.
Transgenic and knockout mouse models
have been used to study the impact of a single gene in wound
healing. IL-6eknockout mice have shown signiﬁcantly
delayed wound healing compared with wild-type mice
2100
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(Gallucci et al., 2000). Although genetically modiﬁed mice
have tremendous potential for revealing the molecular pathways behind wound repair processes, overall, their utility is
complicated by compensatory changes in gene expression
and unanticipated effects, so that many gene knockouts have
not given the predicted effects, and a great deal of effort goes
into deﬁning the molecular pathways involved in the
phenotype (Fang and Mustoe, 2008).
Mouse tail.
Ideally, one would like to have the option to
model a chronic wound in wild-type animals. Traditionally,
genetically modiﬁed strains, such as the diabetic db/db mouse,
have been used to model impaired healing (Beer et al., 1997).
Thus, the mouse tail model was developed to recapitulate
delayed wound closure in the wild-type animal (Falanga et al.,
2004). A rectangular (0.3  1.0 cm) full-thickness excision is
made on the dorsal aspect of the tail, 1 cm distal to the body of
the mouse (Figure 2). The excised skin exposes the underlying
fascia, leaving a rectangular full-thickness defect. Compared
with back dorsal wounds, which heal within a few days, the
tail wounds require up to 21 days for full resurfacing, an
expanded timeframe to test hypotheses and therapies. Because
tail hair remains short, the wounds can be followed sequentially and measured clinically without killing the animals.
Wild-type, transgenic, and knockout mice can be used.
Rat

Similar to mice, rats have loose skin and therefore heal predominantly by contraction. Healing by contraction is more
rapid than re-epithelialization because new tissue is not
formed. Unlike humans, mice and rats do not create hypertrophic scars or keloids. The collagen produced in their
wounds comes from subcutaneous panniculus carnosus
muscles (Cohen et al., 1979). Several wound models have
used rats because of their size, wide availability, and tractable
nature. Although mice may translate into lower maintenance
budgets, rats provide a larger area of skin for wound studies.
Male Sprague Dawley rats in the 250e300-gram weight
range are the preferred strain. Male rats generally cost less
than females of the same size (Dorsett-Martin, 2004).
An ischemic, H-shaped, double ﬂap model in rats’ dorsum
was developed for studying the inﬂuence of different factors
on ﬂap survival (Quirinia et al., 1992). However, this model

Table 2. Characteristics of human and animal skin: mean thickness of skin layers and hair density in animal species used in wound experiments
SC

VE

D

Site

mm

SD/SE*

mm

SD/SE*

mm

SD

Mouse
Mouse

Dorsum
Buttock, ear, shoulder,
back, abdomen (parafﬁn)
Buttock, ear, shoulder, back,
abdomen (frozen)
Back
Dorsum
Buttock, ear, shoulder,
back, abdomen (parafﬁn)
Buttock, ear, shoulder, back,
abdomen (frozen)
Lumbar dorsum
Lumbar dorsum
Buttock, ear, shoulder,
back, abdomen (parafﬁn)
Buttock, ear, shoulder,
back, abdomen (frozen)
Buttock, ear, shoulder,
back, abdomen (parafﬁn)
Buttock, ear, shoulder,
back, abdomen (frozen)
Ear
Abdomen
—
Various sites

9
3.38

—
0.30*

29
11.50

—
1.24*

662
—

—
—

6.69

0.96*

9.24

0.96*

—

—

w5
18
4.04

—
—
0.47*

w21e22
32
15.34

—
—
1.21*

w275e280
2,040
—

—
—

9.91

1.14*

10.70

1.73*

—

—

11.7
9.5
6.89

3.6
1.6
0.88*

20.6
19.4
13.83

4.0
4.8
1.23*

2,174.0
1,719.3
—

486.7
258.5
—

10.91

1.48*

9.39

1.25*

—

—

12.85

1.19*

53.17

3.19*

—

—

41.33

3.73*

15.37

1.51*

—

—

17e28
17
10
—

—
—
—

60e85
47
50e120
31e637

—
—
(including SC)

1,440e2,210
2,906
2.28
521e1,977

(including H)
—
—
(E þ D)

Mouse
Mouse
Rat
Rat
Rat
Rabbit
Rabbit
Rabbit
Rabbit
Pig
Pig
Pig
Human
Human
Human

Hair Density,
hairs/ cm2

Healing Time
Course, days

658 (thick)

Closes in <5 days because
of contraction of skin

289 (thick)

Closes in <5 days because
of contraction of skin

Source
Monteiro-Riviere et al. (1990)

Ma et al. (2002)
Monteiro-Riviere et al. (1990)

Oznurlu et al. (2009)
13e16, or longer depending
on wound size
80 (medium)

Oznurlu et al. (2009)
Monteiro-Riviere et al. (1990)

11 (sparse)

12e14, or longer depending
on wound size

11 (sparse)

7e14, or longer depending
on wound size

Abbreviations: D, dermis; E, epidermis; H, hypodermis or subcutaneous tissue; SC, stratum corneum; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard error; VE, viable epidermis.
Modiﬁed from Wei et al. (2017), used under CC BY.
*Denotes standard error (SE).

Monteiro-Riviere et al. (1990)

Jacobi et al. (2007)
Monteiro-Riviere et al. (1990)
Qvist et al. (2000)
Lee and Hwang (2002)
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Figure 2. Ischemic rabbit ear model.
A circumferential incision is made at
the base of the ear. The rostral and
central arteries are ligated, leaving
three main veins and the small caudal
artery intact. Reprinted from Surgical
Research, Saulis A, Mustoe TA; 2001.
p. 857-873. Models of Wound
Healing in Growth Factor Studies.
With permission from Elsevier.

has limitations. The rapidity with which the tissue returns to
normal levels of perfusion prevents extended testing of potential therapeutic agents. Meanwhile, it is difﬁcult to evaluate healing in incisional wounds, because breaking strength
measurements reﬂect only one aspect of healing. An optimized ischemic ﬂap model was established by creating fullthickness excisional wounds within a bipedicle dorsal skin
ﬂap in rats (Gould et al., 2005). In this model, modiﬁcations
were made to the bipedicle ﬂap model described initially by
Schwarz et al. (1995). The two main modiﬁcations are (i)
making the skin ﬂap sufﬁciently narrow so that the blood
supply is random and the wounds located in the midpoint of
the ﬂap are ischemic and (ii) inserting a silicone sheet beneath
the skin ﬂap, which prevents re-adherence and reperfusion of
the ﬂap from the underlying tissue. In this model, the panniculus carnosus muscle is removed from the wound bed by
dissecting just above the muscle fascia. Wound contraction is
limited (but not eliminated) by tacking the ﬂap to the silicone
sheet (Gould, 2005). The ﬁnal product is a ﬂap that does not
develop necrosis yet remains ischemic for up to 2 weeks with
markedly impaired healing.

similar ulcers can be created in the same ear, and the
contralateral ear can serve as a control. Furthermore,
because of the splinting from ear cartilage, open wounds in
the rabbit ear allow easy quantiﬁcation of epithelization as
an independent variable from granulation tissue. Although
theoretically a similar model could be applied to rodents,
the technical aspects (surgical skills and magniﬁcation) have
made this prohibitive.
The rabbit ear model has also been used to study the
effects of various topical growth factors in promoting healing
of chronic wounds (Xia et al., 1999). Although promising
results were achieved with growth factor therapies in animal
studies, human clinical trials have been disappointing.
Nonetheless, some notable observations have been made that
point to rabbit wounds behaving similarly to human wounds.
These similarities include increased scarring with delayed
epithelialization and less scarring with old age, topical steroids, and collagen synthesis inhibitors.

Rabbit ear

Rabbit ear has been widely used as an ischemic wound
model to study the effects of hypoxia on healing, as ﬁrst
described by Ahn and Mustoe (1990). The rabbit ear is
vascularized by three main arteries (Figure 3). An ischemic
zone is created by ligating two (rostral and central arteries)
of the three arteries at the base of the ear through a
circumferential incision, thus disrupting dermal arterial circulation while maintaining the veins. A 6-mm punch biopsy
down through the cartilage will create a full-thickness
wound that lacks a vascular base and has a very limited
lateral vascular supply. Because the dermis of the rabbit ear
is ﬁrmly attached to the cartilage, the avascular wound bed
cannot close by contraction and, instead, heals via epithelization and granulation tissue formation. However, the
ischemia is reversible, and collateral circulation develops in
about 14 days. The main advantage of this model is that
rabbit ear provides a large surface area on which several
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Figure 3. Mouse tail model. Gross appearance of a full-thickness wound on a
mouse tail, immediately after wounding. The fascia is glistening white.
Reprinted from Falanga et al. (2004) with permission from Wiley.
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Pig

Pigs are standard models for wound healing because of the
signiﬁcant similarities to human skin (Montagna and Yun,
1964). Key similarities include epidermal and dermal thickness and related ratios (for weanling pigs), epidermal turnover
time (around 30 days), pattern and structure of hair follicles,
content and structure of dermal collagen and elastin, dermal
metabolism, types of immune cells present, and biological
response to growth factors. Perhaps most importantly, partialthickness wounds in both pigs and humans heal mainly
through re-epithelialization, not contraction. In contrast, circular full-thickness wounds heal signiﬁcantly by contraction
in pig models. Both percutaneous permeability and transdermal absorption in human skin is closer to those in pig skin
than in other animal models (Bartek et al., 1972). Size of ﬂaps,
grafts, and dermal wounds have been standardized for comparison of therapeutic agents.
Pigs are substantially more expensive to purchase and
maintain. Although human and pig skin are quite comparable
in a number of facets, dissimilarities certainly exist. Pig skin
has a higher pH, fatty subcutis, and predominantly apocrine
sweat glands, with eccrine sweat glands conﬁned only to
specialized regions. Moreover, although microvascular
anatomy is consistent between humans and pigs, skin
vasculature, particularly of the dermis, is richer in human skin
(Montagna and Yun, 1964). Weanling pigs have a dermis
similar in thickness to humans, but larger animals have a
much thicker and stiffer skin than humans. These differences
are likely to have relevant implications for physiological
studies.
The pig model is used to study a variety of cutaneous
wounds including partial- and full-thickness excisional
wounds, incisional wounds, laser-induced wounds,
ischemic wounds, and second degree burns (Seaton et al.,
2015). In pigs, limb denervation followed by casting has
also been used to develop a model of pressure ulcers
(Hyodo et al., 1995).
Guinea pig

Studies of the effects of vitamin C deﬁciency on wound
healing are generally performed in the guinea pig because,
like human beings, guinea pigs require vitamin C from dietary
sources (Bartlett et al., 1942). The vitamin C-deﬁcient
(“scorbutic”) guinea pig was used throughout the early to
mid-20th century to investigate the role of collagen in wound
healing (Abercrombie et al., 1956). Vitamin C is essential for
collagen synthesis. Most other animals, including the pig, can
synthesize their own vitamin C and thus do not make good
models to study the effects of dietary vitamin C deﬁciency on
wound healing.
Zebraﬁsh

Zebraﬁsh can regenerate many tissues and organs. A fullthickness wound model can be quickly and reproducibly
created on the ﬂank of adult zebraﬁsh (Richardson et al.,
2013). Wounds show rapid re-epithelization (within hours),
independent of coagulation and inﬂammation. Furthermore, a
granulation-like tissue is formed and later cleared, resulting in
minimal scar formation. Unlike the overlapping phases of
wound healing in mammals, healing processes occur

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
1. Which of the following animal species heal
predominantly by contraction?
A. Humans
B. Pigs
C. Mice and rats
D. Zebraﬁsh
2. The mouse tail model has the following features
except which of the following?
A. Rapid healing capacity
B. Can be used to study scarring
C. Offers longer duration of wound closure
D. Contraction is minimal
3. Which of the following animal species is most
relevant to partial-thickness wound modeling?
A. Pig
B. Greyhound
C. Rabbit
D. Guinea pig
4. To choose an optimal animal model, one must
take into consideration the following factors:
A. Size
B. Cost
C. Reproducibility
D. All of the above
5. Which of the following adult animals exhibits
scar-free skin regeneration?
A. Mouse
B. Rat
C. Pig
D. Zebraﬁsh
See online version of this article for a detailed explanation
of correct answers.

sequentially in zebraﬁsh, allowing for better identiﬁcation of
direct and indirect effects caused by chemical or genetic
manipulation. Furthermore, it provides an opportunity to
perform high-throughput small-molecule drug screens
(Richardson et al., 2016). The zebraﬁsh model has been used
to study the role of inﬂammation in wound healing (Hoodless
et al., 2016).
CONCLUSION

Animal models provide invaluable information that can be
correlated with human wound healing. When it comes to
interpretation and implementation, one must not fail to
recognize differences in each animal model. The investigator
must assess the merits and limitations of each model according to the experimental objectives. Creating an animal
model that reﬂects the complexity and heterogeneity of
www.jidonline.org 2103
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chronic wounds in humans may be an unattainable goal
because they are an outcome of multifactorial process that is
inﬂuenced by both intrinsic and extrinsic factors such as
impaired circulation, infection, chronic inﬂammation, poor
nutrition, aging, limited physical activity, and chronic disease, among others. Useful models are designed such that
these impairments are comparable, thus permitting a higher
degree of validity. Given the ongoing advances in genetic
manipulation of mice and other animal species, new, more
useful models of the wound repair will eventually emerge.
CONFLICT OF INTEREST
The authors state no conﬂict of interest.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary material is linked to this paper. Teaching slides are available
as supplementary material.
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Research Techniques Made Simple: Transepidermal
Water Loss Measurement as a Research Tool
Helen Alexander1, Sara Brown2, Simon Danby3 and Carsten Flohr1
Transepidermal water loss (TEWL) is the most widely used objective measurement for assessing the barrier
function of skin in healthy individuals but also patients with skin diseases that are associated with skin barrier
dysfunction, such as atopic dermatitis. TEWL is the quantity of condensed water that diffuses across a fixed area
of stratum corneum to the skin surface per unit time. The water evaporating from the skin is measured using a
probe that is placed in contact with the skin surface and contains sensors that detect changes in water vapor
density. TEWL can be measured using an open-chamber, unventilated-chamber, or condenser-chamber device.
It is a sensitive measure that is affected by properties of the surrounding microclimate such as environmental
humidity, temperature, and airflow and should be measured under controlled conditions. TEWL varies
significantly across different anatomical sites and also depends on sweat gland activity, skin temperature, and
corneocyte properties. Here we describe how to optimally use TEWL measurements as a skin research tool
in vivo and in vitro.
Journal of Investigative Dermatology (2018) 138, 2295e2300; doi:10.1016/j.jid.2018.09.001
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Description: This article, designed for dermatologists, residents, fellows, and related healthcare providers, seeks to
reduce the growing divide between dermatology clinical
practice and the basic science/current research methodologies on which many diagnostic and therapeutic advances are
built.
Objectives: At the conclusion of this activity, learners should
be better able to:
 Recognize the newest techniques in biomedical research.
 Describe how these techniques can be utilized and their
limitations.
 Describe the potential impact of these techniques.

INTRODUCTION

The outer layer of the epidermis, the stratum corneum (SC),
contributes to skin barrier properties and has many protective
functions (Elias, 2008), including contribution to the control
of transcutaneous water loss. The movement of water across
the SC is primarily controlled by ﬂattened corneocytes
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surrounded by hydrophobic bilamellar lipids including
ceramides, cholesterol, and free fatty acids. The permeability
barrier function of the skin is critical, and its impairment leads
to downstream signals that aim to restore barrier homeostasis.
Transepidermal water loss (TEWL) measurement is the most
widely used objective measurement for assessing the barrier
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SUMMARY POINTS
 TEWL measurement is used to objectively assess
the barrier function of the skin in vivo and
in vitro.
 Skin diseases in which the skin barrier is
disturbed, such as atopic dermatitis (AD), contact
dermatitis, and psoriasis, are associated with
elevated TEWL.
 TEWL can be measured using an open-chamber
device, an unventilated-chamber device, or a
condenser-chamber device.
 TEWL is affected by properties of the surrounding
microclimate such as environmental humidity,
temperature, and airﬂow and should be measured
under controlled conditions.

function of the skin (Fluhr et al., 2006). TEWL measures the
quantity of water lost from inside the body by diffusion across
the SC. Skin barrier dysfunction results in increased TEWL.
Skin diseases in which the skin barrier is disturbed, such as
atopic dermatitis (AD), contact dermatitis, psoriasis, and ichthyoses, are associated with elevated TEWL.
TEWL as a measure of skin water barrier status has been
validated in both humans and mice by correlating TEWL with
absolute water loss determined gravimetrically (Fluhr et al.,
2006). In addition to gauging water barrier function, in vivo
TEWL measurements consistently correlate with the percutaneous absorption of topically applied compounds (Levin and
Maibach, 2005). As such, TEWL measurements can be seen
as an indirect measure of skin permeability (both inside to
outside and outside to inside), which is a function of skin
barrier status. A stronger skin barrier, characterized by larger
surface corneocytes, an increased number of corneocyte
layers (increased path length across the SC), and/or improved
inter-corneocyte lamellar lipid matrices are linked to reduced
TEWL (Damien and Boncheva, 2010). The molecular organization of the SC extracellular lipid matrix into a highly
ordered lamellar bilayer structure is an important determinant
of TEWL (Elias, 2008). The proportion of SC composed of
alpha-phase lipid bilayers inversely correlates with TEWL.
Changes in the lipid matrix structure induced by environmental factors such as temperature and humidity may therefore be responsible for the differences in TEWL observed
under these conditions (Damien and Boncheva, 2010).
TEWL MEASUREMENT

TEWL is not measured directly, but inferred from measuring
the change (or ﬂux) in water vapor density at the skin surface
compared with a point farther away from the skin (Nilsson,
1977). If water loss across the SC were zero, then the
humidity in the air adjacent to the skin surface would be the
same as ambient humidity. As water loss across the SC
increases, the humidity next to the skin surface rises above
ambient humidity. This creates a humidity gradient above the
skin surface that is proportional to the SC water loss (Imhof
et al., 2009). Water vapor density measurements are taken

over a ﬁxed area of SC in a ﬁxed time period, and the units for
TEWL are stated as grams of water per square meter per hour
(g$me2$he1).
TEWL can be measured using an open-chamber device, an
unventilated-chamber device, or a condenser-chamber
device. Because of the sensitivity and variability in measurement of TEWL, usually three or more readings are taken
to calculate a mean value.
TEWL DEVICES

Open-chamber devices consist of a hollow cylinder that is
placed in contact with the skin (Nilsson, 1977). Water vapor
from the skin surface diffuses through the chamber and out
into the ambient atmosphere. The humidity gradient is
calculated from temperature and relative humidity readings
from two sensors that are ﬁxed at different distances from the
skin surface (Figure 1a). An advantage of open-chamber
devices is that they do not occlude the skin and therefore
leave the cutaneous microclimate relatively undisturbed.
One of their major limitations, however, is that they are
vulnerable to environmental inﬂuences, such as disturbance
from ambient air movements.
Unventilated-chamber devices consist of a chamber with a
closed upper end, which protects from ambient air movement
disturbances. Water vapor from the skin surface collects in
the chamber, causing the humidity to rise with time. Sensors
in the chamber measure the rate of increase in relative
humidity (Figure 1b). This method requires the chamber to be
lifted from the skin after every reading to allow the accumulated water vapor to escape. These devices therefore cannot
be used for continuous TEWL measurement.
The more recently developed condenser-chamber device
has become increasingly used, because it provides a dynamic
reading of the transcutaneous water loss (Imhof et al., 2009).
The upper end of the chamber is closed by a condenser that is
cooled below the freezing point of water. The condenser
removes water vapor from the chamber, enabling continuous
measurements to be made without the need to interrupt
the measurement to allow the water vapor to escape. The
condenser also controls the microclimate within the chamber
by protecting from ambient air movement and controlling the
humidity. The water vapor density is measured in a similar
way to open chamber devices by separately spaced sensors in
the chamber (Figure 1c).
A number of studies have compared the performance of
different TEWL devices and found that results show good
correlation (Farahmand et al., 2009; Fluhr et al., 2006).
However, a small comparative study of an open-chamber
system with an unventilated-chamber system and a
condenser-chamber system found that the condenserchamber system was the only device that could detect the
effect of tape-stripping on TEWL and the only device that
could discriminate between the effects of moisturizer and
petrolatum on skin barrier integrity (Farahmand et al., 2009),
suggesting that the condenser-chamber method gives greater
sensitivity.
FACTORS AFFECTING TEWL

TEWL has been shown to vary signiﬁcantly at different
anatomical sites within an individual (Kottner et al., 2013).
www.jidonline.org
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Figure 1. TEWL devices. (a) Open-chamber TEWL
device. A hollow cylinder is placed in contact with
the skin, and water vapor diffuses through the open
chamber. Spatially separated temperature and
relative humidity sensors detect the humidity
gradient. (b) Unventilated-chamber TEWL device.
The upper end of the chamber is closed, resulting in
water vapor collecting in the chamber. The
temperature and relative humidity sensors detect the
rate of increase of relative humidity. (c) Condenserchamber TEWL device. The upper end of the
chamber is closed by a condenser that removes
water vapor from the chamber, enabling continuous
TEWL measurements to be recorded. Water vapor
density is measured by sensors in the chamber and
condenser. TEWL, transepidermal water loss.

TEWL is high at the palms, soles, axillae, and forehead and
low at the calf and forearm. The increased TEWL at sites such
as the palms and soles is linked to the low sebaceous lipid
content at these sites (Brancaleon et al., 2001). Regional differences in TEWL may also be due to differences in sweat
gland activity, occlusion, skin temperature, thickness, and
microvasculature as well as corneocyte size, maturity, and
shedding. In adults, some studies suggest that TEWL
decreases with age but others have found no association
between TEWL and age (Kottner et al., 2013; Zouboulis et al.,
2018). Some studies have found TEWL differences in different
ethnic groups. For instance, TEWL is higher in black
and Asian skin compared with Caucasian skin (Kompaore
et al., 1993). Skin care practices also affect TEWL.
Detergents such as sodium lauryl sulfate can damage the skin
barrier and lead to increased TEWL, whereas emollients
transiently occlude the skin and reduce TEWL (Danby et al.,
2016). Skin surface temperature and sweating additionally
alter TEWL (Pinnagoda et al., 1990). Studies have also shown
seasonal variation in TEWL and that TEWL is affected by
circadian rhythm and sun exposure (Le Fur et al., 2001; Liu
et al., 2010).
TEWL MEASUREMENT IN VIVO

Guidelines have been developed to help control external
factors affecting TEWL in research studies and achieve consistency and accuracy (Pinnagoda et al., 1990; Rogiers and
EEMCO Group, 2001). The selection of the skin area to be
tested is important, and the volar forearm is the site used most
often for dermatological studies. There should be an interval
of at least 12 hours between application of topical skin
products and TEWL measurement and at least 2 hours
between skin washing and TEWL measurement. A room of
temperature 18e21  C and relative humidity of 40%e60%
should be used and direct light avoided. Subjects should
acclimatize to the environment for 20e30 minutes before
TEWL measurement. TEWL measurements should ideally be
taken at the same time of day and during the same season,
avoiding the summer months.
Calibration of TEWL instruments is essential and depends
on the device and manufacturer (Imhof et al., 2009;
Pinnagoda et al., 1990). Because of the differences in TEWL
measurement devices and study designs, there is a lack of
consensus regarding reference TEWL values. It is therefore
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recommended that baseline TEWL measurements be recorded and that results be interpreted as a relative change
(Rogiers and EEMCO Group, 2001).
In addition to the use of basal TEWL to assess the undisturbed permeability of the skin barrier, TEWL measurements
conducted in conjunction with controlled skin barrier
perturbation by tape-stripping are used to measure skin
barrier integrity (Danby et al., 2011). Tape-stripping is a
procedure where the uppermost layers of corneocytes are
peeled away from the surface using standardized adhesive
discs, such as D-Squame discs (CuDerm, TX). Where the skin
displays reduced structural integrity, tape-stripping removes
more corneocytes, leading to a more rapid disruption of the
skin barrier and, consequently, a sharper increase in TEWL
with each consecutive stripping. Initially, healthy skin is fairly
insensitive to tape-stripping, showing the capacity of the skin
to withstand mild perturbation. Disrupted skin and skin with a
low structural integrity exhibit greater changes in TEWL,
underpinning the increased sensitivity of the technique. The
area under the curve for TEWL measurements made over a
deﬁned number of tape strippings can be used to reﬂect the
overall integrity of the SC (Figure 2). Quantifying the amount
of protein removed by each tape-strip disc can similarly be
used to reﬂect the cohesiveness of the SC (Danby et al.,
2016). Combination of the TEWL and protein data can be
used to estimate the thickness of the SC by using Fick’s ﬁrst
law of diffusion (Bashir et al., 2001).
The measurement of skin barrier recovery rates after barrier
impairment can show skin barrier differences that are not
seen with basal TEWL measurement alone. For instance,
aging and stress lead to delayed skin barrier recovery,
whereas darkly pigmented skin, independent of race,
recovers more quickly after tape stripping than lightly pigmented skin (Ghadially et al., 1995; Muizzuddin et al., 2003;
Reed et al., 1995). Barrier recovery kinetics can also be used
to assess response to topical treatments and to identify the
metabolic processes that maintain a functioning skin barrier
(Feingold, 2009).
TEWL MEASUREMENT IN VITRO

TEWL has also been used as a quantitative parameter
to assess skin barrier integrity and function in explanted
skin (Döge et al., 2017; Sundaram et al., 2016; Zhang et al.,
2018) and skin barrier formation in cultured skin models

RESEARCH TECHNIQUES MADE SIMPLE

Figure 2. TEWL measurement in conjunction with controlled skin barrier perturbation by tape-stripping is used to measure skin barrier integrity in atopic
dermatitis research. The area under the curve for TEWL measurements made over a deﬁned number of tape strippings can be used to reﬂect the overall integrity
of the stratum corneum. AD, atopic dermatitis; AUC, area under the curve; TEWL, transepidermal water loss.

(Nolte et al., 1993) and epidermal models (Hatano et al.,
2005; Kuntsche et al., 2008) in vitro.
TEWL may be measured on cultured samples directly (Biox
Systems, London, UK; https://www.biox.biz/Products/
ProductDetails.php), or after mounting in a Franz cell
(Tewitro TW24; CourageþKhazaka Electronic, Cologne,
Germany;
http://www.courage-khazaka.de/index.php/en/
products/scientiﬁc/382-tewitro-e), or with adaptation to
allow multiple wells to be measured simultaneously (Tewitro
TW24). TEWL measurement has been shown to directly
correlate with the measurement of tritiated water ﬂux and to
be a safer and more user-friendly measurement (Elmahjoubi
et al., 2009).
One advantage of TEWL measurement in vitro is that it is
less sensitive to the variable of water loss by sweating that
occurs in vivo, but repeated measurements show variation as
the sample equilibrates to ambient temperature and humidity
outside the tissue culture incubator, so equilibration time
should be standardized across replicated experiments.
The absolute TEWL measurement shows variability between replicate experiments, and the different models give
different TEWL measurements (Figure 3), reﬂecting in part the
different distances between water source (media and/or
dermis) and the epidermal surface. Direct comparisons
between experimental measurements are therefore not
appropriate, and it is important to include within-experiment
controls for comparison.

of patients with moderate to severe AD are heterozygous for
one of the ﬁlaggrin gene (FLG) loss-of-function mutations
(Baurecht et al., 2007). Studies have shown that at birth, there
is no difference in TEWL between FLG mutation and FLG
wild-type groups (Horimukai et al., 2016; Kelleher et al.,
2015). However at 2 months, 3 months, and 6 months of
age, those carrying an FLG mutation have a signiﬁcantly
higher TEWL than those without (Flohr et al., 2010; Kelleher
et al., 2015). TEWL was found to be elevated in infants with
FLG-null mutations even without clinical AD, suggesting that
skin barrier impairment may precede the clinical manifestation of AD. Kelleher et al. and Horimukai et al. have shown

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS OF TEWL MEASUREMENT

Skin barrier dysfunction and increased TEWL are major
pathologic features of AD (Elias, 2008; Flohr et al., 2010).
TEWL is used as a research tool to objectively assess skin
barrier function, and it can be robustly correlated with the
severity of AD and response to treatment, leading to the
inclusion of the parameter in some AD severity scores
(Chamlin et al., 2002; Pinnagoda et al., 1990; Rogiers and
EEMCO Group, 2001; Sugarman et al., 2003). Filaggrin is a
key component of the epidermal skin barrier, and up to 50%

Figure 3. In vitro TEWL measurement from isolated human epidermis and
rat epidermal keratinocyte organotypic cell culture epidermis (ROC). This
TEWL measurement was used to determine the occlusive properties of lipid
nanoparticle formulations (MCT, D116 [Dynasan 116, Huls and Sasol,
Germany], CM/CN [CM; ICN, USA] [CN; Acros, Pittsburgh PA], GMO
[Eastman, Miami, FLA]) (n ¼ 3e4) (reprinted from Kuntsche et al., 2008 with
permission). MCT, medium chain triglycerides; D116, tripalmitate; CM,
cholesteryl myristate; CN, cholesteryl nonanoate; GMO, glycerol monooleate;
TEWL, transepidermal water loss.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
1. How is TEWL measured?
A. By measuring the volume of water on the
surface of the skin
B. By measuring absolute water loss from the
skin gravimetrically
C. By measuring relative humidity and
temperature at the skin surface to calculate
the change in water vapor density
D. By measuring evaporation of water from the
skin to the atmosphere
2. What advantages do condenser-chamber TEWL
devices have over unventilated-chamber and
open-chamber devices?
A. Water can diffuse out of the chamber into
the atmosphere.
B. Continuous TEWL measurements can be
made, and disturbance from ambient air
movements is minimized.
C. The chamber is closed, allowing water vapor
to accumulate in the chamber.
D. Individual TEWL measurements can be made
faster.
3. What are the suggested conditions for TEWL
measurement?
A. Room temperature of 18e21  C, relative
humidity of 40%e60%, and direct light;
subjects should acclimatize to the
environment for 20e30 minutes before TEWL
measurement.
B. Room temperature of 18e21  C, relative
humidity of 20%e30%, and avoid direct
light; subjects should acclimatize to the
environment for 20e30 minutes before TEWL
measurement.
C. Room temperature of 18e21  C, relative
humidity of 20%e30%, and avoid direct light;
take measurement as soon as subject enters
the testing environment.
D. Room temperature of 18e21  C, relative
humidity of 40%e60%, and avoid direct
light; subjects should acclimatize to the
environment for 20e30 minutes before TEWL
measurement.
4. Which body regions have the highest TEWL?
A. Palms, soles, axillae, and forehead
B. Calves and forearms
C. Antecubital fossae
D. Abdomen, chest, and back
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5. Which statement is true regarding TEWL in AD?
A. At 3 months of age, FLG mutation-carrying
infants do not have increased TEWL.
B. TEWL is increased at birth in FLG mutationcarrying neonates compared with FLGewildtype neonates.
C. TEWL is not a parameter in any AD severity
scores.
D. TEWL measured during the ﬁrst days of life
can predict the development of AD in
infancy.
See online version of this article for a detailed explanation
of correct answers.

that TEWL measured during the ﬁrst days of life can predict
the development of AD in infancy, independent of FLG status.
These ﬁndings suggest that TEWL could potentially be used to
identify neonates at increased risk of AD and help guide
prevention strategies—for instance, with regular emollient
application.
CONCLUSIONS

TEWL is a research tool that enables objective and noninvasive measurement of one aspect of skin barrier function in
dermatological research. TEWL elevation is a hallmark of AD
and may precede clinical manifestation of the disease, suggesting that TEWL measurement may be useful in guiding AD
prevention strategies.
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Research Techniques Made Simple: CAR T-Cell Therapy
Haziq F. Siddiqi1, Karl W. Staser2 and Vinod E. Nambudiri1
Chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) and chimeric autoantibody receptor T-cell therapy hold great promise in the
treatment of cancer and autoimmune disease, respectively. This powerful technique involves genetically engineering T lymphocytes to enable selective destruction of disease-causing cells. In the current approach, a
patient’s T cells are genetically engineered to express an antigen-specific antibody fragment fused to activating
cytoplasmic T-cell signaling domains. After ex vivo activation and genetic modification of a patient’s own T cells,
the individually tailored CAR T cells are then infused into the patient for the selective destruction of cells
bearing the targeted antigen. CAR T cells directed against the CD19 antigen expressed on B lymphoma cells
have shown remarkable clinical efficacy in the treatment of refractory lymphoma, with two anti-CD19 CAR-T
products recently gaining approval from the US Food and Drug Administration. For dermatological disease,
preliminary studies have shown efficacy of CAR T cells in targeting melanoma cells and the pathogenic B cells in
pemphigus vulgaris. Despite its great promise, current clinical CAR T-cell (or CAR-T) therapy carries a high risk
of cytokine release syndrome, a potentially fatal systemic inflammatory response that can be manifest in
cutaneous findings. For the dermatologist, the rapid clinical emergence of CAR-T therapy promises to treat and
cure a variety of dermatological conditions, but it also requires an astute awareness of potential cutaneous
complications in the increasing number of patients undergoing CAR-T therapy.
Journal of Investigative Dermatology (2018) 138, 2501e2504; doi:10.1016/j.jid.2018.09.002
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reduce the growing divide between dermatology clinical
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Objectives: At the conclusion of this activity, learners should
be better able to:
 Recognize the newest techniques in biomedical research.
 Describe how these techniques can be utilized and their limitations.
 Describe the potential impact of these techniques.

INTRODUCTION

Chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) are fusion proteins
consisting of an antigen-recognition domain and T-cell
intracellular signaling domains. Typically, the CAR antigenrecognition domain is an antibody single-chain variable
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fragment derived from a monoclonal antibody speciﬁc for a
target antigen such as CD19 (Levine et al., 2017). The CAR
intracellular portion contains T-cell signaling domains that
activate and potentiate the T-cell response. When the CAR T
cell’s antigen-recognition domain interacts with an antigen-
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SUMMARY POINTS
What are the domains of a chimeric antigen receptor?
CARs are made of three domains:
(1) The extracellular portion contains the antigenrecognition domain. The antigen-recognition
domain is typically an single-chain variable
fragment antibody fragment or another peptide
that recognizes autoantibodies, such as with
Dsg3 CAAR T cells recognizing the anti-Dsg3
BCR on B cells.
(2) A transmembrane domain that anchors the CAR
to the cell membrane.
(3) The intracellular domain that contains a CD3za
signaling domain and costimulatory domains
that enhance T-cell proliferation, cytokine
release, and killing activity after antigen
binding.
What are the major potential advantages of CAR T-cell
therapy in melanoma and pemphigus vulgaris?
Melanoma: In melanoma, CAR T-cell therapy in combination with TCRs through the use of T cells coexpressing TCR and CAR for different melanoma antigens may help reduce tumor evasion of the immune
response and reduce likelihood of recurrence.
Pemphigus vulgaris: In PV, CAAR T-cell therapy may
provide a strategy to eliminate self-reactive B cells
without systemic immunosuppression. Speciﬁcally,
CAAR T cells expressing desmoglein 3 recognize and
interact with anti-desmoglein 3 on pathogenic B cells
without inducing off-target effects. Preliminary data in
cell cultures and animal models have shown this strategy
to successfully eliminate B cells carrying the B-cell receptor against desmoglein 3.

bearing cell, the CAR T cell’s internal signaling domains
activate CAR T cells to proliferate, secrete cytokines, and kill
the antigen-bearing target cell. Accordingly, CAR T cells can
mediate efﬁcient, antigen-speciﬁc cell killing in a major histocompatibility unrestricted fashion. Clinically, CAR T-cell
therapy has shown high response rates in multiple hematologic malignancies and is undergoing investigation for the
treatment of a variety of liquid and solid tumors (Levine et al.,
2017). In 2017, the US Food and Drug Administration
approved the ﬁrst anti-CD19 CAR T-cell therapies for
relapsed or refractory B-cell precursor acute lymphoblastic
leukemia and diffuse large B-cell lymphoma. Moreover, a
recent study showed CAR T-cell (sometimes abbreviated
CAR-T) efﬁcacy in targeting pathogenic B cells in pemphigus
vulgaris, opening exciting avenues for CAR-T therapy in
dermatology (Ellebrecht et al., 2016).
OVERVIEW OF CAR-T METHODOLOGY
CAR design
A CAR construct consists of an extracellular antigen-recognition
domain and intracellular T-cell signaling domains (Levine et al.,
2017). In the majority of current CAR designs, the antigen-

recognition domain consists of an antigen-speciﬁc single-chain variable fragment. However, recent studies have shown the feasibility of
alternate antigen-recognition domain strategies, as with desmoglein
3 (Dsg3)-expressing CARs that direct engineered T cells to attack
pemphigus vulgaris-causing B cells expressing the anti-Dsg3 B-cell
receptor (BCR) (Ellebrecht et al., 2016). A spacer or hinge links the
antigen-recognition domain to a transmembrane domain, anchoring
the CAR to the T-cell membrane. The intracellular portion contains
T-cell signaling domains necessary for T-cell activation. In ﬁrstgeneration CARs, the intracellular signaling domain consists solely
of a CD3z chain, a component of the endogenous T-cell receptor
(TCR). These ﬁrst-generation CARs showed minimal killing and
persistence in vivo, likely because of low-level T-cell activation and
expansion in response to tumor antigens (Jensen et al., 2010; Till
et al., 2008). Subsequent CAR designs have reﬁned the intracellular signaling domain to contain co-stimulatory domains. Secondgeneration CARs typically contain both CD3z and 4-1BB or CD28
T-cell signaling moieties, and third-generation CARs express three
domains, such as CD3z, 4-1BB, and CD28. These second- and thirdgeneration CAR T cells have shown excellent tumor killing and
persistence in vivo, and these designs underpin the currently US
Food and Drug Administrationeapproved CAR T cells (Figure 1).

CAR T-cell production
After designing the CAR construct, the CAR elements are cloned into
a lentiviral or retroviral backbone plasmid using standard molecular
cloning techniques. The CAR and viral enzyme plasmids are transfected into a packaging cell line (e.g., 293T cells) that can generate
large titers of CAR-bearing virus (Levine et al., 2017). Peripheral
blood mononuclear cells derived from the patient by leukapheresis
are then stimulated with anti-CD3/CD28 beads to activate and
expand T cells. During CD3/CD28 activation, the patient’s T cells are
transduced with the CAR-bearing retro or lentivirus to produce CAR
T cells containing a stably integrated and expressed CAR. Experimentally, successfully transduced T cells may be further enriched
using markers such as GFP or human CD34 fused to the CAR and
introduced during transduction. After continued expansion ex vivo,
highly enriched CAR T cells undergo washing, concentration, and
cryopreservation for future transfer into the patient (Levine et al.,
2017) (Figure 2).

DERMATOLOGIC APPLICATIONS OF CAR T CELLS
Melanoma

Melanomas often develop resistance to targeted therapy
through antigen down-regulation or activation of compensatory signaling pathways (Sullivan and Flaherty, 2013). Taking
advantage of the T cells’ ability to reliably recognize melanomas, Rosenberg et al. (2008, 2011) used adoptive cell
therapy to treat melanoma patients. In adoptive cell therapy,
patient T cells with antitumor activity are expanded ex vivo
and reinfused into the patient, with signiﬁcant clinical success
(Lu et al., 2017). Although adoptive cell therapy uses a single
T-cell clone expressing a single TCR (Uslu et al., 2016),
developed as a multi-hit therapy to use T cells expressing both
a TCR and a CAR, known as TETARs (i.e., T cells Expressing
Two Additional Receptors). They found that co-expressing
CAR and TCR in a single T cell can have stronger cytotoxic
capability than providing a mixture of T cells expressing a
single receptor. In particular, CARs targeting gp100, an
www.jidonline.org
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Figure 1. CAR protein structure. (a) The CAR protein consists of a monoclonal antibody-derived ScFv ectodomain and a signaling endodomain. The
endodomain consists of a co-stimulatory domain and a T-celleactivating domain. (b) The three generations of CARs are deﬁned by the number of signaling
domains in the endodomain. Adapted from Brudno and Kochenderfer, 2018. CAR, chimeric antigen receptor. ScFv, single-chain variable fragment.

immunogenic antigen present in over 90% of melanomas, are
very promising (Zhang et al., 2014).
Pemphigus vulgaris

Pemphigus vulgaris (PV) is a blistering autoimmune disease
caused by the production of autoantibodies against desmoglein 3 (Dsg3), a desmosome and critical component of cellcell junctions. PV is typically managed with systemic immunosuppressants, including rituximab, a monoclonal antibody
targeting CD20þ B cells. However, such therapies may have
limited efﬁcacy and severe adverse effects.
In preclinical models of PV, Ellebrecht et al. (2016) showed
that engineered T-cell therapy may be used to speciﬁcally
eliminate pathogenic antibody-producing B cells without
suppressing healthy B cells. The authors generated T cells
expressing a chimeric autoantibody receptor (CAAR) selective
for antibody-producing B cells. This CAAR consists of a PV
autoantigen (Dsg3) fused to a CD137/CD3z signaling domain.
In vivo, Dsg3 CAAR T cells selectively eliminated B cells
expressing the anti-Dsg3 BCR, offering the potential for a
targeted treatment approach.
To identify an antigen-recognition domain with therapeutic
potential, different truncated Dsg3 fragments were engineered
as the CAAR extracellular domain. Two Dsg3 fragmentexpressing CAAR constructs selectively killed anti-Dsg3 BCRexpressing B cells in vitro. In vivo, Dsg3 CAAR cells eliminated
anti-Dsg3 BCR-expressing B cells in preclinical mouse models
using human PV-causing anti-Dsg3 B cells, prevented blistering, and produced no major off-target toxicity (Ellebrecht
et al., 2016; Ellebrecht and Payne, 2017). The use of CAAR
T-cell therapy in PV may thus be a potential future clinical

option for selectively removing self-reactive B cells without
systemic immunosuppression. Broadly, Ellebrecht et al.’s study
shows the potential to reengineer the CAR-T concept to target
autoantibody-expressing cells pathogenic in autoimmune disease (i.e., CAAR T cells).
CURRENT AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

CAR T-cell therapy represents a powerful therapeutic
approach to multiple diseases in oncology, dermatology, and
other ﬁelds. Although clinical trials have shown durable tumor remission in refractory B-cell malignancies, CAR-T therapy for cutaneous cancers and autoimmune diseases remain
in preclinical testing. The density of solid tumors and nonhematopoietic organs such as the skin may complicate CAR
T-cell tissue penetration and efﬁcacy (Jin et al., 2016). For this
reason, novel approaches to CAR T-cell engineering and/or
adjunctive therapy to increase therapeutic efﬁcacy against
solid tumors need exploration.
With increasing clinical use, the CAR-T therapy’s efﬁcacy
and potential toxicities are becoming more apparent. CAR T
cells induce high levels of inﬂammatory cytokines, which can
lead to cytokine release syndrome, a potentially fatal condition
associated with severe hypotension/tachycardia, capillary
leak, and disseminated intravascular coagulation (Bonifant
et al., 2016). CAR T cells have also been reported to cause a
spectrum of skin changes including rashes associated with and
independent of cytokine release syndrome. One case series
reported CAR T-cell therapyeassociated Merkel cell carcinoma, cutaneous bacterial infections, granulomatous eruptions, and lymphocytic eruptions mimicking the rash of
lymphocyte recovery seen in individuals after hematopoietic

Figure 2. Overview of method of preparing CAR T cells. There are ﬁve stages of CAR T cell preparation. First, patient T cells are collected by leukapheresis. Once a
chimeric antigen has been designed (ex vivo), the patient T cells are transduced with an expression vector to express the CAR fusion protein. These T cells are
then ampliﬁed in culture and are ultimately infused back into the patient. Adapted from Brudno and Kochenderfer, 2018. CAR, chimeric antigen receptor.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
1. There are three generations of CARs. The
generation of a CAR is deﬁned by which of the
following?
A. Therapeutic potency
B. Number of extracellular domains
C. Number of signaling domains
D. Likelihood of resistance by the target
2. What is the main role of CD3z in a CAR?
A. To bind the antigen
B. It is a programmed death ligand.
C. Structural stability of the CAR
D. T-cell activation
3. What is the source of T cells used in US Food
and Drug Administrationeapproved CAR T-cell
therapies?
A. Blood donors
B. Patient’s thymus
C. Patient’s peripheral blood
D. Induced pluripotent stem cells
4. Which of the following targets would make a
logical choice for highly selective CAAR T-cell
therapy in pemphigus vulgaris?
A. All B cells expressing CD-19
B. All B cells expressing anti-desmoglein-3
B-cell receptors
C. All cells expressing CD-30
D. All cells expressing CD-52
5. Which of the following cutaneous toxicities has
been described after CAR T-cell therapy for
hematologic malignancy?
A. Multiple cutaneous melanomas
B. An eruption mimicking the rash
of lymphocyte recovery
C. Eruptive epidermal inclusion cysts
D. Zosteriform dermatitis

stem cell transplantation (Rubin et al., 2016). Dermatologists
should maintain a high suspicion for unique cutaneous toxicities in patients undergoing CAR-T therapy, and these unexpected cutaneous toxicities may further inform mechanisms of
T cell-directed cutaneous inﬂammation.
CONCLUSION

In summary, CAR and CAAR technology promises to efﬁciently treat and potentially cure various hematologic malignancies, solid tumors, autoimmune diseases, and
inﬂammatory skin conditions. Although CAR therapy is in its

clinical infancy, preclinical advances are occurring rapidly.
With increasing translation to the clinic, dermatologists are
likely to see and treat cutaneous toxicities related to CAR
therapy while providing unique insights into the relationship
between the skin and the immune system.
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interventions that have not been directly compared in a randomized controlled trial. Given these advantages, NMAs are being published in the medical literature with increasing frequency. However, there are
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must consider when conducting and evaluating an NMA: network connectivity, homogeneity, transitivity,
and consistency. There are also multiple NMA outputs that researchers and knowledge users should
familiarize themselves with in order to understand NMA results (e.g., network plots, mean ranks). Our goals
in this article are to: (i) demonstrate how NMAs differ from pairwise meta-analyses, (ii) describe types of
evidence in a NMA, (iii) explain NMA model assumptions, (iv) provide readers with an approach to interpreting a NMA, (v) discuss areas of ongoing methodological research, and (vi) provide a brief overview of
how to conduct a systematic review and NMA.
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SUMMARY POINTS
Comparing pairwise meta-analysis and NMA
 Pairwise meta-analyses allow evidence
comparing two interventions to be synthesized;
NMAs are used to compare more than two
interventions—some of which have not been
directly compared in previous RCTs.
 NMAs can be used to rank interventions in terms
of their relative efﬁcacy or safety.
Limitations
 Assumptions underlying NMAs must be carefully
considered, such as transitivity and consistency,
because if these assumptions are not met, it may
jeopardize the conclusions of NMA.
 RCTs included in a NMA are subject to the same
biases as those included in pairwise metaanalyses and critical appraisal remains an
important component of a well-conducted
systematic review and NMA.

INTRODUCTION

A growing number of network meta-analyses (NMAs) are
being published in the medical literature (Zarin et al., 2017).
NMAs offer a way to make comparisons between many interventions simultaneously, helping to synthesize large
amounts of data relating to clinical outcomes. NMAs can also

make indirect comparisons between interventions that have
not been compared in randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
and rank interventions in terms of their relative efﬁcacy or
safety. While there are clear advantages to NMAs, their
conduct and interpretation is more complex than that of
pairwise meta-analyses. Therefore, it is important for those
conducting and reading NMAs to learn how to understand
and interpret the ﬁndings. In this article, we will: (i) delineate
how NMAs differ from pairwise meta-analyses, (ii) describe
types of evidence in a NMA, (iii) explain NMA model assumptions, (iv) provide readers with an approach to interpreting an NMA, (v) discuss areas of ongoing methodological
research, and (vi) provide a brief overview of how to conduct
a systematic review and NMA. Two NMAs on treatments for
psoriasis will be used to illustrate these concepts (JabbarLopez et al., 2017; Reich et al., 2012).
COMPARING PAIRWISE META-ANALYSIS AND NMA

Pairwise meta-analysis and NMA are compared and contrasted in Table 1. Pairwise meta-analyses are applied when
the desired end point is to derive a summary effect estimate
across a number of studies that compare the same two interventions (Figure 1a) (Abuabara et al., 2012). However, for
many comparative effectiveness questions, the goal is to
understand the relative efﬁcacy and safety of more than two
interventions. For example, therapeutic decision making for
a patient with moderate to severe chronic plaque psoriasis
requires comparison of all possible interventions, including
adalimumab, etanercept, other biologics, traditional systemic medications, and small moleculeetargeted agents.

Table 1. Comparing Pairwise and Network Meta-Analysis
Variable
Number of comparators
Questions answered by
analysis method

Systematic review
question format
Risk of bias appraisal
Assumptions

Inﬂuential biases

Model outputs

Limitations
Reporting guidelines

Pairwise meta-analysis

Network meta-analysis

2
What is the efﬁcacy or risk of harm associated with
one intervention compared to another?

>2
Which interventions are efﬁcacious and/or safe?
What intervention is the most efﬁcacious and/or safe?
What is the comparative efﬁcacy and/or safety between two
interventions that hasn’t been compared directly?
Modiﬁed PICO to accommodate additional treatment comparisons

PICO
Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool for RCTs
Homogeneity

Publication bias and small-study effects
Confounding
Selection bias
Information bias
Summary effect estimates
(e.g., OR, MD, SMD) and forest plot
Funnel plot

Effect modiﬁers create heterogeneity
Biases can generate misleading results
PRISMA

Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool for RCTs
Network connectivity
Homogeneity
Transitivity
Consistency
Publication bias and small-study effects
Confounding
Selection bias
Information bias
Network plot
Transitivity plot or table
Summary effect estimates (e.g., OR, MD, SMD) and forest plot
Ranking statistic: mean rank, SUCRA value or P-score
Inconsistency plot
Comparison-adjusted funnel plot
Effect modiﬁers create heterogeneity and/or inconsistency
Biases can generate misleading results
PRISMA-NMA

Abbreviations: MD, mean difference; NMA, network meta-analysis; OR, odds ratio; PICO, population, intervention(s), comparator(s), outcome(s); PRIMSA,
Preferred Reporting Guidelines for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses; RCT, randomized controlled trial; SMD, standardized mean difference; SUCRA,
surface under the cumulative ranking curve.
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conducted by Jabbar-Lopez et al. (2017), on the evaluation
of biologic therapies for psoriasis, there was no RCT evidence comparing adalimumab and etanercept directly for
the outcome of “clear/nearly clear”; however, there were
direct comparisons between (i) adalimumab and placebo
and (ii) etanercept and placebo. Authors were able to derive
an indirect effect estimate comparing adalimumab and etanercept because each intervention had been compared to a
common intervention (placebo) (Figure 2) (Jabbar-Lopez
et al., 2017).
Figure 1. Illustration of intervention comparisons in pairwise and network
meta-analysis. (a) A pairwise comparison between interventions 1 and 2. (b)
Two direct comparisons (intervention 1 vs. 2 and intervention 2 vs. 3) and one
indirect comparison (intervention 1 vs. 3) in a network meta-analysis. (c) Three
direct comparisons (intervention 1 vs. 2, intervention 2 vs. 3, and intervention
1 vs. 3) that form a closed loop.

This can be accomplished with NMA, from which summary
effect estimates can be derived across more than two interventions, some of which have never been compared
directly. Like pairwise meta-analyses, NMAs can be conducted in a frequentist or Bayesian framework (Chaimani
et al., 2013; Dias et al., 2018; van Valkenhoef and
Kuiper, 2016).
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EVIDENCE

Estimates of relative efﬁcacy or safety from NMA models can
be derived by combining both direct and indirect evidence
from intervention comparisons that form a connected
network (Figure 2) (see section Assumptions of Network
Meta-Analysis). Direct evidence describes data taken from at
least one RCT. Indirect evidence is derived from NMA
models to describe the relative efﬁcacy or safety for intervention comparisons that have not been studied in an RCT
(Figure 1b). When a comparison is informed by both direct
and indirect evidence, this is referred to as a mixed effect
estimate (Dias et al., 2018). For example, in the NMA

ASSUMPTIONS OF NMA

There are four key assumptions of NMAs: (i) network connectivity, (ii) homogeneity, (iii) transitivity, and (iv) consistency (Table 2). The requirement for network connectivity is
unique to NMA. Interventions must be connected to the
network to draw any conclusions about their direct and indirect relationships with other interventions. In Figure 2, each
intervention is connected to at least one other intervention in
each network. If a treatment comparison is not connected to
any other treatments in the network, it cannot be a part of the
NMA.
Readers are likely familiar with the concept of homogeneity: the true intervention effect should be sufﬁciently similar
across all studies making a direct comparison between the
same two intervention groups. Similar to pairwise metaanalyses, different potential sources of heterogeneity must
be considered in studies included in NMAs: clinical, methodological, and statistical. If heterogeneity is anticipated between studies, then a random-effects as opposed to ﬁxedeffects model should be implemented (Higgins and Green,
2011).
The assumptions of transitivity and consistency refer to our
assessment of potential clinical and methodological effect
modiﬁers across a network of interventions. In assessing
transitivity, a judgment must be made about the distribution of
effect modiﬁers and how they might inﬂuence direct and
indirect effect estimates. For example, if all patients in one
psoriasis intervention comparison have severe disease at

Figure 2. Examples of network plots. Connected network plots (Jabbar-Lopez et al., 2017). Nodes represent individual interventions and nodes connected by
lines indicate that these two interventions have previously been compared directly in a study. In these examples, the nodes are weighted by the number of studies
evaluating this treatment and the lines are weighted by the number of studies evaluating this treatment comparison. Each panel is a network plot of interventions
reporting the outcome of interest: (a) clear/nearly clear (minimal residual activity/Psoriasis Area and Severity Index >90/0 or 1 on Physician’s Global Assessment),
(b) mean change in the Dermatology Life Quality Index, and (c) withdrawal due to adverse events. ADA, adalimumab; ETA, etanercept; INF, inﬂiximab; IXE,
ixekizumab; MTX, methotrexate; PBO, placebo; SEC, secukinumab; UST, ustekinumab.
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Table 2. Questions to Consider When Assessing the Assumptions of a Network Meta-Analysis
Assumption

Questions to consider

Homogeneity

Is there any clinical, methodological, or statistical heterogeneity between studies that compare the same interventions?
Are there effect modiﬁers (e.g., age, gender, illness severity) between studies making the same treatment comparison that
could inﬂuence the summary effect estimate?
Do all of the interventions form a connected network (as in Figure 2)?
Is there an imbalance in effect modiﬁers among studies included in the network?
In theory, could any patient randomized in one study within a network have been randomized to any of the
other studies in this same network?
Where possible to assess, are the direct and indirect effect estimates from closed loops in the
network in agreement?

Network connectivity
Transitivity

Consistency

baseline (Interventions 1 vs. 2), while all patients in the other
two treatment comparisons in a loop have moderate disease
at baseline (interventions 1 vs. 3 and 2 vs. 3), this violates the
transitivity assumption. When there are imbalances in effect
modiﬁers across the network, subgroup analyses or metaregression could be used to explore their inﬂuence on NMA
effect estimates, or perhaps the NMA should not be
conducted.
Consistency is the statistical measure of transitivity.
There may be inconsistency in a closed network loop if
there is an imbalance of effect modiﬁers across treatment
comparisons. In essence, direct and indirect effect estimates can be compared within a network to assess their
level of disagreement. There are tests that assess for consistency in a network as a whole (global tests) or at certain
paths (e.g., closed loops) of a network (local tests) (Dias
et al., 2018). For example, the results of a loop-speciﬁc
approach to the assessment of inconsistency (local test)
are presented in Figure 3. There is inconsistency in the

closed loop containing three comparisons: placebomethotrexate, placebo-inﬂiximab, and methotrexateinﬂiximab. This means that the direct and indirect effect
estimates of one of the treatment comparisons within this
closed loop are signiﬁcantly different from one another
(the inconsistency factor’s 95% conﬁdence interval does
not cross zero). There is no inconsistency identiﬁed in the
other closed loops. It is possible that statistical tests of
consistency may fail to identify inconsistency; therefore, it
is important to consider whether the transitivity assumption has been met prior to undertaking an NMA.
RCTs in an NMA are subject to the same biases as those
included in pairwise meta-analyses. Critical appraisal of RCTS
in an NMA is important because studies at high risk of bias
can lead to violations of the homogeneity, transitivity, and
consistency assumptions. For example, if indirect evidence
from a closed network loop of studies at low risk of bias in all
aspects of critical appraisal did not show a signiﬁcant beneﬁt
to receiving treatment, but one study (direct evidence) at high
risk of bias from lack of participant and outcome assessor
blinding found a beneﬁt to receiving treatment, this will
violate the transitivity (and possibly the consistency)
assumption. Similarly, between-study heterogeneity will be
created if one study at high risk of bias due to lack of
participant and outcome assessor blinding found a beneﬁt to
receiving a treatment, while a second study that was at low
risk of bias on these aspects of critical appraisal did not ﬁnd
such a beneﬁt.
INTERPRETING NMA

Figure 3. Example of an inconsistency plot. This is an example of an
inconsistency plot with closed triangular loops of treatment comparisons
evaluating the Psoriasis Area and Severity Index 75 at 12/16 weeks (JabbarLopez et al., 2017). The x-axis represents the scale for the IFs. The PBO-INFMTX loop shows evidence of inconsistency between direct and indirect
evidence because the 95% CI for the IF does not include zero. There is no
signiﬁcant inconsistency identiﬁed in any of the other loops. ADA,
adalimumab; CI, conﬁdence interval; ETA, etanercept; IF, inconsistency
factor; INF, inﬂiximab; IXE, ixekizumab; MTX, methotrexate; PBO, placebo;
SEC, secukinumab; UST, ustekinumab.

A number of different measures of intervention efﬁcacy
and safety can be derived from NMAs (Table 3) (Dias
et al., 2018). Figures and explanations for network plots
(Figure 2), surface under the cumulative ranking curves
(Figure 4), an inconsistency plot (Figure 3), and a
comparison-adjusted funnel plot (Figure 5) are provided
(Jabbar-Lopez et al., 2017). By convention, a higher mean
rank or greater surface under the cumulative ranking
value indicates that an intervention is either more efﬁcacious or safer (Dias et al., 2018). While most people are
familiar with the interpretation of a frequentist effect estimate, people may be less familiar with the interpretation
of a Bayesian effect estimate. Reich et al. (2012) reported
the mean relative risk (and 95% credible interval) of 50%,
75%, and 90% reductions in the Psoriasis Area and
Severity Index for patients with moderate to severe
www.jidonline.org
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Table 3. Commonly Reported Network Meta-Analysis Outputs
Network meta-analysis output

Description

Interpretation

Network plot

A diagram depicting how interventions (nodes) are
connected to one another through direct comparisons
(lines) (see Figure 2)

Transitivity plot or table

A table or plot summarizing potential effect modiﬁers
across studies

Provides an overview of the available evidence; a network
estimate of an intervention’s relative efﬁcacy or safety
compared to other interventions in the network can only be
calculated if it is connected to the network
Studies in each network should appear sufﬁciently similar so
that the observed treatment effects are the result of receiving
each treatment and not an imbalance in effect modiﬁers
Same interpretation as a summary effect estimate in a
pairwise meta-analysis

Summary effect estimate

Ranking statistics

Inconsistency plot

Comparison-adjusted
funnel plot

Estimate of the relative efﬁcacy of interventions in the
network (e.g., OR, MD, SMD, HR) compared to other
network interventions, reported with a measure of
uncertainty (e.g., conﬁdence/credible intervals or
predictive intervals)
Frequently presented as a mean/median rank, SUCRA
An intervention with a higher treatment ranking, SUCRA
value (or P-score) or probability of being the best
value, or probability of being the best is more efﬁcacious
treatment
or more likely to cause harm
A plot reporting the inconsistency factors (absolute difference An inconsistency factor with a conﬁdence interval that
between direct and indirect effect estimates) for each
does not include zero indicates that there is signiﬁcant
comparison in a closed network loop (see Figure 3)
inconsistency between direct and indirect effect estimates
Similar to a funnel plot in pairwise meta-analyses;
Asymmetry in the plot indicates publication
however, the x-axis is the difference between each studybias/small-study effects
speciﬁc effect estimate and pooled effect estimate for each
comparison and comparisons have been ordered in a meaningful
way (e.g., chronological treatment order) (see Figure 5)

Abbreviations: HR, hazard ratio; MD, mean difference; NMA, network meta-analysis; OR, odds ratio; SMD, standardized mean difference; SUCRA, surface
under the cumulative ranking curve.

Figure 4. Examples of SUCRA curves. SUCRA curves of treatments evaluating the Psoriasis Area and Severity Index 75 at 12/16 weeks (Jabbar-Lopez et al.,
2017). The cumulative probability that each treatment is ranked among the top n (e.g., 1, 2, ., 8) treatments (y-axis) is plotted against each possible rank (x-axis)
for treatments in the network. Predictive probabilities incorporate the uncertainty in our network estimates from heterogeneity. IXE has the highest SUCRA value
(96.4%) and PBO has the lowest SUCRA value (0%). ADA, adalimumab; ETA, etanercept; INF, inﬂiximab; IXE, ixekizumab; MTX, methotrexate; PBO, placebo;
SEC, secukinumab; SUCRA, Surface Under the Cumulative Ranking; UST, ustekinumab.
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Figure 5. Example of a comparison-adjusted funnel plot. This is an example
of a comparison-adjusted funnel plot of treatment comparisons evaluating the
Psoriasis Area and Severity Index 75 at 12/16 weeks (Jabbar-Lopez et al.,
2017). Comparisons are color-coded as per the legend at the bottom of the
ﬁgure. The y-axis represents the standard error of each study-speciﬁc effect
estimate. The x-axis represents the difference between the ln(OR) for each
study-speciﬁc effect estimate and the pooled effect estimate for each
comparison (e.g., all of the study-speciﬁc estimates reporting on the PBO vs.
ADA comparison). The blue diagonal line represents a linear regression of the
x-axis variable on the y-axis variable. The paucity of studies in the bottom left
of the plot indicates there may be small studies missing that would have
favored established treatments. ADA, adalimumab; ETA, etanercept; INF,
inﬂiximab; IXE, ixekizumab; MTX, methotrexate; OR, odds ratio; PBO,
placebo; SEC, secukinumab; UST, ustekinumab.

psoriasis receiving biologics. In this case, the relative risk
value represents the mean of the relative risk posterior
distribution for each relative treatment effect, and the
95% credible interval represents the range of values
within which there is a 95% probability that the true
value of the relative risk is found, given the observed
data. In contrast, Jabbar-Lopez et al. (2017) used a frequentist NMA approach. In a frequentist framework, the
95% conﬁdence interval means that there is a 95%
chance of the true relative risk value being found within
the intervals, given repeated randomized sampling. Frequentist modeling treats data as random and parameters
as ﬁxed unknown constants, whereas, Bayesian modeling
treats data as ﬁxed and parameters as random (Kadane,
1995).
Knowledge users can use the International Society for
Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research tool for
interpreting NMAs in health care decision making or the
Journal of the American Medical Association Users’ Guide
to the Medical Literature on NMAs for interpreting and
critically appraising a systematic review and NMA (Jansen
et al., 2014; Mills et al., 2012). The GRADE (Grades of
Recommendation, Assessment, Development and Evaluation) approach has also been extended to assess the certainty of NMA results. It provides a framework for
determining the quality of evidence in NMA-derived effect
estimates for each outcome (Brignardello-Petersen et al.,
2018; Salanti et al., 2014).

Figure 6. Example of a rank-heat plot. This is an example of a rank-heat plot of outcomes associated with insulin use in patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus.
Each ring represents a different outcome. Outcomes are also speciﬁed in the legend. Each “slice” represents a different treatment. Treatments are ranked
according to their surface under the cumulative ranking curve values. Higher surface under the cumulative ranking curve values (in green) indicate more
efﬁcacious and safer treatments. Uncolored areas indicate that the treatment was not included in the network meta-analysis of that outcome. A1c, hemoglobin
A1c; bid, twice daily, OD, once daily; qid, four times per day.

www.jidonline.org
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Table 4. Conducting a Systematic Review and Network Meta-Analysis
Steps to follow when conducting a systematic review and network meta-analysis
1. Follow a modiﬁed PICO format when developing clinical questions for systematic reviews and NMAs because you are considering multiple intervention
and comparator groups.
2. Register your systematic review and NMA protocol with PROSPERO and consider publishing the protocol in a peer-reviewed journal.
3. Develop a comprehensive literature search strategy that will encompass all of the interventions and outcomes of interest.
4. Complete all steps relating to article screening, data abstraction, and risk of bias appraisal independently in duplicate.
5. Inspect network plots to ensure all interventions form a connected network.
6. Make judgments concerning the homogeneity and transitivity assumptions prior to conducting NMA. Be explicit about how you model heterogeneity in
your NMA if you implement a random-effects model.
7. Describe any assessments of global and local inconsistency. If there is inconsistency in your NMA, state how this is addressed.
8. Assess for small-study effects and publication bias by using a plot such as the comparison-adjusted funnel plot.
9. Present summary effect estimates for interventions and an estimate of heterogeneity. You can also present ranking statistics such as a mean rank and a
SUCRA value for each intervention.
10. Follow the recommendations of the PRISMA extension statement for the reporting of NMAs when submitting your systematic review and NMA for
publication (Hutton et al., 2015).
Abbreviations: NMA, network meta-analysis; PICO, population, interventions, comparators, outcome(s); PRISMA, Preferred Reporting Guidelines for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses; PROSPERO, International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews; SUCRA, surface under the cumulative ranking
curve.

AREAS OF ONGOING METHODOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN
NMA

There remain a number of questions about how to apply
NMA methods in clinical and policy decision making. For
example, what is the best way to present NMA results to
knowledge users? In addition to reporting summary effect
estimates, is it best to report all of the surface under the cumulative ranking curve values individually or should a
method like a rank-heat plot be utilized (Veroniki et al.,
2016a)? A rank-heat plot is a collated graphical representation of ranking statistics demonstrating the comparative effect
of interventions on a number of outcomes (Figure 6). How
can data from non-randomized studies be incorporated into
NMAs? For adverse event data, in particular, this is an
important topic because many RCTs are underpowered to
detect the potential for harm. Several models have been
proposed to include non-randomized studies in NMAs: (i)
naïve pooling, (ii) data from non-randomized studies as prior
information, and (iii) a three-level hierarchical model with an
additional level of uncertainty to account for the inclusion of
different study designs (Schmitz et al., 2013). Lastly, how can
individual patient-level data best be included in NMAs to
account for potential effect modiﬁers? Meta-analysts are using
several methods to incorporate individual patient-level data,
including one- and two-stage Bayesian hierarchical NMA
models (Veroniki et al., 2016b).
CONDUCTING A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND NMA

We provide an overview of the steps necessary to conduct
a systematic review and NMA in Table 4. There are
statistical packages available to conduct frequentist and
Bayesian NMAs (Chaimani et al., 2013; van Valkenhoef and
Kuiper, 2016). In conducting a Bayesian NMA, special
consideration needs to be given to the choice of prior information for stochastic model parameters (Dias et al., 2018).
Reich et al. (2012) implemented vague prior distributions for
study-speciﬁc baselines in their NMA of biologic treatments
for moderate to severe psoriasis, but minimally informative
10
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and informative priors are also used in Bayesian NMAs (Dias
et al., 2018; Reich et al., 2012).
SUMMARY

Researchers may wish to undertake a systematic review and
NMA because they can make indirect comparisons between
interventions that have not been previously compared in
RCTs, compare the relative efﬁcacy or safety of more than two
interventions simultaneously, and rank interventions in terms
of their relative efﬁcacy or safety. Much work has been done
to improve the reporting and interpretability of NMA results;
however, researchers and knowledge users must be cautious
when reading NMA results and carefully consider many of the
same limitations that face pairwise meta-analyses, including
potential threats to the validity of meta-analytic ﬁndings from
systematic biases.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
1. Which of the following are advantages of
conducting a network meta-analysis as
compared to a pairwise meta-analysis?
A. Make indirect comparisons between
interventions that have not been previously
compared in randomized controlled trials.
B. Rank interventions in terms of their relative
efﬁcacy or safety.
C. Increase the precision of our summary effect
estimates by including both direct and
indirect evidence.
D. All of the above
2. You read an article reporting the results of a
systematic review and network meta-analysis.
The authors report there was no inconsistency
detected in their network meta-analysis models.
You should:
A. Accept the network meta-.analysis results as
robust because there was no inconsistency
identiﬁed
B. Read further in the study methods and
results section to see if the authors evaluated
the transitivity assumption prior to
conducting the network meta-analysis.
C. Consider the similarities and differences
between the studies included in the network
meta-analysis to evaluate the transitivity
assumption.
D. B and C
3. Which of the following model outputs are
common to both pairwise and network
meta-analysis?
A. Summary effect estimate (e.g., odds ratio,
mean difference)
B. Mean rank
C. Surface under the cumulative ranking
curve value
D. Inconsistency plot
4. Which of the following scenarios best describes
a homogeneous comparison?
A. The mean age of patients enrolled in studies
evaluating comparison AB is 65 years;
whereas, the mean age of patients enrolled in
studies evaluating comparison AC is 70 years.
B. Among three studies evaluating comparison
AB, the mean age of patients enrolled in
study #1 is 65 years, the mean age of patients
enrolled in study #2 is 66 years, and the mean
age of patients enrolled in study #3 is 63
years.

C. The mean age of patients enrolled in studies
evaluating comparison AB is 65 years;
whereas, the mean age of patients enrolled in
studies evaluating comparison AC is 66 years.
D. Among three studies evaluating comparison
AB, the mean age of patients enrolled in
study #1 is 65 years, the mean age of patients
enrolled in study #2 is 45 years, and the mean
age of patients enrolled in study #3 is 80
years.
5. You conduct a network meta-analysis on the
comparative risk of death from new drugs used
to treat atopic dermatitis. The mean ranks for
four of the new drugs are as follows:
Drug A 6.2
Drug B 3.4
Drug C 8.1
Drug D 1.5
Which of the following is true?
A. Drug A is associated with a greater risk of
death compared to Drug B.
B. Drug D is associated with a lower risk of
death compared to Drug C.
C. Drug A is associated with a lower risk of
death compared to Drug B.
D. Drug D is associated with a lower risk of
death compared to Drug A.
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Research Techniques Made Simple:
Itch Measurement in Clinical Trials
Stephen Erickson1,2 and Brian S. Kim1,3,4,5
Chronic itch, defined as itch lasting longer than 6 weeks, is a highly prevalent and debilitating symptom known
to profoundly and negatively affect quality of life. The development of effective targeted therapies for some
chronic itch disorders such as atopic dermatitis has given widespread recognition to the importance of
measuring itch in clinical trials. Clinical trials now use itch measurement as a primary outcome measure, and
steps toward the standardization of itch assessment are being made to meet the growing need for reliably
measuring itch and its impact on quality of life in the clinical research setting. Itch can be evaluated via subjective patient-reported assessments or by objective measurement of scratching activity and scratchinginduced skin changes. Herein, methods for the subjective assessment of itch via both unidimensional and
multidimensional tools are discussed.
Journal of Investigative Dermatology (2019) 139, 264e269; doi:10.1016/j.jid.2018.12.004
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 Describe how these techniques can be utilized and their
limitations.
 Describe the potential impact of these techniques.
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Description: This article, designed for dermatologists, residents, fellows, and related healthcare providers, seeks to
reduce the growing divide between dermatology clinical
practice and the basic science/current research methodologies on which many diagnostic and therapeutic advances are
built.
Objectives: At the conclusion of this activity, learners should
be better able to:
 Recognize the newest techniques in biomedical research.

INTRODUCTION

Pruritus or itch was deﬁned in the late 17th century by the
German physician Samuel Hafenreffer as an “unpleasant
sensation that elicits the desire or reﬂex to scratch” (Ikoma
et al., 2006, pp. 535). Although scratching in response to

acute itch may be protective against insects, parasites, and
noxious environmental substances, in its chronic form, itch is
almost always pathologic. Deﬁned as itch lasting longer than
6 weeks, chronic itch affects approximately 15% of the
overall population and has a profoundly negative impact on
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SUMMARY POINTS
 Dramatic advances in the treatment of chronic
itch, or itch lasting longer than 6 weeks, have
increased the need for itch evaluation in the
clinical research setting.
 Itch can be evaluated via subjective patientreported assessment of itch intensity (e.g.,
numerical rating scale, visual analogue scale) or
by objective measurement of scratching activity
and scratching-induced skin changes (e.g.,
actigraphy, physician assessment).
 Itch is a complex, multifactorial entity with
profound effects on quality of life. Therefore,
multidimensional assessments of patient wellbeing (e.g., ItchyQoL) provide valuable
information.
 Current limitations of subjective measures of itch
include the need for optimization and further
delineation of a clinically meaningful level of
improvement. Objective measurement of itch is
promising but currently requires cautious
interpretation.

quality of life (QoL) (Kini et al., 2011; Stander et al., 2010).
The elderly population has an estimated chronic itch prevalence of up to 25% (Stander et al., 2010; Valdes-Rodriguez
et al., 2015). Dermatologic disorders such as allergic contact dermatitis, atopic dermatitis (AD), cutaneous T-cell lymphoma, prurigo nodularis, and psoriasis are commonly
associated with chronic itch. Chronic itch can also arise in the
context of kidney, liver, and neurologic disorders, as well as a
variety of hematologic and lymphoproliferative disorders
such as polycythemia vera, leukemias, lymphomas, and other
malignancies. Many patients present with chronic idiopathic
pruritus or pruritus of unknown origin (Millington et al.,
2018). Given its high prevalence, association with multiple
medical disorders, and highly debilitating nature, there is a
great need for medications speciﬁcally for chronic itch. To
better understand and quantify chronic itch in clinical trials,
effective and validated tools are needed, and steps toward the
standardization of itch measurement in clinical trials are
being taken by groups such as the European Network on
Assessment of Severity and Burden of Pruritus (PruNet)
(Schoch et al., 2017; Stander et al., 2016).
Recent therapeutic advances that have been tested in
randomized clinical trials and in the community have led to
dramatic improvements in disease severity in classical chronic
itch disorders like moderate-to-severe AD (Beck et al., 2014;
Ruzicka et al., 2017; Simpson et al., 2016). These advances
have improved the QoL of individuals with AD and placed
priority on addressing chronic itch as a central morbidity in AD
and other disorders. Although historically used as a secondary
endpoint, recent clinical trials have begun to address chronic
itch as a primary endpoint (Ruzicka et al., 2017; Yosipovitch
et al., 2018b). Thus, in the near future, chronic itch may
formally emerge as a primary indication and morbidity, rather
265
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than a secondary medical problem. The focus of this article will
be on highlighting new and existing tools that measure itch in
patients. This article is not meant to be comprehensive,
because the number of metrics for evaluating itch is rapidly
increasing, but will highlight some of the most commonly used
tools and their various strengths and weaknesses in advancing
clinical itch research.
UNIDIMENSIONAL ITCH INTENSITY SCALES

Unidimensional scales measure a single variable such as pain or
itch intensity alone and have recently been adapted to measure
itch intensity for clinical trials (Phan et al., 2012). Subjective
unidimensional scales have been well validated, are effective,
and are widely used in pain research (Hjermstad et al., 2011).
These include the numerical rating scale (NRS), verbal rating
scale (VRS), and visual analogue scale (VAS) (Table 1). On the
NRS, patients score itch intensity on a scale from 0 (no itch) to 10
(worst imaginable itch) over a period of time, typically 24 hours
(Figure 1a). On the VRS, patients score itch intensity using ﬁve
categories from no itch (0) to very severe itch (4) (Figure 1b). The
VAS is a continuous visual scale that allows patients to mark itch
intensity on a spectrum depicted as a 10-cm rulereshaped line
labeled at each end with 0 for no itch and 10 for worst imaginable itch (Phan et al., 2012) (Figure 1c). Additional itch severity
assessments have been developed and validated, such as the
severity of pruritus scale (Yosipovitch et al., 2018a). Collectively, these unidimensional scales are simple and efﬁcient tools
for measuring subjective itch intensity.
Two studies with 471 and 310 patients with chronic itch of
different etiologies showed the NRS, VRS, and VAS to be
reliable with high concordance (Phan et al., 2012; Reich et al.,
2012). The NRS was a key secondary endpoint to measure itch
in patients with moderate-to-severe AD in pivotal phase 3
clinical trials leading to the approval of dupilumab, an anti-IL4 receptor a monoclonal antibody, in 2017 (Simpson et al.,
2016). Similarly, the VRS was used as a secondary endpoint,
whereas the VAS was used as a primary endpoint, to measure
itch in patients with moderate-to-severe AD in phase 2 clinical
trials for nemolizumab, an anti-IL-31 receptor A monoclonal
antibody (Ruzicka et al., 2017). Nemolizumab showed dosedependent, anti-itch efﬁcacy in these studies. Taken together,
recent clinical trials in AD have shed light on how metrics for
itch can be successfully used to monitor the efﬁcacy and utility
of new and emerging treatments.
In addition to quantifying itch, deﬁning clinically meaningful
improvements in itch intensity, or any patient-reported outcome
(PRO), allows for both investigators and clinicians to understand
how much of an impact a given medication may actually have
on the patient’s itch severity as described in the SPIRIT-PRO
Extension (Calvert et al., 2018). In other words, a statistically
signiﬁcant improvement in itch may not equate to a clinically
meaningful improvement in itch. Based on investigator-reported
and PRO data from four clinical trials in plaque psoriasis, a 4point change in the NRS was recommended as a clinically
meaningful improvement via anchor- and distribution-based
methods (Kimball et al., 2016). Alternatively, a 2e3-point
decrease in both VAS and NRS was suggested as the minimal
clinically important difference after an observational study that
included patients with chronic itch of multiple causes (Reich
et al., 2016). The clinical trials for dupilumab used an
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Table 1. Summary of Measurement Tools for Itch Intensity, Associated Symptoms, and Quality of Life
Scale

Description

NRS
VRS

Intensity rated 0e10
Intensity rated from none (0)
to very severe (4)
Intensity marked on 10-cm
line labeled 0e10

VAS

DLQI

ItchyQoL

5-D

PBI-P

ItchApp

Strengths

Limitations

Unidimensional Itch Intensity Scales
Simple to use
No context at the time of measurement
Validated and reliable
(e.g., environmental confounders)
Widely applicable
Recall bias
Easily assessed over time
Missing data

Multidimensional Itch and Quality of Life Assessments
10-item questionnaire rating
Simple to use
Mildly time consuming
nonspeciﬁc symptom severity
Validated and reliable
Not itch speciﬁc
and disease impact on
Available in many languages
Less applicable to itch without
daily functioning
and a children’s version
skin manifestations
Items scored as 0 ¼ not at all,
Can be directly compared with
Psychological burden not
1 ¼ a little, 2 ¼ a lot,
other dermatologic conditions
directly assessed
3 ¼ very much
22-item questionnaire addressing
Simple to use
Moderately time consuming
three domains of itch impact:
Validated and reliable
Difﬁcult to get multiple time points
symptoms, function, and emotions.
Highly itch speciﬁc
Items scored as 1 ¼ never, 2 ¼ rarely, Psychological burden assessed
3 ¼ sometimes, 4 ¼ often,
5 ¼ all of the time
Moderately time consuming
Recall over past 2 weeks:
Simple to use
Recall bias
Duration (total hours)
Validated and reliable
Degree (5 point NRS)
Evaluates symptom change
Direction (better or worse)
over time
Disability (QoL)
Itch speciﬁc
Distribution
27 potential treatment beneﬁts
Patient treatment goals and
Signiﬁcantly time consuming
weighted by patient preference
expectations accounted for
Itch speciﬁc
Electronic Diaries
Smartphone application currently
Simple to use
Requires patients to own and
available for Android phones
Validated and reliable
operate smartphones
High patient compliance
Minimizes recall bias

Validation
Phan et al. (2012)
Reich et al. (2012)

Lewis and Finlay (2004)

Desai et al. (2008)

Elman et al. (2010)

Blome et al. (2009)

Gernart et al. (2017)

Abbreviations: 5-D, 5-D Itch Scale; DLQI, Dermatological Life Quality Index; NRS, numerical rating scale; PBI-P, Patient Beneﬁt Index for Pruritus; QoL,
quality of life; VAS, visual analogue scale; VRS, verbal rating scale.

improvement of at least 4 points in peak NRS score at weeks 2,
4, and 16 or of at least 3 points at week 16 in the weekly
average of daily peak NRS scores (Simpson et al., 2016).
Emerging studies using various unidimensional itch intensity
scales are allowing reﬁnement of which endpoints and milestones translate to clinically meaningful patient outcomes.
Although unidimensional itch intensity scales have been used
successfully in many clinical trials, potential limitations exist.
First, given that these tools require patients to recall itch intensity
over a given period, typically 24 hours, there is vulnerability to
environmental and psychosocial confounders present at the
time of recording. Second, what recall period is ideal for effectively measuring itch has not been clearly deﬁned. Third, some
investigators and/or patients may use average versus peak itch
intensity, which can have different levels of sensitivity and
speciﬁcity in measuring itch. To this point, in a recent clinical
trial using the neurokinin 1 receptor antagonist tradipitant in
chronic itch secondary to AD, VAS measurement of peak/worst
itch intensity achieved signiﬁcance, but mean itch intensity did
not. Fourth, the time of day at which itch is measured may also
affect itch severity. In the same clinical trial with tradipitant for
AD, worst NRS itch during the day did not reach signiﬁcance,
but NRS itch at night did (Heitman et al., 2018). Fifth, missing
data are another concern. In a large validation study of 471
patients, 12.5% of patients failed to record itch intensity on the

VAS at the ﬁrst time point compared with 4.2% and 7.2% with
NRS and VRS, respectively. Notably, patients older than 60
years showed nearly double the number of missing values on the
VAS and NRS (16.1% and 9.1%, respectively) compared with
younger participants. The VRS had the lowest number of missing
values in elderly patients with a rate of 3.7% at the ﬁrst time point
(Phan et al., 2012). Difﬁculty with the VAS and NRS may be due
to the more abstract nature of converting a subjective sensation
to a speciﬁc mark or number on a spectrum. However, methods
such as daily diaries can be used to maximize data points and to
minimize variability, issues with recall, and missing data. Patient
education before use is important to ensure proper documentation and usage (Phan et al., 2012). A cartoon-illustrated
version of the 11-point NRS, called the ItchyQuant, showed
concurrent validity, was preferred by patients and may be easier
to use than the traditional NRS (Haydek et al., 2017) (Figure 2).
MULTIDIMENSIONAL ITCH ASSESSMENTS

Multidimensional scales have been designed to obtain a more
holistic picture of the burden of itch on patients, taking into
account measures of QoL, itch frequency, course, and/or
patient expectations. These include the Dermatology Life
Quality Index (DLQI), ItchyQoL, 5-D Itch Scale, and Patient
Beneﬁt Index for Pruritus (PBI-P) (Blome et al., 2009; Desai
et al., 2008; Elman et al., 2010; Finlay and Khan, 1994;
www.jidonline.org
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Figure 1. Numerical rating scale, verbal rating scale, and visual analogue
scale.

Pereira and Stander, 2017) (Table 1). Patient QoL (e.g., sleep,
social functioning) is profoundly affected by chronic itch and
is increasingly measured in clinical trials (Kini et al., 2011).
Although validated scales such as the DLQI use itch as a
component in its overall scoring, it is not designed to speciﬁcally capture the relationship of itch to QoL. The DLQI is
therefore often used as a QoL measurement in conjunction
with unidimensional itch scales. The DLQI is a brief 10-item
questionnaire in which patients rate nonspeciﬁc skin symptom (itchy, sore, painful, stinging) severity and disease impact
on various aspects of daily life and social functioning scored
from 0 to 3 (0 ¼ not at all, 1 ¼ a little, 2 ¼ a lot, 3 ¼ very
much). It is available in many languages and in a children’s
version. The DLQI predominantly emphasizes skin appearance and its impact on daily functioning, making it less
applicable to itch without skin manifestations, and does not
directly assess psychological burden (Lewis and Finlay,
2004). To address these concerns, ItchyQoL, an itchFigure 2. ItchyQuant, an illustrated
numeric rating scale for itch severity.
Reprinted from Haydek et al. (2017).
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speciﬁc, 22-item questionnaire, was developed. Although
more time consuming than the DLQI, ItchyQoL is highly
tailored to patients experiencing itch and better evaluates
psychological burden (e.g., frustration, irritability) (Desai
et al., 2008; Pereira and Stander, 2017; Stumpf et al.,
2018). ItchyQoL addresses three domains of itch impact,
symptoms, function, and emotions, with each item scored
from 1 to 5 (1 ¼ never; 2 ¼ rarely; 3 ¼ sometimes; 4 ¼ often;
5 ¼ all of the time) (Desai et al., 2008). Thus, by coupling itch
intensity directly to various aspects of QoL, the ItchyQoL
provides a more comprehensive assessment of patients
suffering from chronic itch. Indeed, validation in patients with
chronic itch disorders of multiple different causes showed
construct validity and reproducibility (Desai et al., 2008).
An additional important component in understanding the
impact of itch on an individual is time. Although the intensity
or quality of one’s itch can be captured at one point in time,
understanding the natural time course and rapidity of
response to treatment can also yield insight into the impact of
itch on patients. The 5-D itch scale assesses itch course over a
2-week period with consideration of patients’ perspective on
their symptoms. The ﬁve dimensions are degree (5-point
NRS), duration (total hours), direction (better or worse),
disability (impairment of sleep, leisure, and function at home/
work), and distribution on skin (16 potential locations of itch)
(Elman et al., 2010). A study of 234 patients with itch of
multiple causes found the 5-D itch scale to be reliable and
valid with high correlation to the unidimensional VAS (Elman
et al., 2010). The 5-D itch scale provides valuable information on itch course and QoL impact while remaining brief,
easy to use, and widely applicable.
The PBI-P is a tool that uniquely evaluates treatment
response in the context of patient-speciﬁed goals of therapy.
Before treatment, patients complete a questionnaire to
determine the value placed on 27 potential beneﬁts from
treatment (e.g., reduced itch, improved sleep), ensuring that
the morbidities associated with itch that are most important to
each patient are measured. After treatment, patients complete
a questionnaire on the outcome of the 27 potential beneﬁts. A
weighted score is then calculated based on pre- and posttreatment responses (Blome et al., 2009). PBI-P validation in
100 patients with chronic itch showed good correlation with
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the VAS and DLQI (Blome et al., 2009). Although time
consuming, the PBI-P provides valuable insight into how
patients’ expectations play into their perceptions of treatment.
These multidimensional assessments each provide unique
insights into chronic itch symptomatology and impact, and
they differ in terms of the kinds of data that they will generate.
ELECTRONIC DIARIES

Monitoring itch intensity and/or QoL over time, particularly
with respect to therapeutic interventions, is a critically important
aspect of clinical trials. Such measurements can be performed as
infrequently as predeﬁned study visits scheduled weeks to
months apart or as frequently as multiple times per day. If data
are obtained inconsistently, measured at the wrong times, or
simply missing, then the outcomes can be greatly affected.
Electronic diaries (eDiaries) are increasingly used in clinical
trials to record patient responses to various itch measurement
tools. In addition to simplifying data entry and increasing patient
compliance through reminders, eDiaries track the exact time
when patients enter information, a notable beneﬁt over paperbased diaries in which patients may retroactively respond to
questions from missed time points. The eDiary modules can be
accessed on tablets given to patients or, increasingly, via
smartphone applications such as ItchApp (Arone, Saint-Maur
des Fosses, France), which can be used on smartphones and has
been validated (Gernart et al., 2017; Schnitzler et al., 2018)
(Table 1). eDiaries can improve accuracy by minimizing recall
bias and missing data and increasing the number of data points.
Monitoring has also been successfully facilitated through the
integration of itch assessments into electronic medical records
(Mollanazar et al., 2016).
ASSESSMENT OF SCRATCHING ACTIVITY

Although itch is, by deﬁnition, a subjective sensation,
scratching is an objective event. Given that scratching is a
virtually unavoidable reﬂex in response to itch, it can be
measured in an objective fashion, such as actigraphy or
physician assessment, to further assess chronic itch symptoms
in patients. Indeed, investigator-based measurements for AD
disease severity including the Eczema Area and Severity Index (i.e., EASI) and Scoring Atopic Dermatitis (i.e., SCORAD)
tools measure scratching-induced changes in the skin as a
part of the overall assessment. Furthermore, scratching
severity assessment tools show potential in validation studies
and may be particularly helpful in pediatric populations in
which PROs are harder to obtain than in adults (Udkoff and
Silverberg, 2018). However, although objective measures
add additional information, how scratching activity, and thus
lesion development, relates to QoL remains to be more
clearly deﬁned. For example, patients with AD typically
exhibit excoriations, whereas individuals with idiopathic
forms of itch often do not exhibit secondary lesions despite
even higher mean itch severity (Oetjen et al., 2017). Additionally, patients with severe itch may practice avoidance
techniques, and others may scratch out of habit, even in the
absence of itch sensation or burden as in primary excoriation
disorders (Stander et al., 2013). How objective measurements
of scratching activity add to current subjective metrics is an
exciting area of research with current data requiring cautious
interpretation.

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
1. Which unidimensional itch intensity scale allows
patients to mark itch intensity on a spectrum
depicted as a 10-cm rulereshaped line labeled at
each end with 0 for no itch and 10 for worst
imaginable itch?
A. Verbal rating scale (VRS)
B. Visual analogue scale (VAS)
C. Numerical rating scale (NRS)
D. Dermatology Life Quality Index (DLQI)
2. Patient ease of use and compliance with the
unidimensional itch intensity scales can be
improved by which of the following?
A. Electronic diaries (eDiaries)
B. Patient education before use
C. Cartoon-illustrated versions
D. All of the above
3. The impact of itch on patient quality of life (QoL)
can be assessed by which of the following tools?
A. Visual analogue scale (VAS)
B. ItchyQoL
C. Eczema Area and Severity Index (EASI)
D. Scoring Atopic Dermatitis (SCORAD)
4. In addition to itch intensity alone,
multidimensional itch assessments may also
evaluate which of the following?
A. Patient QoL
B. Itch frequency and course
C. Patient expectations and treatment goals
D. All of the above
5. Which of the following are superior tools for the
measurement of itch?
A. Unidimensional itch intensity scales
B. Multidimensional itch assessments
C. Objective tools that measure scratching
activity and associated skin changes
D. None of the above

CONCLUSIONS

Dramatic advances in the treatment of chronic itch disorders
have increased the need for itch evaluation in the clinical
research setting. The unidimensional itch intensity scales
(e.g., NRS, VRS, and VAS) provide simple, reliable, and valid
measures of itch intensity that have successfully been used in
large-scale clinical trials. However, itch is a complex and
multifactorial entity that profoundly and negatively affects
QoL. Thus, increasingly, QoL assessments, such as the DLQI,
or multidimensional tools that incorporate QoL, such as the
ItchyQoL, 5-D, and PBI-P, show great potential for more
holistically capturing the impact of itch. New apps and tools
www.jidonline.org
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may greatly improve compliance and provide more objective
measurements of itch in the future. Ultimately, clinical itch
research has emerged as a well-recognized and important
area of dermatology. The development of new tools will
undoubtedly better inform clinical trials but also directly
improve our basic understanding of chronic itch.

Millington GWM, Collins A, Lovell CR, Leslie TA, Yong ASW, Morgan JD, et al.
British Association of Dermatologists’ guidelines for the investigation and
management of generalized pruritus in adults without an underlying
dermatosis, 2018. Br J Dermatol 2018;178:34e60.
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Research Techniques Made Simple: Interpreting
Measures of Association in Clinical Research
Michelle R. Roberts1,2, Sepideh Ashrafzadeh1,2 and Maryam M. Asgari1,2
To bring evidence-based improvements in medicine and health care delivery to clinical practice, health care
providers must know how to interpret clinical research findings and critically evaluate the strength of evidence.
This requires an understanding of differences in clinical study designs and the various statistical methods used
to identify associations. We aim to provide a foundation for understanding the common measures of association used in epidemiologic studies to quantify relationships between exposures and outcomes, including
relative risks, odds ratios, and hazard ratios. We also provide a framework for critically assessing clinical
research findings and highlight specific methodologic concerns.
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Description: This article, designed for dermatologists, residents, fellows, and related healthcare providers, seeks to
reduce the growing divide between dermatology clinical
practice and the basic science/current research methodologies
on which many diagnostic and therapeutic advances are built.
Objectives: At the conclusion of this activity, learners should
be better able to:
 Recognize the newest techniques in biomedical research.
 Describe how these techniques can be utilized and their
limitations.
 Describe the potential impact of these techniques.

INTRODUCTION

Epidemiology is the study of the distribution and determinants of disease and other health-related outcomes
within populations. As the basic science of public health,
epidemiologic studies can describe patterns of disease
within speciﬁc populations (descriptive epidemiology) or
investigate etiology and risk factors for health outcomes
(analytic epidemiology). A core feature of analytic epidemiology is the presence of an appropriate comparison
group. Using analytic epidemiologic methods, we can
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investigate hypotheses about exposure-outcome relationships by comparing exposure status between groups of
people. A sound understanding of epidemiologic principles
enables health care providers to consider if the effects of an
exposure could warrant changes in clinical practice, treatment protocols, or community program management. In this
article, we describe several measures of association
frequently encountered in analytic epidemiology and
discuss factors to consider when interpreting clinical
research.
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SUMMARY POINTS
 Measures of association refers to a wide variety of
statistics that quantify the strength and direction
of the relationship between exposure and
outcome variables, enabling comparison
between different groups.
 The measure calculated depends on the study
design used to collect data. Odds ratios should
be used for case-control and cross-sectional
studies, whereas relative risk should be used in
cohort studies.
 When interpreting measures of association in
clinical practice, consider whether the results
may have been affected by sources of bias and
confounding, as well as how generalizable the
study sample is to the target population.
 Confounding may be addressed through
randomization, matching, stratiﬁcation, or
statistical adjustment, although unmeasured
confounders or residual confounding may still
affect the observed association.
 Effect sizes and measures of variability, such as
conﬁdence intervals, may be more informative
than P-values for interpreting epidemiologic
data.

MEASURES OF ASSOCIATION

Epidemiologic study designs are differentiated by the presence or absence of an intervention, randomization of participants, and the temporal relationships among comparison
groups. Common observational designs, including cohort,
case-control, and cross-sectional studies, are shown in
Table 1 (Besen and Gan, 2014; Silverberg, 2015).
Relationships between exposures and outcomes are
quantiﬁed using various measures of association, which are
statistics that estimate the direction and magnitude of associations among variables. Commonly used measures are
described in Table 2 and Figure 1. The reported measure of
association depends on the study design used to collect the
data and the statistical method used to analyze it (Pearce,
1993). A useful way to visualize the calculation of several
measures of association is by constructing a basic 2  2
contingency table (Figure 2), which shows the crosstabulation of exposed and unexposed participants (rows)
by those with and without an outcome of interest
(columns).
Relative risk

Relative risk (RR) is often calculated in cohort studies, where
participants with and without exposure(s) are followed for
particular outcome(s). This design allows for the calculation
of incidence (I), found by dividing the number of new cases of
an outcome by the number of people at risk for the outcome
during a speciﬁed period (Figure 2): Iexposed ¼ A/(A þ B) and
Iunexposed ¼ C/(C þ D). The RR is the ratio of the incidence
among exposed participants to the incidence among
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unexposed participants: RR ¼ Iexposed/Iunexposed. By
comparing incidence rates between the exposed and unexposed groups, it is possible to determine if an exposure increases or decreases risk of an outcome.
When RR is equal to 1, the incidence is the same among
those exposed and unexposed. An RR less than 1 suggests that
the exposure is protective (Iexposed < Iunexposed), and an RR
greater than 1 suggests that the exposure is a risk factor for the
outcome (Iexposed > Iunexposed). For example, the relationship
between dietary vitamin D intake and risk of melanoma was
investigated in a cohort study, and a RR of 1.31 (95% conﬁdence interval [CI] ¼ 0.94e1.82) was observed for the highest
quartile of vitamin D compared with the lowest quartile
(Asgari et al., 2009b). The point estimate indicates a 31%
increased risk of melanoma (or 1.31 times the risk) among
participants with the highest level of vitamin D intake, but
because the CI includes the null value of 1, we would not
consider the ﬁnding statistically signiﬁcant.
Odds ratio

In case-control or cross-sectional studies, where we cannot
calculate incidence rates, the odds ratio (OR) is typically
calculated. The OR is the ratio of the exposure odds (O)
among the case group to the exposure odds among the
control group (Figure 2): Ocase ¼ A/C, Ocontrol ¼ B/D, OR ¼
Ocase/Ocontrol), and it is interpreted similarly to the RR. An OR
equal to 1 indicates no association, an OR less than 1 suggests that the exposure is protective (exposure is less likely
among the case group), and OR greater than1 suggests that
the exposure is a risk factor (exposure is less likely among the
control group). For example, in a case-control study examining the association between infection with human papillomavirus b and risk of squamous cell carcinoma, an OR of 4.0
(95% CI ¼ 1.3e12.0) was observed (Asgari et al., 2008). This
OR indicates that the odds of being exposed (i.e., having this
human papillomavirus subtype) were 4 times greater among
the case group than the control group or, put another way,
that cases were 4 times more likely to have this human
papillomavirus subtype than controls.
When the outcome is rare, the OR approximates the RR.
This assumption, known as the rare disease assumption, can
be visualized in Figure 2. When the proportions in cells A and
C are small, A þ B z B and C þ D z D. Therefore, RR ¼ [A/
(A þ B)]/[C/(C þ D)] z (A/B)/(C/D) ¼ (A/C)/(B/D) ¼ OR. When
the outcome is more common (>10%), however, the OR
provides more extreme estimates than the RR. In Figure 2,
where 44% of the study population has the outcome, the OR
is much smaller than the RR.
Hazard ratio

The hazard ratio (HR) is the ratio of the rate at which the
exposed group experiences an outcome to the rate at which
the unexposed group experiences an outcome, and it provides the instantaneous risk at a given time rather than the
cumulative risk over the length of a study. It is calculated in
survival or time-to-event analyses, in which the outcome
variable is the time (days, months, years, etc.) until the
occurrence of the event of interest, such as development of a
disease, disease complication (e.g., cancer recurrence),
death, or other outcome. Participants who do not experience
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Table 1. Study designs in clinical research1
Study Design

Description

Strengths/Utility

Weaknesses

Meta-analysis

Analysis in which multiple RCTs and/
or
observational studies are combined

Larger sample size and higher
statistical power than individual studies

Limited by the quality and potential
heterogeneity of the individual studies they
combine

Prospective design in which
participants are randomly allocated
to intervention and control groups
Control group may be placebo or a
comparison intervention

Random assignment balances confounding
variables between groups (even
unmeasured variables)
Identiﬁcation of causality between an
exposure/intervention and outcome

Nonrandomized intervention study

Can assess the effects of an intervention
Useful when randomization is not possible for
practical or ethical reasons

Expensive
May not capture etiologically relevant time
period
Potential lack of generalizability
Differential loss to follow-up may introduce
bias
Potential ethical issues
Lack of random assignment
Potential loss of internal validity

Longitudinal design in which
participants
are followed up over time
May be prospective or retrospective

Possible to evaluate multiple exposures
and outcomes in the same study population
Temporal sequence of events is more
clearly indicated
Permits the calculation of disease incidence
Facilitates examination of rare exposures
Reduces the potential for selection bias
at enrollment

Experimental
studies
Randomized
controlled trial

Quasiexperimental
Observational
studies
Cohort

Case-control

Design in which participants with an
outcome (case group) and
participants without the outcome
(control group) are sampled from a
deﬁned source population and
compared with respect to the
frequency of one or more exposures
May be prospective or retrospective
May be nested within a cohort study
Cross-sectional Descriptive design in which data are
collected from a population at a
speciﬁc point in time
Provides a “snapshot” of exposures
and outcomes
Ecologic

Case study or
series

Design in which data are collected
at the population, rather than
individual, level
Populations may be deﬁned
geographically or temporally

A descriptive analysis of an
individual case or series of cases,
with no comparison group

Facilitates the study of rare diseases/outcomes
or those with long latency periods
Less expensive and time consuming
than cohort designs
More efﬁcient when exposure data
are expensive or difﬁcult to obtain
Advantageous for dynamic populations in
which long-term follow-up may be difﬁcult
Inexpensive and less time-consuming
than other designs
Can estimate prevalence of exposures
and outcomes simultaneously
Useful for monitoring health status and needs
of a particular population
Useful for examining rare diseases
Inexpensive and easy to conduct using routinely
collected data
Useful for monitoring population health, making
comparisons between populations, or when
individual-level data are unavailable

Can describe new trends or rare
characteristics of diseases
May detect previously unreported adverse effects
or potential new uses of medications
Useful in teaching clinical lessons learned
from patient care

Expensive and time consuming
May be inefﬁcient for rare outcomes or
diseases with long latent periods
Differential loss to follow-up may
introduce bias
For retrospective designs:
May be difﬁcult to identify appropriate
exposed cohort and comparison group
Data on important confounding variables
may be absent
Potential for reduction in data quality if
records not designed for the study are used
Inefﬁcient for rare exposures
Do not permit the calculation of disease
incidence
May be subject to selection bias, particularly
due to nonrepresentative sampling of
control individuals
More susceptible to information biases,
including recall and observer biases
May be more difﬁcult to establish temporality
Temporality is difﬁcult to ascertain
Tends to identify prevalent cases of long
disease duration (e.g., more serious cases
may not be captured because of death)
Potential for nonresponse bias
Prone to bias and confounding, both within
and between groups
The ecologic fallacy, in which effects
observed at the population level do
not accurately reﬂect effects at the
individual level
Methodologic weaknesses limit
causal inference
May lack generalizability
Potential confounding may not be
addressed
Difﬁcult to establish causality

Abbreviation: RCT, randomized controlled trial.
This table lists advantages and disadvantages common to clinical study designs but is not exhaustive. Readers are referred to the many excellent published
reviews of epidemiologic study design principles, including Besen and Gan (2014) and Silverberg (2015).
1

an event during the follow-up period are censored. This occurs if the participant is lost to follow-up, the follow-up period
ends and the participant is event-free, or the participant experiences another outcome. At the time of censoring, the
participant stops contributing follow-up time to the analysis.

This type of censoring is known as right-censoring, because
the true unobserved event lies to the right of the censoring
time. For example, in a survival analysis of acral lentiginous
melanoma, both melanoma-speciﬁc survival and overall
survival, or all-cause mortality, were examined. In the
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Table 2. Examples of measures of association in clinical research
Measure of
Association

Deﬁnition

Exposure

Relative risk The ratio of the incidence in the exposed Vitamin D
(RR)1
group to the incidence in the unexposed
intake
group

Odds ratio
(OR)

The ratio of the exposure odds among the Presence or
case group to the exposure odds among absence of
the control group
HPV

Hazard
ratio (HR)

The ratio of the rate at which patients with Systemic
a risk factor experience an event to the rate immune
at which patients without the risk factor suppression
experience an event

Pearson
correlation
coefﬁcient
(r)

Measures the strength and direction of the GOLPH3L
linear association between two continuous
gene
variables
expression

Spearman
correlation
coefﬁcient
(rho)

Measures the monotonic relationship
between two variables

Individual
typology
angle

Beta
coefﬁcient
(linear
regression)

Measures the association between a
continuous outcome variable and
continuous and/or categorical predictor
variable(s)

Pain (selfrated from
0e10)

Chi-squared Measures the association between two
test
categorical variables by assessing whether
there is a signiﬁcant difference between
observed and expected data

Training
level of
clinician

Risk
difference
(RD)

UV light
therapy

Measures the difference in risk between
exposed and unexposed groups

Outcome

Effect
Estimate

Interpretation

RR ¼ 1.31 When compared with the lowest quartile of
(95% CI ¼ 0.94 dietary vitamin D intake, participants with
e1.82)
the highest quartile of intake had 1.31 times
the risk of melanoma. This may also be
phrased as having a 31% increase in
melanoma risk.
Because the 95% CI includes 1 (the null
value, indicating no association between
exposure and outcome), the results are not
statistically signiﬁcant (Asgari et al., 2009b).
Squamous cell
Any HPV
This study compared tissue from patients
carcinoma
species:
with squamous cell carcinoma to tissue from
OR ¼ 0.9 (95% control individuals with no history of skin
CI ¼ 0.4e1.8)
cancer. No statistically signiﬁcant
HPV bassociation between patients (cases) and
papillomavirus: control individuals was observed when all
OR ¼ 4.0 (95%
HPV species were considered as the
CI ¼ 1.3e12.0)
exposure. In the subgroup analysis,
however, tissue from patients was 4 times
more likely to contain the b-papillomavirus
species compared with tissue from control
individuals
(Asgari et al., 2008).
Merkel cell carcinoma- HR ¼ 3.8 (95%
The rate of death from Merkel cell
speciﬁc survival
CI ¼ 2.2e6.4) carcinoma for people with systemic immune
suppression was 3.8 times higher than for
nonimmunosuppressed individuals
(Paulson et al., 2013).
HORMAD1 gene
r ¼ 0.991
There is a strong, positive linear relationship
expression
between GOLPH3L and HORMAD1 gene
expression, indicating that when one gene is
expressed, the other is often expressed as
well (Ioannidis et al., 2018).
r ¼ e0.98
There is a strong, negative monotonic
Melanin index
relationship between individual typology
angle and melanin index, indicating that
when one is low, the other is high (Wilkes
et al., 2015).
b ¼ 0.21 There is a positive relationship between selfSleep quality score
P < .001
rated pain and sleep disturbance. For each
(range ¼ 8e40, with
1-unit increase in self-rated pain, sleep
higher scores indicating
quality score increases by 0.21. The P-value
more disturbed sleep)
indicates that this association is statistically
signiﬁcant (Milette et al., 2013).
Treatment type
P < 0.0001
Patients treated with Mohs surgery were
almost exclusively treated by attending
physicians (98.8% vs. 1.2% resident/nurse
practitioner). Patients receiving excision
were treated slightly more frequently by
resident physicians (51% vs. 46.8%
attending and 2.1% nurse practitioner).
Patients treated with destruction by
electrodissection and curettage were more
commonly treated by attending physicians
(57.1% vs. 33.8% resident and 9.1% nurse
practitioner). The P-value from the chisquared test indicates that these differences
are statistically signiﬁcant
(Asgari et al., 2009a).
Psoriasis
RD ¼ e0.06
After receiving UV light therapy, 2% of
patients continued to experience psoriasis,
compared with 8% of patients not receiving
this treatment. The RD indicates that patients
who received light therapy had 6 fewer
cases of persistent psoriasis per 100 people
compared with patients not
receiving light therapy.2
Melanoma

(continued )
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Table 2. Continued
Measure of
Association

Exposure

Outcome

Effect
Estimate

Relative risk
The proportion of risk reduction
reduction
attributable to the exposure/intervention
(RRR)

UV light
therapy

Psoriasis

RRR ¼ 0.75

Number
needed to
treat (NNT)

UV light
therapy

Psoriasis

Deﬁnition

The number of patients who must be
treated for one patient to beneﬁt

Interpretation

Using the data from the UV light/psoriasis
example, the relative risk may be calculated
as 0.02/0.08 ¼ 0.25 (the incidence in the
exposed group divided by the incidence in
the unexposed group). The RRR is therefore
0.75(1 e RR), which can be interpreted as
UV light therapy resulting in a 75%
reduction in psoriasis incidence, relative to
patients who did not receive light therapy.2
NNT ¼ 16.7 Using the data from the UV light/psoriasis
example, the NNT may be calculated as 1/
(incidence among the unexposed e
incidence among the exposed), or
1/(0.08 e 0.02). Therefore, the NNT
equals 16.7, indicating that 17 patients need
to be treated with UV light therapy for
one patient to beneﬁt.2

Abbreviations: CI, conﬁdence interval; HPV, human papillomavirus.
1
Relative risk may also be referred to as the risk ratio, rate ratio, or relative rate.
2
Mock data are used for these examples.

melanoma-speciﬁc survival analysis, only melanoma-related
deaths were considered events, and participants who died
of causes not related to melanoma were right-censored at the
time of death. In the overall survival analysis, however,
deaths from any cause were considered events (Asgari et al.,
2017). In contrast to right-censoring, left-censoring occurs
when the event has already taken place before the observation period begins, and the true unobserved event lies to the
left of the censoring time. Estimation of the HR, as with Cox
proportional hazards regression, accounts for only rightcensored data (Clark et al., 2003).

When the HR is equal to 1, instantaneous event rates at a
particular time are the same in the exposed and unexposed
groups. When the HR is equal to 0.5, half as many people in
the exposed group have experienced an event compared with
the unexposed group, and when HR is equal to 2, twice as
many people have experienced an event. For example, in a
study examining the association between systemic immune
suppression and Merkel cell carcinoma-speciﬁc survival, an
HR of 3.8 was observed (95% CI ¼ 2.2e6.4) (Paulson et al.,
2013). This estimate indicates that the rate of death from
Merkel cell carcinoma was 3.8 times higher in people with

Study Designs

Experimental

Observa onal

Ecologic

Case control
Randomized
Controlled Trial

Case study/ case
report

Cross sec onal
Quasi
experimental

Cohort

Rate
comparisons

Odds ra o
Correla on
coeﬃcients

Odds ra o

Rela ve risk

Rela ve risk

Rela ve risk

Hazard ra o

Hazard ra o

Hazard ra o

Correla on
coeﬃcients

Correla on
coeﬃcients

Correla on
coeﬃcients

Chi squared
tests

Correla on
coeﬃcients

Chi squared
tests

Chi squared
tests

Risk diﬀerence

Chi squared
tests

Risk diﬀerence

Risk diﬀerence

Rela ve risk
reduc on

Rela ve risk
reduc on

Rela ve risk
reduc on

Number needed
to treat

Number
needed to treat

Number
needed to treat

Chi squared
tests

Prevalence ra o
(analogous to
rela ve risk)

Not applicable

Correla on
coeﬃcients

Figure 1. Measures of association used in common clinical research study designs. Measures of association commonly encountered in each type of study design
are depicted.
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Figure 2. Calculation of common
measures of association. A 22
contingency table displays the number
of individuals with and without the
exposure by the number of individuals
with and without the outcome. This
information can be used to calculate
several several commonly
encountered measures of association.

systemic immune suppression. Because the 95% CI excludes
the null value of 1, we can conclude that this HR is statistically signiﬁcant.
Other measures of association

Other frequently encountered statistics include correlation
coefﬁcients, beta coefﬁcients (linear regression), chi-squared/
Fisher exact tests, risk difference, relative risk reduction, and
number needed to treat (NNT) (Table 2).
Correlation coefﬁcients, including the Pearson r and
Spearman rho statistics, measure the strength and direction
between two variables and range from e1 (perfect negative
correlation) to þ1 (perfect positive correlation). A positive
correlation coefﬁcient indicates that both variables increase
or decrease together, whereas a negative coefﬁcient implies
that as one variable increases, the other decreases (see examples in Table 2). The Pearson r statistic is generally used
when data are continuous rather than categorical, and it
assumes that the data are normally distributed and that the
variables are linearly related. When these assumptions are
not met, or when categorical data are involved, Spearman
rho may be more appropriate. Spearman rho assumes a
monotonic relationship between ranked variables and can
be used for ordinal-level data. It is essentially a Pearson
correlation using variable ranks rather than variable values.
Spearman rho is the nonparametric version of Pearson r, and
therefore it may be appropriate for nonnormally distributed
data or when variables are not linearly related (McDonald,
2014a). For example, in a study examining cutaneous
sarcoidosis, Rosenbach et al. (2013) calculated the correlations between disease severity and quality of life using
several different instruments. The Physician’s Global
Assessment of disease severity was found to be moderately
positively correlated with Skindex-29 assessments of symptoms (Pearson r ¼ 0.41) but weakly negatively correlated
with the Sarcoidosis Health Questionnaire assessment of
quality of life (Pearson r ¼ e0.18). The Physician’s Global
Assessment,
Skindex-29,
and
Sarcoidosis
Health
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Questionnaire data were normally distributed. Because the
data from another assessment, the Dermatology Life Quality
Index, were not normally distributed and the sample size
was small, the authors used the Spearman rho correlation
coefﬁcient to identify a weak positive correlation with the
Physician’s Global Assessment (r ¼ 0.24).
Linear regression is used to assess the relationship between
a continuous outcome variable and one or more categorical
or continuous predictor variables. For continuous predictors,
a positive b coefﬁcient represents the increase in the outcome
variable for every 1-unit increase in the predictor variable.
Conversely, a negative b coefﬁcient represents the decrease
in the outcome variable for every 1-unit increase in the predictor variable. Beta coefﬁcients for categorical predictors
have a similar interpretation, except that the coefﬁcient represents the change in the outcome variable when switching
from one category of the predictor variable to another. For
instance, a study of patients with systemic sclerosis sought to
investigate associations between demographic and medical
variables and sleep disturbance, measured using a sleep
quality scale. The number of gastrointestinal symptoms
(continuous predictor) and sleep disturbance (continuous
outcome) were positively associated (b ¼ 0.19, P ¼ 0.001).
The beta coefﬁcient indicates that for each 1-unit increase in
the number of gastrointestinal symptoms, sleep quality score
increases by 0.19 units. Female sex was also positively
associated with sleep disturbance, although the association
was not statistically signiﬁcant (b ¼ 0.07, P ¼ 0.164). Because
sex is a categorical variable, this beta coefﬁcient indicates
that being female, as opposed to being male, is associated
with a 0.07-unit increase in sleep quality score (Milette et al.,
2013).
The chi-squared and Fisher exact statistics are often used
for testing relationships between categorical variables. These
tests evaluate whether the proportions of one categorical
variable differ by levels of another categorical variable (see
example in Table 2). The null hypothesis for the chi-squared/
Fisher exact test is that the variables are independent; that is,
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Table 3. Points to consider when interpreting epidemiologic studies
Bias, confounding, and statistical signiﬁcance

1. Can the presence of biases or confounding explain the results?
 Biases and unaccounted for or unmeasured confounders may affect the validity of the point estimate
o Information bias: systematic errors in measurement that result in participants being misclassiﬁed with respect to exposure or outcome
-

Differential: classiﬁcation errors are more likely in one group over another

-

Nondifferential: frequency of errors is roughly the same in the groups being compared

o Selection bias: results from the study population being nonrepresentative of the target population, and stems from
-

Control groups that are not representative of the population that produced the cases

-

Nonresponse or self-selection, whereby participation is related to exposure status

-

Differential loss to follow-up, in which the likelihood of being lost to follow-up is associated with exposure and/or outcome status

o Confounding: distortion of the true exposure-outcome relationship by independent variables that are associated with both exposure and
outcome
-

Can include variables such as age, sex, socioeconomic status, etc.

2. What is the variability?
 Wider conﬁdence intervals indicate reduced precision of the point estimate
 Sample size can affect the estimate of effect size and statistical signiﬁcance—small studies should be interpreted cautiously
Replication and generalizability

1. Have the results been replicated?
 Can methodologic weaknesses explain discrepancies in results between studies?
2. Is the exposure or intervention likely to have caused the outcome(s) reported?
 Evaluating the body of evidence and methodologic concerns in individual studies can aid in assessment of potential causality
 Although randomized controlled trials are often considered the standard for determining causality, they may be implausible for many
exposures
3. Do the results of a study apply only to particular groups of people?
 Differences between clinical and study populations may result from age, race, cultural factors, presence of comorbidities, etc.
4. Are there differences in the time course of the exposure or intervention under study compared with a clinical population?

the level of variable A does not predict the level of variable B.
For each level of one variable, the expected frequencies at
each level of the second variable are calculated. The chisquared test statistic is based on the difference between the
frequencies that are actually observed and those that would
be expected if there were no relationship between the two
variables. The more computationally intensive Fisher exact
test is typically used only when sample sizes are small. These
tests do not evaluate the magnitude of the association but
indicate whether the association is statistically signiﬁcant. For
example, in a study examining patient satisfaction after
treatment for nonmelanoma skin cancer with either destruction, excision, or Mohs surgery, categorical patient
characteristics were compared among treatment groups using
chi-squared or Fisher exact tests. The training level of the
treating clinician (attending, resident, or nurse practitioner)
differed signiﬁcantly by treatment group (P < 0.001) (Asgari
et al., 2009a).
The risk difference is the absolute difference in risk between exposed and unexposed groups, and it is useful for
evaluating the excess risk of disease associated with an
exposure. The relative risk reduction is the proportion of risk
that is reduced in the exposed group relative to the unexposed group. The number needed to treat is the number of
patients who must be treated for one patient to beneﬁt.
Calculations for risk difference, relative risk reduction, and

number needed to treat are shown in Figure 2, and examples
are provided in Table 2.
METHODOLOGIC CONSIDERATIONS

Resources such as the US Preventive Services Task Force,
Cochrane Library, International Agency for Research on
Cancer monographs, UpToDate, and DynaMed Plus provide
evidence-based guidelines for clinical practice. However,
for many diseases, expert summaries may be unavailable,
making the interpretation of clinical research critical for
providers. Accurate interpretation requires a familiarity with
methodologic considerations in epidemiology, outlined
brieﬂy in this section (Table 3).
Bias and confounding

Examining potential sources of biases or confounding is
crucial for evaluating the validity of study ﬁndings (Figure 3)
(Delgado-Rodríguez and Llorca, 2004; Sackett, 1979;
Silverberg, 2015). Biases are systemic errors that result in
incorrect estimation of the exposure-outcome association.
Information biases are systematic errors in measurement,
which result in participants being misclassiﬁed with respect to
exposure or outcome. Selection biases stem from the study
population being nonrepresentative of the target population.
The presence of bias may result in an overestimation or underestimation of the true association.
www.jidonline.org
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•

•
•
•

Bias

Selection bias
Measurement error
Lead time bias

•
•
•

Study plan
nning

Stage

IInformation bias (exposure/outcome
m
misclassification– may be differential or
nnondifferential)
Recall bias
Interviewer/observer bias
Procedural bias (differences in
quality of information)
Nonresponse bias
Attrition bias (unequal loss to follow-up)
Berkson’s bias

y implementation
Study

•
•
•
•

Confounding
Missing data
Citation/publicationn bias
Results distortion

Data analysis
a

Published
d
study

Strategy
•
•
•
•
•

Random sampling/allocation
Appropriate control group/
unexposed group selection
Well-defined
exposure/outcome
Ensure correct
exposure/outcome
classification
Correction for leead time or
length bias

•
•
•
•

r
Blinding/placebo group (for randomized
trials)
Confirm self-reports with medical records
Minimize loss to follow-up
nces between
Assess for systematic differen
participants/nonparticipants

•
•
•
•
•

g
Matching by the confounding
variable
Stratified and/or multivariate
regression analyses
Sensitivity analyses
Address miissing data (e.g.,
imputation)
dies
Comparison with similar stud

Figure 3. Strategies to minimize biases common to observational research. Methods for addressing various biases in epidemiologic research are shown,
although this list in not exhaustive. Readers are referred to several excellent reviews, including Choi and Pak (2005), Delgado-Rodríguez and Llorca (2004), and
Sackett (1979).

Confounding is a distortion of the exposure-outcome relationship by independent variables that are associated with
both exposure and outcome. Confounding may be minimized
through statistical adjustment, stratiﬁcation, matching, or
randomization. Methods to address confounding have been
reviewed in detail elsewhere (Greenland and Morgenstern,
2001; Kim et al., 2017; McNamee, 2005; Wakkee et al.,
2014). Suppose that, when examining the association between serum vitamin D levels and skin cancer risk, we
observe an OR of 1.85, indicating an 85% increased risk of
skin cancer among participants with high serum vitamin D
levels compared with those who have low levels. If participants with high vitamin D levels are also more likely to have
increased sun exposure, it could erroneously appear that
vitamin D increases the risk of skin cancer. In this hypothetical example, when sun exposure is addressed through statistical adjustment, we observe an OR of 1.15. The attenuated
adjusted OR indicates that our unadjusted association was
spurious and due to confounding caused by strong sun
exposure-vitamin D and sun exposure-skin cancer associations. The likelihood of observing spurious associations may
therefore be reduced by implementing methods to reduce
confounding. Even when confounding is addressed, however,
unmeasured confounders or residual confounding may distort
the observed association.
Statistical signiﬁcance

Although a P-value less than 0.05 is widely considered statistically signiﬁcant, this cutoff is arbitrary and does not
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necessarily equate to clinical signiﬁcance. Effect sizes, which
indicate the magnitude of the difference between groups, and
measures of variability, such as conﬁdence intervals, are
more informative when interpreting epidemiologic data
(Greenland et al., 2016; Sullivan and Feinn, 2012). Wide
conﬁdence intervals indicate large variability and reduced
precision of a point estimate. Other measures of variability or
dispersion include range, interquartile range, variance, and
standard deviation. These measures indicate the extent to
which the mean of a given variable represents the study
population as a whole.
Statistical power is the probability of correctly rejecting the
null hypothesis when it is false, or, alternatively, the likelihood of ﬁnding a statistically signiﬁcant difference when one
truly exists (Sullivan and Feinn, 2012). Power is dependent
upon effect size and sample size. Overpowered studies with
very large sample sizes may detect very small effect sizes that
are not clinically meaningful (Bhardwaj et al., 2004). Results
from underpowered studies should also be interpreted with
caution, because true associations may be masked by small
sample size, or conversely, spurious, inﬂated risk estimates
may be detected (Button et al., 2013).
Finally, when a large number of statistical tests are performed, some will be signiﬁcant at P < 0.05 by chance alone,
even when the null hypothesis is true. Statistical corrections
for multiple comparisons aim to reduce the number of false
positive ﬁndings; they include the Bonferroni correction,
which reduces the P-value threshold for signiﬁcance; resampling methods; and adjusting the false discovery rate. More
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
1. A study follows adults with psoriasis treated with
either retinoids alone or retinoids with
corticosteroids. The relative risk of 6-month
psoriasis recurrence is 0.8. What is the correct
interpretation of this ﬁnding?
A. The incidence of psoriasis recurrence in
adults who are dual-treated with retinoids
and corticosteroids is 0.8 (80%).
B. Adults with psoriasis who are dual-treated
with topical retinoids and corticosteroids
have 0.8 times the risk of having 6-month
psoriasis recurrence compared with those
who receive only retinoid treatment.
C. The difference in risk of 6-month psoriasis
recurrence between adults treated with only
retinoids and those dual-treated with topical
retinoids and corticosteroids is 0.8 (80%).
D. The difference in risk of 6-month psoriasis
recurrence between adults treated with only
retinoids and those dual-treated with topical
retinoids and corticosteroids is 0.2 (20%).
2. In a case-control study, what measure of
association should be used to calculate
associations between the exposure and outcome?
A. Hazard ratio
B. Pearson correlation coefﬁcient
C. Odds ratio
D. Relative risk
3. Can an odds ratio ever approximate the relative risk?
A. Yes, when the outcome (i.e., disease) being
studied is rare.
B. Yes, when the exposure being studied is rare.
C. No, because the odds ratio is calculated
using odds, and the relative risk is
calculated using incidence rates.
D. No, because these measures are calculated
using data from different study designs.
4. What are confounders?
A. Variables that are associated only with the
exposure
B. Independent variables that are associated
with both the exposure and the outcome
C. Variables that are associated only with an
outcome
D. Variables that are the consequence of an
exposure
5. A chi-squared test is used for what type of data?
A. Discrete quantitative
B. Ratio
C. Continuous quantitative
D. Categorical

detailed information about multiple comparisons may be
found in Bender and Lange (2001), Cao and Zhang (2014),
and McDonald (2014b).
Replication, causality, and generalizability

Replication is key in clinical research, and methodologic
concerns that may explain discrepancies between studies
should be considered. In observational studies, causality between an exposure and outcome is difﬁcult to ascertain
concretely. For many exposures, randomized controlled trials
are implausible, and well-designed observational studies are
the best alternative (Rothman and Greenland, 2005). Clinicians should also judge the degree to which a study simulates
clinical practice and whether the results are generalizable to
his/her own patient population (Wu et al., 2014). For
example, mutations in NCSTN, PSENEN, and PSEN1, which
affect the function of g-secretase, have been strongly associated with familial hidradenitis suppurativa in Chinese individuals. In other populations, however, g-secretase
mutations affect only a minority of hidradenitis suppurativa
patients (Ingram, 2016). In some instances, lack of generalizability may render study ﬁndings noninformative for populations with different characteristics.
SUMMARY

Measures of association quantify the relationship between an
exposure and an outcome, enabling comparison between
different groups, and their validity is highly dependent on the
methodologic context in which they were calculated. Interpreting epidemiologic ﬁndings, therefore, requires an assessment of
study methodology, including sources of bias and confounding,
generalizability, and replication of results. Evaluating these factors enables clinicians to critically evaluate the strength of evidence and make informed decisions for patient care.
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Research Techniques Made Simple:
Proﬁling the Skin Microbiota
Max D. Grogan1, Casey Bartow-McKenney1, Laurice Flowers1, Simon A.B. Knight1, Aayushi Uberoi1
and Elizabeth A. Grice1,2
Skin is colonized by microbial communities (microbiota) that participate in immune homeostasis, development
and maintenance of barrier function, and protection from pathogens. The past decade has been marked by an
increased interest in the skin microbiota and its role in cutaneous health and disease, in part due to advances in
next-generation sequencing platforms that enable high-throughput, culture-independent detection of bacteria,
fungi, and viruses. Various approaches, including bacterial 16S ribosomal RNA gene sequencing and metagenomic shotgun sequencing, have been applied to profile microbial communities colonizing healthy skin and
diseased skin including atopic dermatitis, psoriasis, and acne, among others. Here, we provide an overview of
culture-dependent and -independent approaches to profiling the skin microbiota and the types of questions
that may be answered by each approach. We additionally highlight important study design considerations,
selection of controls, interpretation of results, and limitations and challenges.
Journal of Investigative Dermatology (2019) 139, 747e752; doi:10.1016/j.jid.2019.01.024
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INTRODUCTION

The skin is an ecosystem that supports the growth of a
plethora of indigenous microbiota consisting of bacteria,
fungi, mites, and viruses. Skin commensal microbes coexist
with the host and contribute to tissue integrity and immune
homeostasis. Perturbation of skin commensal microbial
communities can inﬂuence normal skin health, predispose
skin to pathogenic colonization, and contribute to inﬂammatory dermatological disorders. The goal of most skin
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microbiota surveys is to identify individual taxa (e.g., genera,
species, strains) or community features (e.g., diversity, richness) that are associated with a phenotype or a perturbation.
Proﬁling the skin microbiota is often a jumping-off point for
studies that seek to establish causation and/or to dissect the
molecular and biochemical mechanisms of host-microbe
crosstalk through reductionist approaches. Furthermore,
because microbes are exquisitely sensitive to their environment, they are a reservoir of potential biomarkers that could
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SUMMARY POINTS

Box 1. Deﬁnitions and misnomers

Beneﬁts

The authors recommend the adoption of deﬁnitions
proposed by Marchesi and Ravel (2015).
 Microbiota: The assemblage of microorganisms
existing in a deﬁned environment
 Microbiome: Microorganisms, their genetic
material, and the surrounding environmental
conditions
 Metagenomics: The application of shotgun
sequencing of DNA to reveal the genomes and
genes of the microbiota

 Sequencing-based approaches do not require
growth and isolation of microorganisms in
culture and therefore select for microorganisms
that do not readily grow in isolation under
artiﬁcial conditions.
 Skin microbiota surveys are a powerful
hypothesis-generating tool that produce
quantitative, community-wide data sets.
 Several user-friendly bioinformatic tools have
been developed for the analysis and visualization
of microbiome sequencing data.
 Metagenomic shotgun sequencing is
increasingly being applied to skin microbiota,
and it provides strain-level taxonomic resolution
and insight into the genetic repertoire of the
microbiota.

Limitations

 Skin specimens are typically low in bioburden
and extremely susceptible to reagent and
environmental contamination, which produces
false positive results.
 Culture-independent approaches cannot
distinguish live versus dead microorganisms.
 The sequencing data obtained are associative,
and additional experiments are required to
show causality.
 Many analytical approaches require reference
data sets, which are limited for skin microbes,
especially fungi.

inform the status of skin health, distinguish between variations
of disease, or suggest optimal treatment approaches. Therefore, exhaustive analyses of skin microbiota can not only
provide better understanding of cutaneous processes and
diseases but can also suggest targets for developing therapies.
With a growing appreciation for the importance of the
human microbiome has come a surge in the development of
next-generation sequencing technology and analytical tools
that serve as the workhorses for characterizing microbial
communities. Historically, detection and characterization of
skin microbiota has depended on culture-based methods.
Next-generation sequencingebased methods eliminate the
biases associated with isolating and culturing microbes in the
laboratory to more precisely proﬁle the composition of microbial communities.
Amplicon-based sequencing is the most common strategy
used to construct community proﬁles of skin microbiota. This
method has been extensively used to characterize bacterial
communities by targeting the highly conserved 16S ribosomal
RNA (rRNA) gene, which contains hypervariable regions that
are widely divergent among different bacterial taxa (Lane
et al., 1985). More recently, metagenomic shotgun
748
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Common misnomers to avoid (Marchesi and Ravel,
2015):
 16S/16S analysis/16S survey: The proper term to
apply here is 16S rRNA genes or 16S rRNA gene
sequencing/analysis because the methods that
these misnomers refer to rely on sequencing
DNA and the gene that encodes a structural
subunit of the ribosomal RNA. RNA is not
sequenced, and 16S is a metric that refers to
particle size.
 Microﬂora: Although widely used in the
literature, the original deﬁnition of ﬂora refers to
plants and not microbes. The correct term to use
is microbiota.

sequencing has been used for both taxonomic and functional
annotation of skin microbial communities. This approach
captures multikingdom communities (including fungi, viruses,
and archaea) at the strain-level resolution and enables
reconstruction of the community-level microbial genetic
repertoire. Here, we provide an overview of the current approaches used to proﬁle skin microbiota, the metrics associated with each, and the bioinformatic tools that are
commonly used to analyze and visualize data. Please refer to
Box 1 for deﬁnitions of terms used commonly throughout, as
well as misnomers to avoid.
APPROACHES AND METHODS
Collection and processing of skin microbiota
specimens and controls
The ﬁrst step in any study to proﬁle the skin microbiota requires
collection of a microbial specimen (Figure 1), and the collection
technique can profoundly inﬂuence study results. Although a standardized protocol for skin microbiome studies remains to be established, many investigators use a noninvasive, easy-to-perform
swabbing technique. Collection techniques, including preparation of
the skin, were recently comprehensively reviewed by Kong et al.
(2017). Whatever technique is chosen, its application should be
consistent across all specimens that are collected and compared in
the study. A well-designed study also controls for factors that might
affect the existing skin microbial community or expose skin to foreign
communities (Goodrich et al., 2014). For example, many studies
exclude participants whose skin was exposed to systemic or topical
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Figure 1. Approaches to proﬁling the
skin microbiota. A specimen is
collected and then subjected to
culture-dependent and/or cultureindependent techniques. Typical
workﬂows for amplicon-based
sequencing and shotgun metagenomic
sequencing are compared. Examples
of output for each are shown as a
stacked bar plot depicting relative
abundances of bacteria and a heatmap
illustrating enrichment of different
genetic and metabolic pathways
among samples. OTU, operational
taxonomic unit; rRNA, ribosomal
RNA.
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Samples

antimicrobials. DNA extraction techniques also should be consistent
across studies and ideally performed using purposely designed kits
that use a combination of chemical and physical lysis methods (e.g.,
detergents and bead beatings), followed by an isolation protocol that
minimizes DNA loss and contamination (Goodrich et al., 2014).
Negative controls are a critical component of any well-designed
skin microbiome study because they allow empirical assessment of
background contamination from reagents and the environment. This
is of particular concern for skin samples that are relatively low in
bioburden (Salter et al., 2014), and proper steps need to be taken to
minimize and/or remove contaminants (de Goffau et al., 2018; Kim
et al., 2017). A negative control, null-exposure specimen should
be collected and processed through DNA extraction, library preparation, and sequencing exactly as the experimental specimens. It is
also critical to include positive controls. Sequencing of a mock
community, containing microbial DNA from known organisms in
known quantities, allows one to benchmark experimental approaches and pipelines. These positive controls can be generated
and validated in house or purchased from a repository.

Amplicon-based sequencing approaches
The 16S rRNA gene provides a highly suitable target for bacterial
classiﬁcation by DNA sequencing. A description of this method, as it
applies to the skin microbiome, has recently been described in the

Samples

“Research Techniques Made Simple” series (Jo et al., 2016). In brief,
this region of the bacterial genome consists of conserved and hypervariable regions and, in particular for the skin microbiome, the
V1eV3 region was found to yield accurate results for taxonomic
classiﬁcation (Meisel et al., 2016). The V4 primers that are
commonly used in studying microbiota from the gastrointestinal tract
(Caporaso et al., 2012) require some minor modiﬁcations to capture
the highly prevalent and abundant skin microbe Cutibacterium acnes
(Zeeuwen et al., 2017). For the analysis of fungal communities, regions of DNA between the 18S, 5.8S, and 28S rRNA genes, termed
internal transcribed spacers, contain both hypervariable regions and
conserved regions for taxonomic identiﬁcation and primer annealing, respectively. The internal transcribed spacer sequence resides in
a much broader phylogenetic population and is thought of as a more
“universal barcode” for fungi, but the variation also comes with less
accuracy and speciﬁcity in taxonomic identiﬁcation (Schoch et al.,
2012). Additionally, fungi are less studied, and thus, their phylogenetic placement through computational methods and expert-based
curation of phylogenetic relationships are lacking, which can be a
limiting factor.
Most investigators rely on institutional cores or commercial operations to perform the sequencing. Here, we will focus more on the
computational pipeline of analysis, which starts with the input of raw
sequence data and ends with statistical analysis and graphical
www.jidonline.org
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representation of the microbial communities (Figure 1). The current
recommended pipeline tools are QIIME2, mothur, and HmmUFOtu
(Caporaso et al., 2010; Kuczynski et al., 2011; Schloss et al., 2009;
Zheng et al., 2018). The ﬁrst step in the pipeline is preprocessing,
in which sequencing errors are eliminated. The next step is grouping
of DNA sequences into operational taxonomic units (OTUs). This
grouping is based on similarity or sequences that are close based on
a deﬁned sequence distance metric (Rossello-Mora and Amann,
2001). Because it is highly likely that all microbes in an environment are not known, OTUs have become the standard for cataloging
the microbiome (Rossello-Mora and Amann, 2001; Schloss and
Handelsman, 2005).
This process of OTU picking can be achieved in two ways: by
matching sample sequences to a database of reference sequences
(such as Greengenes [DeSantis et al., 2006]), or alternatively, the sequences can be clustered into de novo OTUs with no references.
Once clustered, these OTUs are mapped to known sequences to
determine the taxonomic composition of the sample (Caporaso et al.,
2010; Zheng et al., 2018). At this stage in the pipeline, the output is an
OTU table (formatted as a delimited text ﬁle or BIOM ﬁle). This table
includes all OTUs identiﬁed; their abundance, or number of reads,
found in each sample; and, usually, the taxonomy assigned to each
OTU. The level of taxonomic classiﬁcation varies in accuracy and is
dependent on the region of the 16S rRNA gene sequenced and the
identity of microbes in the sample. Results given at the species level
should be interpreted cautiously unless customized (e.g., skin-speciﬁc)
databases are being used (Conlan et al., 2012; Meisel et al., 2016).
Once taxonomic assignment is complete, the typical next step in
the pipeline is to examine the diversity of the microbiome both
within and between different samples, termed alpha and beta
diversity, respectively. Most of the tools for this analysis were
developed by the ﬁeld of ecology and have been adapted to
microbial community ecology. The pipeline tools QIIME2 or mothur
have built-in plugins or programs to perform these analyses directly,
but many alternative tools exist, particularly for users with statistical
and bioinformatics backgrounds. A large collection of these downstream tools, such as those in the vegan package (Oksanen et al.,
2018), can be installed into an R environment. R is an open-source
computer language/environment designed for statistical analyses
and graphical presentation of data (R Core Team, Vienna, Austria). A
widely used R tool is phyloseq, which offers an intuitive suite of
functions to aggregate data, perform statistical analysis, and graph
the results (McMurdie and Holmes, 2013).

Statistical analysis and graphical presentation
Typically, microbiome data are nonparametric; the distribution of
data (OTUs) is unknown, and thus, assumptions about the distribution should not be made when selecting statistical tests. Consequently, nonparametric statistics need to be used. For example, in
place of t tests, an appropriate choice is the Mann-Whitney/
Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Instead of applying an analysis of variance (i.e., ANOVA) test across more than 2 groups, the KruskalWallis one-way analysis of variance test can be used, and the
Spearman rank correlation coefﬁcient should be used rather than the
Pearson when examining co-occurrence of OTUs and/or taxa.
Additionally, microbiome data are inherently multidimensional and
thus require specialized tools. One of these is UniFrac (Lozupone
and Knight, 2005), which uses a distance matrix that incorporates
phylogenetic distances in comparing dissimilarity of microbial
communities between two or more samples (beta diversity).
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Multidimensional data can be challenging to display visually;
three-dimensional graphs can be difﬁcult to interpret, and four
dimensions and greater cannot be drawn. To overcome this, a procedure termed principal component analysis (i.e., PCA) can be used.
This is a statistical technique that transforms large sets of observations
into a set of uncorrelated variables termed principal components,
which emphasize the major differences in the data. The ﬁrst principal
component has the largest variation in the data, the second principal
component has the next largest variation and is unrelated to the ﬁrst.
The ﬁrst and second principal components are then plotted as a twodimensional graph. Other methods that perform this task are
nonmetric multidimensional scaling (i.e., nMDS), of which principal
coordinates analysis (i.e., PCoA) is a subtype. The details of these
methods are beyond the scope of this review, but they permit statistical
analysis to be performed on the data in the form of a permutational
multivariate ANOVA, or PERMANOVA. These statistical and graphical
tools are available in the vegan R package. Many other statistical
methods have been adopted for more speciﬁc analyses and graphing
of microbiome data, including deﬁning community types through
Dirichlet multinomial clustering and identifying biomarkers by testing
multiple decision tree models, in a process known as random forests,
both of which can be performed in the R environment.

Shotgun metagenomic sequencing
Shotgun metagenomic sequencing, or the untargeted sequencing of
all microbial genomes present in a specimen, is considerably richer
in providing information than amplicon-based proﬁling approaches.
Unlike amplicon-based sequencing, where speciﬁc primers are
targeted to regions of rRNA genes, DNA is prepared for shotgun
metagenomics by random fragmentation, addition of barcoded
sequencing tags, and limited cycle ampliﬁcation (Figure 1). Because
shotgun metagenomics captures a greater variety of gene content in a
sample, multikingdom compositions at strain-level resolution (an
example can be found in Oh et al. [2014]), as well as functional
proﬁles for communities, are captured. Shotgun metagenomics have
provided key insights into the skin microbiome in atopic dermatitis,
including the role of strain-level variation of Staphylococcus aureus
(Byrd et al., 2017) and mechanistic understanding of how microbial
metabolic pathways are altered to enhance ammonia production and
increase skin pH (Chng et al., 2016).
Two different analytical approaches are used for shotgun metagenomic data sets: assembly-based and read-based proﬁling (for a
comprehensive discussion, the authors recommend Quince et al.
[2017]). Although read-based, assembly-free proﬁling is faster and
mitigates issues with assembly, it relies on reference genomes at the
expense of uncharacterized microbes that have no references
available. A popular tool to generate taxonomic proﬁles without
assembly is MetaPhlan, which maps shotgun reads to reference
marker genes (Segata et al., 2012). These data may then be used to
derive the alpha and beta diversity metrics previously described.
Functional proﬁles can be produced using the HUMAnN tool
(Abubucker et al., 2012) or similar, which takes the DNA reads and
maps them against universal gene-protein databases. This allows
identiﬁcation of the proteins encoded by the DNA and functional
pathway linkage of the proteins.

A case for integrating culture-dependent and -independent
approaches
Sequencing technologies have illuminated the diversity of microbial
species on the skin. However, when evaluating microbial data
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observed from sequencing-based techniques, it is important to
recognize the limitations. The approaches described measure only
the presence of DNA in a sample. They are unable to show if the
species was recently acquired or is a stable community member, a
transient member, or deceased. The standard practice to identify
microbial species in clinical settings relies on culture-based techniques. This traditional approach should not be disregarded in the
design of research studies that take advantage of sequencing technologies, because culture-based techniques are able to identify
viable organisms.
Ideally, samples for culturing should be processed immediately
after collection. Depending on the study objective, various media
and growth conditions can be used to quantify speciﬁc organisms. To
successfully culture organisms that are traditionally difﬁcult to grow,
such as strict anaerobic bacteria, swabs should immediately be
handled in anaerobic conditions. Therefore, if the study objective is to
gain a comprehensive quantiﬁcation of the most abundant microbial
species, then separate specimens should be collected for aerobic and
anaerobic growth. Once isolated, colonies can be identiﬁed either by
16S rRNA gene sequencing, matrix-assisted laser desorption/
ionizationetime-of-ﬂight mass spectrometry (i.e., MALDI-TOF), or
whole-genome sequencing, and comparisons can be made with cultureindependent proﬁles obtained by sequencing-based approaches.
As described previously, reagent contamination is a major problem for low-bioburden microbial samples, including skin samples;
examination of culture-based data and literature allows one to assess
the plausibility of observing a given species in the ecosystem of the
skin (de Goffau et al., 2018). For example, it is highly unlikely that
extreme halophiles or thermophiles would be present on the skin,
because the conditions and nutrients are not consistent with the
biology of these microorganisms; nonetheless, results such as these
continue to be reported in the literature in the absence of meaningful
control data. Therefore, we urge readers to critically examine their
data in the context of the biology of the microorganisms observed,
which can be inferred from culture-based techniques.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Culture-independent approaches for examining the skin
microbiota have their own limitations that warrant consideration. These include but are not limited to (i) the inability to
distinguish live versus dead organisms; (ii) reliance on reference databases that exclude uncharacterized microbes; (iv)
reagent and environmental contamination, that when not
properly controlled for, result in conclusions that are not
consistent with cutaneous biology; and (iv) associative data
sets that are unable to distinguish cause and effect. Additionally, the low bioburden of the skin has limited the
application of techniques such as metatranscriptomics, which
would allow the assessment of transcriptionally active
microbiota. Because many of the analytical approaches
require reference genomes, future efforts should focus on
building comprehensive reference databases of skin-speciﬁc
microbes, including yeasts, bacteria, viruses, and other
microeukaryotes such as Demodex species. Even though a
goal of the National Institutes of Health Human Microbiome
Project was to create 3,000 microbial reference genomes for
this purpose, at present count, only 124 of the 1,556 total

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
1. Which of the following is an advantage of
culture-independent, sequencing-based
approaches to analyzing skin microbiota?
A. It distinguishes microbes that are living from
those that are dead.
B. It establishes causative links.
C. It does not require culturing microbes in
artiﬁcial conditions.
D. It is difﬁcult to contaminate reagents and
samples.
2. What is the advantage of shotgun metagenomic
sequencing compared with 16S rRNA gene
sequencing?
A. Increased taxonomic resolution
B. Enhanced growth of microbes
C. Recovery of bacterial, fungal, and viral
sequences
D. A and C
3. Which of the following is not a recommended
practice when designing a study for cultureindependent proﬁling of microbiota?
A. Including negative controls to assess
background contamination
B. Using a variety of DNA extraction kits
C. Controlling for antibiotic exposures
D. Including a mock community as a positive
control
4. Which of the following is a common and
recommended practice when analyzing 16S
rRNA gene sequencing data?
A. Testing associations/correlations with every
single variable until something is signiﬁcant
B. Using parametric statistical tests because
microbiome data are always normally
distributed
C. Assigning sequences to operational
taxonomic units, or OTUs
D. Ignoring sequences in negative control
samples
5. Which of the following is a bioinformatic tool/
pipeline that is commonly used for the analysis
of microbiome data sets?
A. QIIME2
B. R
C. mothur
D. All of the above
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genomes sequenced were derived from skin (Joint Genome
Institute, 2019). Finally, increased attention to robust study
designs and inclusion of essential controls will enable the
interpretation and translation of skin microbiome studies and
their biological and/or clinical relevance.
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Research Techniques Made Simple:
Mouse Models of Atopic Dermatitis
Doyoung Kim, Tetsuro Kobayashi and Keisuke Nagao
Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a common, chronic inflammatory skin disease characterized by impaired barrier
function, eczematous dermatitis, and chronic pruritus. Mouse models have been heavily used to deepen our
understanding of complicated disease mechanisms in AD and to provide a preclinical platform before performing clinical interventional research on novel therapeutic agents in humans. However, what aspects of
human AD these mouse AD models faithfully recapitulate is insufficiently understood. We categorized mouse
AD models into three groups: (i) inbred models, (ii) genetically engineered mice in which genes of interest are
overexpressed or deleted in a specific cell type, and (iii) models induced by topical application of exogenous
agents. To maximize benefits from current murine AD models, understanding the strengths and limitations of
each model is essential when selecting a system suitable for a specific research question. We describe known
and emerging AD mouse models and discuss the usefulness and pitfalls of each system.
Journal of Investigative Dermatology (2019) 139, 984e990; doi:10.1016/j.jid.2019.02.014
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INTRODUCTION

Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a common, chronic inﬂammatory
skin disease with underlying barrier impairment and is
accompanied by severe pruritus and associated with type 2/
22-mediated inﬂammation. Recent studies have begun to
unveil and dissect the complex pathophysiology in AD,
including the genetic basis for barrier impairment, diverse
aspects of the dysregulated immune system, and the
involvement of commensal microbiota, particularly,
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Staphylococcus aureus. Numerous AD mouse models have
been generated over the years, each recapitulating one or
more aspects of human AD (Figure 1a). However, a considerable gap remains between what has been learned in mouse
models and what information can be translated into humans.
Better understanding of each AD mouse model may enable
researchers to perform studies directly relevant to human AD
pathogenesis and to identify or validate novel therapeutic
targets. To reﬂect the spectrum of inﬂammation involved in
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BENEFITS
 Mouse AD models are valuable tools used to
deepen mechanistic insight into disease
pathogenesis and to develop novel therapeutic
agents in AD.
 Recent advances in genetic engineering have
accelerated our understanding of the biological
signiﬁcance of targeted genes in vivo.

LIMITATIONS
 Each animal model reﬂects limited aspects of
human AD.
 There remains a considerable translational gap
between AD mouse models and human AD.

classic and monogenic AD, as well as in AD mouse models,
skin inﬂammation discussed herein is referred to as eczematous dermatitis.
MOUSE MODELS OF AD

Mouse AD models can be categorized into three groups: (i)
inbred strains of mice that develop AD-like phenotypes; (ii)
genetically engineered models with either ablation or overexpression of a single gene, either ubiquitously or in a certain
cell lineage; and (iii) AD-like phenotypes induced by exogenous agents. Understanding the strengths and limitations of
each model would allow researchers to select a system that is
suitable for a particular research question and to be aware of
the caveats that need be considered.

Figure 1. Examples of AD mouse
models. (a) Features of AD mouse
models that may be considered for
phenotype analyses. (b) Gross
phenotype and histology of an
8-week-old Adam17ﬂ/ﬂ Sox9-Cre
mouse and a littermate control. (c)
Phenotype and histology of MC903induced AD-like inﬂammation;
45 mmol/L of MC903 in ethanol was
applied onto back skin of a C57BL/6
mouse every other day for 14 days.
Scale bars ¼ 50 mm. AD, atopic
dermatitis.
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Inbred models

Impaired skin barrier is a fundamental component of AD
pathogenesis. Genetic studies have linked several chromosomal loci or genes involved in epidermal differentiation to
risk of AD. FLG mutations (a genetic cause for ichthyosis
vulgaris) contribute to barrier defect and represent a major
predisposing factor for AD development in humans (Brown
et al., 2012; Kezic et al., 2011). The ﬂaky tail mice (ma/ma,
Flgft/ft) harbor mutations in genes involved solely in keratinocyte homeostasis. These mice develop spontaneous
eczematous dermatitis under speciﬁc pathogen-free conditions, with enhanced immune responses against percutaneous antigens (Fallon et al., 2009). Mutations in Flg and
Tmem79 have been identiﬁed, the latter causing a defect in a
component of lamellar granule assembly machineries,
conferring both matted hair and spontaneous AD-like phenotypes (Sasaki et al., 2013; Saunders et al., 2013). Segregation of the two mutated genes determined Tmem79, but not
Flg, as the causative gene mutation that drove eczematous
dermatitis. Consistently, genomic ablation of Flg is not sufﬁcient for spontaneous onset of the AD-like phenotype, either
under speciﬁc pathogen-free conditions or upon S. aureus
inoculation (Kobayashi et al., 2015), further indicating that at
least one additional defect is required for the development of
eczematous dermatitis (Kawasaki et al., 2012; Sasaki et al.,
2013).
Another inbred strain is the NC/Nga mouse, in which
pruritic skin lesions develop when mice are maintained under
conventional housing conditions (Matsuda et al., 1997). NC/
Nga mice, like the ﬂaky tail mice, exhibit pronounced type 2
immune responses. The genetic determinant in these mice
appears to be localized in chromosome 9, which includes
genes involved in immunity, such as Thy1, Cd3d, Cd3e,
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Table 1. Summary of the representative preclinical mouse models of human atopic dermatitis
Category

Advantages/Limitations

Inbred models
Pros: resembles natural course of human AD;
enhanced percutaneous sensitization to
haptens and allergens
Cons: lack of genetic information in some
strains; variable induction protocols when
combined with hapten or allergen challenges;
some models do not spontaneously
develop dermatitis under speciﬁc
pathogen-free conditions
Genetically engineered models
Pros: useful in elucidating gene-speciﬁc
functions in vivo; powerful when crossed
with other strains
Cons: time consuming and expensive
to generate; undesirable effects from
unexpected gene expression or alteration
(i.e. variable penetrance,
inefﬁciency of Cre)

Examples
Flaky tail
(ma/ma, Flgft/ft)

NC/Nga

Characteristics
 Recapitulates barrier defect in a
subset of human AD
 Combined genetic alteration of
Flg and Tmem79

Fallon et al., 2009
Sasaki et al., 2013
Saunders et al., 2013

 Spontaneous onset in conventional
housing condition
 Genetic determinant linked to
immune-related genes

Kohara et al., 2001
Matsuda et al., 1997

Overexpression
IL-4 (K14-IL4 Tg)
 Keratinocyte-speciﬁc overexpression
IL-13 (K5-tTA-IL13 Tg)
of type 2 cytokines, recapitulating
human AD, including chronic
parenchymal changes
IL-31 (EF1a-IL31
or Em-Lck-IL31 Tg)
TSLP (K5-rtTA-TSLP
Tg)
IL-18 (K14-IL18 Tg)
IL-33 (K14-IL33 Tg)
JAK1
(Jak1spade/spade)

 Pruritus and disruption of the
skin barrier
 Keratinocyte expression of type 2
cytokines that activate innate
lymphoid cells
 JAK1 hyperactivation leading
to barrier dysfunction

Ablation
ADAM17
 Spontaneous dysbiosis and
(Adam17ﬂ/ﬂ Sox9Cre)
eczematous skin inﬂammation
CARMA-1
(unmodulated)

Models induced by exogenous agents
Pros: time-controlled induction;
applicable to various mouse strains
Cons: nonstandardized products for some
allergens; variable protocols (doses and
durations); labor-intensive
(daily applications)

References

 N-ethyl-N-nitrosoureaeinduced,
genome-wide mutagenesis model
 Mutation in mouse ortholog of
CARMA-1/CARD11

Hapten-induced
 AD-like inﬂammation induced
(e.g., oxazolone,
by repeated challenge
trinitrochlorobenzene  Ambiguous distinction between
(TNCB))
AD and allergic contact
Allergen-induced
dermatitis
(e.g., ovalbumin,
house dust mite)
MC903
 High reproducibility of AD-like
(calcipotriol)-induced
responses in various strains

Chan et al., 2006
Zheng et al., 2009

Dillon et al., 2004
Imai et al., 2013
Konishi et al., 2002
Yoo et al., 2005
Yasuda et al., 2016

Kobayashi et al., 2015
Jun et al., 2003

Kitagaki et al., 1995, 1997
Matsuoka et al., 2003
Spergel et al., 1998
Wang et al., 2007

Kim et al., 2013
Li et al., 2006
Myles et al., 2016
Naidoo et al., 2018
Oetjen et al., 2017

Abbreviation: AD, atopic dermatitis.

Cd3g, Il10ra, Il18, and Csk (Kohara et al., 2001). Thus, these
mice, in contrast to the ﬂaky tail mice, might reﬂect the
altered immune component of AD. Although the spontaneous
nature of inbred mice may reﬂect the natural course in human
AD, it is not trivial to pinpoint the underlying genetic defect. It
should also be noted that genetic background-unique modiﬁers may either attenuate or aggravate phenotypes in any
mouse model. Therefore, it is important that researchers be
cognoscenti regarding the genetic backgrounds of the mice
and choose appropriate controls.
Genetically engineered models

The overall complexity of AD pathogenesis and the vast
numbers of secondary gene changes downstream of chronic
inﬂammation hampers the narrowing down of genes that play

central roles in AD pathogenesis. In this regard, transgenic
and knockout or conditional knockout mice are valuable in
elucidating the biological signiﬁcance of the targeted molecules. Genetically engineered mice with altered expression of
AD-related genes would provide an approach to investigating
the biological function of each molecule. The generation of
genetically engineered mice is time consuming and costly,
requiring strategic planning. A list of selected mouse strains
with genetic modiﬁcation is shown in Table 1.
Transgenic mice overexpressing type 2 cytokines, IL-4 or
IL-13 in epidermis, develop spontaneous pruritus and chronic
dermatitis. In both strains, skin lesions are characterized by
prominent inﬁltration of T cells, mast cells, eosinophils, and
macrophages, and total IgE and IgG1 are elevated in serum
(Chan et al., 2001; Zheng et al., 2009). These models also
www.jidonline.org
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recapitulate chronic epithelial and stromal changes observed
in human AD, such as acanthosis or dermal remodeling with
ﬁbrosis and increased vasculature. The efﬁcacy of dupilumab,
a monoclonal antibody that blocks the binding of these cytokines to their cognate receptor, emphasizes that these
transgenic mice are effective AD models. However, lymphoid
cells, rather than keratinocytes, produce IL-4 and IL-13 in
both mice and humans under physiological conditions.
IL-31, the predominant source of which are T helper type 2
cells, is associated with pruritus and disruption of the physical
skin barrier, and it has recently gained attention as a novel
therapeutic target in AD (Dillon et al., 2004; Feld et al., 2016;
Ruzicka et al., 2017). Transgenic mice overexpressing IL-31,
driven by the ubiquitous promoter for EF1a, develop hair
loss by 2 months of age and display dermatitis with prominent
scratch behavior (Dillon et al., 2004).
Keratinocyte-derived cytokines may also play crucial roles
during atopic inﬂammation. TSLP is a keratinocyte-derived
type 2 cytokine. A doxycycline-inducible, keratinocytespeciﬁc transgenic expression of TSLP (K5-TSLP) in mice
leads to the onset of AD-like skin lesions after 2e3 weeks of
doxycycline treatment, with concomitant increase in serum
total IgE and the type 2 immunity-associated chemokine
CCL17 (Yoo et al., 2005). Keratinocyte-speciﬁc expression of
the IL-1 family of cytokines, IL-18 and IL-33, each also exhibit
AD-like phenotypes (Imai et al., 2013; Konishi et al., 2002).
Given the fact that TSLP transgenic mice lacking conventional
T cells (K5-TSLP, TCRb/) still develop skin inﬂammation
and that the three keratinocyte-derived cytokines, TSLP, IL18, and IL33, are important tissue-derived cytokines that
activate group 2 innate lymphoid cells (i.e., ILC2), these
models might be useful in studying the crosstalk between
keratinocytes and innate immunity. An anti-IL-33 antibody is
currently under clinical trial (NCT03738423, NCT03736967).
Although IL18 has not been associated with human AD in
genome-wide association studies, loci including IL18R1 and
IL18RAP have been reported, implicating the involvement of
this cytokine (Tamari and Hirota, 2014).
The imbalance of skin commensal microbiota, termed dysbiosis, is now a recognized feature of human AD. Although
S. aureus colonization in AD skin has been known for more
than half a century, whether it contributed to pathogenesis, or
was merely a result of chronic inﬂammation, had been
debated. A mouse model that recapitulated this condition had
been lacking. We recently reported that Adam17ﬂ/ﬂ Sox9-Cre
mice, which lack ADAM17 in keratinocytes, spontaneously
developed dysbiosis that was dominated by Corynebacterium
species and S. aureus (Kobayashi et al., 2015). These mice
display dry skin at approximately 3e4 weeks after birth, then
develop overt eczematous dermatitis at approximately 6 weeks
(Figure 1b). Eczematous dermatitis is preceded by the emergence of S. aureus, and targeting of the dysbiotic organisms
with antibiotics extinguishes skin inﬂammation (Kobayashi
et al., 2015). Although eczematous dermatitis is less prominent in the absence of S. aureus in mice housed in facilities
with stringent health status (unpublished observation), this can
be taken advantage of by inoculating S. aureus to induce
eczematous dermatitis in a time-controlled manner.
AD mouse models have also been established through
screening libraries following chemically induced, genome987
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wide mutagenesis. Heterozygous mutations in CARD11,
encoding a scaffolding protein involved in lymphocyte receptor signaling, are linked with monogenic AD in humans
(Ma et al., 2017). Growing evidence suggests a beneﬁt of
targeting Janus kinase in AD (Guttman-Yassky et al., 2019). In
these contexts, two N-ethyl-N-nitrosoureaederived models,
CARMA-1/Card11-mutant mice (Jun et al., 2003) and
JAK1spade/spade mice (Yasuda et al., 2016) might be interesting
models for understanding atopic inﬂammation from the immune signaling perspective.
Models induced by epicutaneous application of exogenous
agents

Induced mouse models are perhaps the most frequently used
systems in the ﬁelds of dermatologic research such as
immunology and carcinogenesis. Although topical application can be labor intensive, it enables time- and dosecontrolled induction of a phenotype and can be used in a
variety of mouse models, including genetically modiﬁed
mice.
Haptens are small molecules that penetrate intact mouse
epidermis and provoke adaptive immune responses upon
subsequent exposures, resulting in contact hypersensitivity
responses that model allergic contact dermatitis in humans.
Repeated hapten challenge is reported to induce AD-like
dermatitis by shifting type 1 to type 2 responses (Kaplan
et al., 2012; Kitagaki et al., 1995, 1997). Allergic contact
dermatitis and AD are distinct entities, and whether dermatitis
induced by chronic hapten application recapitulates eczematous dermatitis remains to be determined.
Sensitization to protein antigens is thought to occur in patients with AD and may contribute to the onset of food allergy
and asthma, known as the atopic march. Multiple epicutaneous exposure to ovalbumin can induce AD-like symptoms
(Spergel et al., 1998) with ovalbumin-speciﬁc IgG1, IgG2a, and
IgE humoral responses (Wang et al., 2007). Human AD-like
symptoms can also be induced by applications of house dust
mite extract onto mouse skin (Matsuoka et al., 2003). Skin
changes in both models are enhanced when the barrier
disruption is induced mechanically or by using mice that
exhibit spontaneous skin barrier perturbation, such as NC/Nga
or ﬂaky tail mice. The relevance of skin inﬂammation induced
in the house dust mite model has yet to be determined,
because humans presumably are not exposed to high doses of
house dust mite antigens percutaneously. Commercially
available house dust mite and ovalbumin allergen products
can vary in their allergen composition and concentration,
depending on how they are prepared (Casset et al., 2012).
Although rash observed during topical application of calcemic vitamin D3 analogs in psoriasis patients is clinically
distinct from AD, topical application of MC903 (calcipotriol)
to mouse skin recapitulates features of AD (Figure 1c), such as
inﬂammation, itch, and barrier dysfunction (Li et al., 2006;
Naidoo et al., 2018). Mice treated with MC903 also have
increased serum IgE. Conveniently, these AD-like responses
can be induced regardless of genetic backgrounds, enabling
the use of this model in mice that carry multiple transgenes
without the necessity for backcrossing, which may facilitate
their use in preclinical studies. Emerging concepts of AD
pathogenesis such as innate lymphoid cells, sensory neuron,
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
1. The MC903 model used to study human atopic
dermatitis represents which category of mouse
model?
A. Inbred model
B. Genetically engineered transgenic model
C. Genetically engineered knockout model
D. Model induced by an exogenous agent
2. Which of the following mutations is the most
responsible for atopic dermatitis-like
inﬂammation in ﬂaky tail mice?
A. Flg
B. Tmem79
C. Tslp
D. Adam17
3. Which of the following cytokines from
keratinocytes is responsible for the activation
of group 2 innate lymphoid cells 2 (ILC2)?
A. TSLP
B. IL-18
C. IL-33
D. All of the above
4. Which of the following microbes is responsible
for the development of skin inﬂammation in
Adam17ﬂ/ﬂ Sox9Cre mice?
A. Cutibacterium acnes
B. Malassezia furfur
C. Pseudomonas aeruginosa
D. Staphylococcus aureus
5. Which of the following sentences highlights a
lesson from a recent study that compared
transcriptomic proﬁles between human atopic
dermatitis (AD) and mouse models?
A. The oxazolone-induced mouse model
exhibited the highest degree of overlap
with human AD.
B. More than 50% of core signatures of the
human AD transcriptome overlapped with
the differential expression genes analyzed
in all tested mouse models.
C. Based on available databases, less than 5% of
protein coding genes are not shared in
mouse and human AD.
D. Each animal model reﬂects limited aspects of
human AD.

or microbiota have also been explored by using this model
(Kim et al., 2013; Myles et al., 2016; Oetjen et al., 2017).
Comparison of murine AD models to human AD

To date, the gross phenotypes of mouse models have been
correlated with human AD by comparing clinical

manifestations, histology, and expression of a limited number
of markers. However, emerging cutting-edge technologies
with transcriptomic analysis now deepen our understanding
of each model and should allow us to compare complex
molecular networks between species. Comparison of gene
expression data from mouse models to a differentially
expressed list (meta-analysis derived AD: “MADAD”) of 595
genes from human AD skin deﬁned by meta-analysis showed
that the IL-23einjection model, a cytokine that is usually
associated with psoriasis, exhibited the highest degree of
overlap (Chan et al., 2006; Ewald et al., 2017). Our analysis
of Adam17ﬂ/ﬂ Sox9-Cre mice showed overlap with the human
AD transcriptome to a degree that was comparable to the IL23einjected model (Woodring et al., 2018). However, the
maximum overlap of genes remains under 40% in any model,
suggesting that animal models each reﬂect limited aspects of
human AD. These observations warrant further evaluations of
the predictive power of each as preclinical models. One
approach to identifying a model that reﬂects human AD might
be to test whether therapeutics with known clinical efﬁcacy in
humans are also effective in AD mouse models. It is possible
that mouse models reﬂect certain subsets of classic human
AD and that further clinical subcategorization of AD is
needed. More than 20% of protein coding genes are not
shared between mice and humans, suggesting that the two
species may have developed unique immune systems after
divergence from common ancestors. Future analysis may
require the establishment of bioinformatics analytical frameworks with an evolutionary systems biology approach.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

We have highlighted the diversity of current murine AD
models and their advantages and limitations that should be
considered when selecting a model that is appropriate for
each research question or interpreting published studies. To
increase the translatability of AD mouse models, it may be
beneﬁcial to establish phenotype criteria and accumulate
transcriptome data, which should facilitate distinction of
eczematous dermatitis from other forms of skin inﬂammation
(Figure 1a), such as psoriasis and contact hypersensitivity.
Practical and reproducible approaches for evaluating the
degree of inﬂammation are also essential, because ear
thickness, transepidermal water loss, and other laboratory
assays are variably used. A standardized clinical scoring
system should be useful in reducing variability between
studies (Kobayashi et al., 2015; Plant et al., 2012). Finally,
beyond mouse models, nonmurine animal models for AD
such as canine AD may better recapitulate human AD and
thus be powerful models for preclinical studies (Cosgrove
et al., 2013; Michels et al., 2016).
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Research Techniques Made Simple: Parabiosis to
Elucidate Humoral Factors in Skin Biology
Casey A. Spencer1 and Thomas H. Leung1,2,3
Circulating factors in the blood and lymph support critical functions of living tissues. Parabiosis refers to the
condition in which two entire living animals are conjoined and share a single circulatory system. This surgically
created animal model was inspired by naturally occurring pairs of conjoined twins. Parabiosis experiments
testing whether humoral factors from one animal affect the other have been performed for more than 150 years
and have led to advances in endocrinology, neurology, musculoskeletal biology, and dermatology. The
development of high-throughput genomics and proteomics approaches permitted the identification of potential circulating factors and rekindled scientific interest in parabiosis studies. For example, this technique may
be used to assess how circulating factors may affect skin homeostasis, skin differentiation, skin aging, wound
healing, and, potentially, skin cancer.
Journal of Investigative Dermatology (2019) 139, 1208e1213; doi:10.1016/j.jid.2019.03.1134
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Description: This article, designed for dermatologists, residents, fellows, and related healthcare providers, seeks to
reduce the growing divide between dermatology clinical
practice and the basic science/current research methodologies on which many diagnostic and therapeutic advances are
built.
Objectives: At the conclusion of this activity, learners should
be better able to:
 Recognize the newest techniques in biomedical research.
 Describe how these techniques can be utilized and their
limitations.
 Describe the potential impact of these techniques.

INTRODUCTION

The techniques resulting in parabiosis began in the 1860s
when French biologist Bert tested the viability of skin allografts by joining two rats together and attaching ﬂaps of skin
from one animal to another (Bert, 1864). He showed that a
viable cross-circulation was established by injecting ﬂuid into
the tail vein of one animal and observing its appearance in
the partner animal. In 1908, Sauerbruch and Heyde coined
the term parabiosis and modiﬁed the technique by extending
the length of the incision and adding an intestinal
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anastomosis (Sauerbruch and Heyde, 1908). In 1933, Bunster
and Meyer improved on the technique by joining the skin,
muscle layers, and abdominal wall together (Bunster and
Mayer, 1933). The union became more stable, and this protocol remains the basis of most modern approaches. Interest
in parabiosis peaked in the 1960s and 1970s as scientists
used it to study a variety of topics, including cancer, lifespan,
blood pressure, and energy balance.
In 1959, Hervey used parabiosis to show that a circulating
factor was involved in energy balance (Hervey, 1959). He
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SUMMARY POINTS
 Parabiosis experiments connect two living
animals together, so that they share a single
circulatory system.
 Parabiosis experiments assess whether a
circulating factor in blood or lymph from one
animal may affect the other animal.
 Heterochronic parabiosis (connecting young and
aged animals together) asks whether physiologic
skin processes are affected by young blood
milieu.

LIMITATIONS
 Animals should be background-matched to have
the best chance of survival.
 Circulatory system anastomosis requires 2 weeks
to mature before a steady state is reached.

parabiosed young rats together and damaged the ventromedial hypothalamus of one parabiont to induce hyperphagia
and obesity. Despite unlimited access to food, the nonlesioned partner stopped eating, lost weight, and appeared to
be responding to a circulating satiety factor released by the
other rat. These studies were later conﬁrmed with obese/
obese and diabetic/diabetic mice, which showed that obese
mice lacked a circulating signal that regulated energy balance
and that diabetic mice appeared insensitive to the signal (see
review in Harris, 2013). The signal was identiﬁed to be leptin,
and subsequent parabiosis experiments conﬁrmed leptin’s
ability to circulate between parabionts.
In recent years, investigators resurrected parabiosis to study
questions of aging in somatic stem cells. Because muscle
function declines with age, they asked if the change was due
to stem cell intrinsic change or whether stem cell functionality
may be inﬂuenced by their surroundings (Conboy et al.,
2005). The results of these studies unequivocally showed
that the aged environment impairs the regenerative potential
of older individuals. When exposed to young blood, aged
stem cells adopted a more youthful potential. When young
stem cells are exposed to aged blood, they lost regenerative
potential (Brack et al., 2007). Similar studies have
now been extended for neurons and brain function (Villeda
et al., 2011, 2014).
Our group used parabiosis in studies of scar formation and
skin regeneration. Physicians have observed that surgical
wounds in the elderly heal with thinner scars than wounds in
young patients. We showed that full-thickness skin wounds in
aged, but not young, mice fully regenerate (Nishiguchi et al.,
2018). We connected aged and young mice together, termed
heterochronic parabiosis, to elucidate whether the observed
phenotypes—scar formation and skin regeneration—are
caused by circulating factors or local signaling (Figure 1). Our
results showed that exposure of aged animals to blood from
young mice counteracts their regenerative capacity (Figure 2).

We identiﬁed the factor by performing global transcriptomic
analysis of wound-edge tissue from regenerating and nonregenerating mice. We distilled a list of 80 potential genes to
13 genes by looking for circulating proteins. We showed that
SDF1 is expressed at higher levels in the wounded skin of
young mice and that genetic deletion of SDF1 in young skin
enhanced tissue regeneration.
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF PARABIOSIS: EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN,
METHODOLOGY, AND INTERPRETATIONS
The technique of establishing the parabiotic state was recently
reviewed, and an excellent video describes the surgical procedure
(Kamran et al., 2013). Before parabiosis surgery, pairs should be cohoused for 1 week for proper acclimation. We remove fur 24 hours
before surgery to shorten anesthesia time during the formal procedure. Standard aseptic surgical procedures are used, and the animals
are kept warm with a heating pad. Brieﬂy, mirror-image incisions at
the left and right ﬂanks are made through the skin, and skin is gently
freed from superﬁcial fascia. At this point, investigators may choose
to join the peritoneal walls of the mice (Villeda et al., 2011, 2014).
We and others omit the peritoneal joining to minimize invasiveness
of the procedure, and we still establish an effective blood exchange.
Elbow and knee joints from each parabiont are sutured together.
After joints are stabilized, the skin ﬂaps of the mice are sutured
together—ﬁrst dorsally, then ventrally. Kamran et al. (2013) recommend a continuous suture, but in our experience, the use of single
interrupted sutures minimizes wound dehiscence if the suture fails or
is removed by the animal. Other techniques call for stapling the skin
of each mouse together (Villeda et al., 2011, 2014). The time to
complete the surgery ranges between 30 and 60 minutes, depending
on the experience of the surgeon. In particular, the decisions of
whether to join the peritoneums and how extensively to join the
limbs will inﬂuence the duration of the surgery and the stability of the
pairings.
The postprocedure care is more critical than the procedure itself.
For postoperative pain, each mouse is treated with antibiotics, subcutaneous normal saline, meloxicam, and buprenorphine hydrochloride. We have found that placing Steri-Strips (3M, St. Paul, MN)
vertically over the skin sutures 2 to 3 days after the procedure provides a physical barrier against the parabionts removing the suture.
Several recovery characteristics are analyzed daily after surgery,
including weight, grooming responses, urination, and defecation.
Animals are excluded if they fail overall health inspections. If sutures
are removed by the mice, they are replaced on a daily basis. The
incisions are healed 2 weeks after surgery, and sutures may be
removed. For our skin-wounding studies, we waited 4 weeks after
surgical connection to perform additional skin injury to maximize the
recovery from the procedure. This time period may be adjusted
based on the speciﬁc experiment. We and others have kept parabiotic pairs connected for 8 months without signiﬁcant problems
(Kamran et al., 2013). Taken together, female, background-matched
mice of similar size and weight offer the greatest chance of success
for parabiosis experiments.

Technical challenges
Perioperative mortality remains one of the major challenges in
parabiotic experiments. However, the survival of parabiotic pairs has
improved signiﬁcantly with better anesthesia and postoperative
monitoring. In our experience, more than 90% of our pairs recover
www.jidonline.org 1209
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Pairings

Intervention

Observation

Conclusion

Both parabionts
maintain phenotype A

CONTROL
Isochronic parabiosis AA
Parabiont B adopts
phenotype A
Systemic
circulating factor

Wound

EXPERIMENTAL
Heterochronic parabiosis AB

Parabiont A adopts
phenotype B

Both parabionts maintain
individual phenotypes

Local
cell signaling

Both parabionts
maintain phenotype B

CONTROL
Isochronic parabiosis BB

Figure 1. Example of parabiosis experiment to test age-deﬁned phenotypes. Comparing heterochronic parabiosis pairs to isochronic parabiosis control pairs
allows for assessment of age-mediated changes. An optional intervention, such as skin wounding or UV exposure, may be added. Isochronic control pairs should
maintain their baseline individual phenotype. If so, we conclude that the parabiosis procedure itself does not alter the phenotype. If both mice in a heterochronic
parabiosis pair maintain their original individual phenotypes, we conclude that no circulating factor is involved in this phenotype. If either parabiont adopts a
new phenotype, we conclude that a systemic circulating factor may be responsible for the phenotypic change.

from the procedure, similar to results reported by others (Conboy
et al., 2013).
Parabiosis involves the continuous exchange of ﬂuids and cells
between partners, and a second period of high mortality, called
parabiotic disease (also known as parabiotic disharmony or parabiotic intoxication), occurs 1e2 weeks after surgery when the
vascular anastomoses are maturing. The condition is independent of
the procedure. The incidence can still be as high as 20%e30% of
pairs in highly inbred strains of mice and rats and 60%e70% in
outbred strains of mice (Conboy et al., 2013; Finerty and Panos,
1951). One parabiont becomes pale, anemic, stops eating, and
dies within a few days. The other member develops hyperemia, best
noted by reddening and dilation of blood vessels of the feet, ear, and
tail (Harris, 2013). If the parabiosis pair is separated when these
symptoms are ﬁrst noted, it is possible that both of the individual
animals will survive (Hall and Hall, 1957). Parabiotic disease likely
represents underlying graft-versus-host disease, where the rejected
“organ” may be the vascular anastomoses. Lethal irradiation of one
of the parabionts abrogates parabiotic disease, suggesting that the
immune system is responsible. How the immune system of one
mouse becomes dominant over that of the other mouse remains an
open question. Finally, we noticed that the incidence of parabiotic
disease is much less frequent when members of a pair were littermates, which has been observed in other studies (Binhammer et al.,
1963; Eichwald et al., 1959).

rate seems to be similar in animals of all ages. For our studies of skin
wound healing, we waited for 1 month before further skin injury. An
objective way to determine whether the parabiosis procedure
established sufﬁcient blood exchange is to connect a mouse carrying
a reporter gene (e.g., mTmG mouse) and a nonreporter mouse. Three
weeks after parabiosis, we drew venous blood from the mice and
routinely obtained mixing rates between 35% and 40%, which is
consistent with those reported by others (Conboy et al., 2005;
Nishiguchi et al., 2018). Other groups have reported similar ﬁndings, where mixing equilibrium is reached within 14 days but not 7
days after surgery (Gibney et al., 2012).
A second kinetic consideration is the rate of clearance of factors
from the circulation. The rate of blood exchange in parabiosis
models is relatively slow. Some proteins may be cleared from the
circulation faster than they can exchange. Thus, some factors may
not reach the partner in a parabiotic pair, and this result may lead to
a false negative conclusion that a circulating factor is not involved.
Harris et al. (2013) provide a more in-depth discussion on blood
exchange and clearance rates in parabiosis. Acute cross-circulation
studies achieved by directly connecting large blood vessels between two animals results in complete mixing of blood in less than
10 minutes, and it is more likely that rapidly cleared factors will be
present at high enough concentrations to be active in the other animal (Epstein et al., 1966; Laplace, 1980; Stewart et al., 1963).

Kinetic considerations

APPLICATIONS OF PARABIOSIS

The on-rate for any parabiotic effect is 1e2 weeks after surgery to
permit sufﬁcient vascular connections to develop and mature. This

There are three common applications for which parabiosis
experiments may be helpful in skin research.
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Young:Young

Isochronic
Parabiosis

Aged:Aged

Young:Young
or
Aged:Aged

Figure 2. A circulating factor
promotes scar formation in aged
mice. (a) Isochronic aged:aged
parabiosis led to signiﬁcant wound
closure, while isochronic
young:young parabiosis did not, as
photographed. Within the
heterochronic parabiosis pairs, the
aged parabiont did not close its ear
hole and adopted the young parabiont
phenotype. (b) Ear hole measurements
of individual parabionts within each
pair. n ¼ 5. ***P < 0.001, comparing
aged:aged with young:young or either
parabiont of young:aged. Aged:aged
parabionts had signiﬁcant wound
closure compared with young:young
or young:aged parabionts.
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1. The most common use of parabiosis in dermatology
studies is to test whether a circulating factor may be
involved in a speciﬁc skin physiologic process, that is,
differentiation, neoplastic formation, or wound healing.
The circulating factor is induced in one animal, and the
paired animal is assessed for a change in phenotype. Mice
used for parabiosis can vary in physiological condition,
making parabiosis an ideal technique for understanding a
variety of biological processes (Figure 3). Parabiosis surgery is also reversible, which allows conﬁrmation that a
circulating factor is responsible for a phenotypic change.
2. Parabiosis has been instrumental in answering questions
about systemic regulation of cell and tissue aging in multiple organs. Heterochronic parabiosis allows researchers
to test whether constant exposure to young or old blood
changes physiologic skin processes (Figure 1). Here, we
used heterochronic parabiosis to assess changes in scar
formation and wound healing with age. A similar approach
may be used to study skin aging and response to UV
damage. Isolation of aged cells exposed, in vivo, to young
blood has shown clear molecular changes that may persist
for some period of time (Goodell and Rando, 2015). Aged
skin and young skin have well-characterized phenotypic
differences (thickness, rate of cell proliferation) (Adler
et al., 2007; Leung et al., 2013). Parabiosis experiments
will lead to a better understanding of cellular plasticity or
the epigenetic regulation of the cellular state that deﬁnes a
cell as being young or old. This reprogramming is clearly

different than induced pluripotent stem cell reprogramming, because these cells do not lose their differentiated
state. The cells continue to be of the same lineages; the
only change is that their regenerative tendencies become
rejuvenated by the young blood milieu. These experiments
would separate the differences between dedifferentiation
Potential physiological conditions

Parabiont A

Parabiont B

Aged

Young

Mutant

Wildtype

Wounded

Unwounded

Irradiated

Non-irradiated

Infected

Non-infected

Obese

Lean

Figure 3. Potential physiological conditions to be studied with parabiosis.
Parabiosis may be used to study a variety of phenotypes. Potential
physiological conditions are not limited to the provided list.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
1. For best results, mice should be which of the
following for parabiosis?
A. Female
B. Background-matched
C. Of similar size
D. All of the above
2. What protein variable can give a false negative
result in parabiosis experiments?
A. Size
B. Molecular weight
C. Synthetic rate
D. Clearance rate
3. Parabiotic disease is the most common cause of
death for parabiosis pairs 1e2 weeks after
surgery. What is the incidence in outbred
strains?
A. 20%
B. 40%
C. 60%
D. 100%
4. Parabiosis experiments were instrumental in
identifying the ﬁrst circulating factor in satiety.
What is this factor?
A. Insulin
B. Resistin
C. Leptin
D. Limastatin
5. What is the perioperative mortality in parabiosis
experiments?
A. 10%
B. 20%
C. 30%
D. 40%
E. 50%

and rejuvenation and allow for a more precise molecular
deﬁnition of skin aging.
3. The application of parabiosis using genetically altered
mouse strains allows for direct testing of signaling pathways/networks involved in regulating an identiﬁed process. To deﬁnitely show that circulating SDF1 from young
blood was responsible for promoting scar formation in
aged mice, we performed parabiosis between young skindeﬁcient SDF1 mice and aged wild-type mice (Figure 2)
(Nishiguchi et al., 2018). In this instance, young blood
deﬁcient in SDF1 was not sufﬁcient to promote scar formation in aged mice.
As a powerful experimental system to identify molecular
and cellular mechanisms, parabiosis has a distinguished
1212 Journal of Investigative Dermatology (2019), Volume 139

history in dissecting fundamental biological processes across
multiple ﬁelds. The combination of parabiosis with highthroughput genomics and proteomics approaches will
continue to answer important unanswered questions in skin
biology, particularly related to the epigenetics of skin aging
and skin rejuvenation.
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Research Techniques Made Simple: Using Genetic
Variants for Randomization
Ashley Budu-Aggrey and Lavinia Paternoster
Observational epidemiological studies have identified associations between a number of modifiable exposures
and outcomes, including in dermatology, such as between smoking and psoriasis. However, it is challenging to
determine if such relationships are causal because of the potential of confounding and reverse causation.
Mendelian randomization (MR) is a statistical method that can be used to investigate the causal relationships
between an exposure and outcome by using a genetic instrument that proxies the exposure. The resulting
estimate (under certain assumptions) can be interpreted as the causal estimate, free of confounding and
reverse causation. In this review, we provide an overview of how to undertake an MR analysis, with examples
from the dermatology literature. We also discuss the challenges and future directions of this method.
Journal of Investigative Dermatology (2019) 139, 1416e1421; doi:10.1016/j.jid.2019.03.1138
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Description: This article, designed for dermatologists, residents, fellows, and related healthcare providers, seeks to
reduce the growing divide between dermatology clinical
practice and the basic science/current research methodologies
on which many diagnostic and therapeutic advances are built.
Objectives: At the conclusion of this activity, learners should
be better able to:
 Recognize the newest techniques in biomedical research.
 Describe how these techniques can be utilized and their
limitations.
 Describe the potential impact of these techniques.

INTRODUCTION

Observational epidemiological studies have uncovered relationships between disease and various explanatory factors
known as exposures (Table 1). Notable examples in
dermatology include the association of psoriasis with
smoking (Armstrong et al., 2014) and, more recently, the
association of atopic dermatitis with cardiovascular traits
(Standl et al., 2017). However, traditional observational
studies are prone to biases such as confounding, where the
observed association may be due to the exposure being
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related to other lifestyle or socioeconomic factors that have
a casual inﬂuence on disease. Furthermore, the observed
associations may be due to reverse causation, where disease is actually inﬂuencing the assumed exposure (Lawlor
et al., 2008); for example, having psoriasis could inﬂuence an individual’s propensity to smoke. Mendelian
randomization (MR) presents a method for evaluating causality in an observational study setting. We aim to provide
an overview of the principle of MR and the statistical
methods used.
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SUMMARY POINTS
 Mendelian randomization (MR) is a statistical
method for investigating causality between
exposure and outcome variables in observational
epidemiology.
 Unlike traditional observational studies, MR uses
genetic variants as instruments (or proxies) for
the exposure, hence avoiding confounding and
reverse causation.
 Application of such methods in the ﬁeld of
dermatology is a promising area of research.
 Future directions and developments will allow
MR to be a valuable tool for investigating causal
pathways for disease, as well as providing insight
into therapeutic interventions.

THE PRINCIPLE OF MR

MR is a form of instrumental variable analysis whereby genetic variants are used as instruments (or proxies) for an
exposure of interest (Table 1). Because genetic variants are
randomly segregated at conception and cannot be inﬂuenced
by confounding factors or the outcome itself, they can be
used to estimate the causal effect of the exposure upon an
outcome (Lawlor et al., 2008) (Figure 1).
Performing MR requires two pieces of information: (i) the
effect of the genetic instrument on the exposure (bXZ ) and (ii)
the effect of the genetic instrument on the outcome (bYZ ).
These can then be used to estimate the causal effect of the
exposure on the outcome (causal bYX ) with the following ratio
(Wald, 1940): causal bYX ¼ bbYZ .
XZ
For a genetic variant to qualify as an instrumental variable,
three core assumptions must be satisﬁed: the variants (i) must
be truly associated with the exposure of interest, (ii) must not
be associated with confounders of the exposure-outcome
relationship, and (iii) must affect only the outcome via the
exposure and not through an alternative pathway (Zheng
et al., 2017). The use of genetic variants in an MR framework can be compared with a randomized controlled trial,
where genotypes are used to randomize individuals to
different subgroups (Lawlor et al., 2008). The effect of the
genetic instrument on the outcome (bYZ ) is analogous to an
intention-to-treat effect from an association between
randomization and an outcome in a randomized controlled
trial (Burgess and Thompson, 2015).
Because MR requires estimates of the associations between
genetic variants and the exposure and genetic variants and
the outcome, the rise of genome-wide association studies
(GWASs) (Tsoi et al., 2018) provides a wealthy resource of
genetic instruments for MR. Published summary GWAS data
can be obtained from various sources such as the GWAS
catalogue (www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas/) and MR-base (www.
mrbase.org) or directly from the authors of the GWAS
(Figure 2). Commonly, independent single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that have been reported to be associated
with an exposure on a genome-wide signiﬁcance level
(P-value < 5  10e8) are used as genetic instruments for the

Table 1. Glossary
Term

Description

Confounder

A variable that is a common cause of both the
exposure and the outcome.
Exposure
An explanatory variable used to explain or predict an
outcome variable, such as a trait or disease.
F-statistic
Obtained from the regression of a response variable on
a predictor variable, for example, the regression of the
exposure of interest on an instrumental variable (IV).
This can be used as a measure of the strength of
association between an IV and the exposure, thereby
giving an indication of the strength of the instrument.
The further away the F-statistic is from 1, the stronger
the instrument. The F-statistic also depends on the size
of the sample.
GWAS
Genome-wide association study. Involves analyzing
genetic variants across the genome, such as singlenucleotide polymorphisms for association with a
disease or trait of interest.
Instrumental
A variable that is associated with an exposure of
variable (IV)
interest but not the outcome. In MR studies, genetic
variants are used as IVs. A valid IV must also be
independent of confounders of the exposure-outcome
association and must affect only the outcome via the
exposure.
Mendelian
A method for assessing the causal effect of an exposure
randomization
on an outcome by using genetic variants as instruments
or proxies for the exposure variable.
MR-base
A centralized database of summary GWAS data and an
analytical platform to perform Mendelian
randomization and sensitivity analyses.
PheWAS
Phenome-wide association study. Involves analyzing
the association between genetic variants and multiple
phenotypic variables (on a phenome-wide scale) rather
than a single phenotype.
Pleiotropy
Occurs when a genetic instrument is independently
associated with multiple risk factors for the outcome, in
addition to the exposure of interest. This results in the
third IV assumption being violated, which assumes that
the genetic instrument affects only the outcome via the
exposure.
Reverse causality Where an association is due to the assumed outcome
variable inﬂuencing the exposure variable rather than
the exposure inﬂuencing the outcome.
Sensitivity
Performed to assess the robustness of the main analysis
analysis
or the validity of the main results.

exposure (Zheng et al., 2017), but MR analyses can be conducted by using just a single genetic variant or even using all
variants in the genome (appropriately weighted by their effect

Figure 1. Illustrative diagram of standard Mendelian randomization (MR)
analysis. A valid genetic instrument (Z) must be truly associated with the
exposure (X), must not be associated with confounders (C), and should have
an effect only on the outcome (Y) via the exposure. Dashed arrows represent
violations of these MR assumptions.
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such as the UK Biobank provide ideal data sets for such analyses to
be carried out. However, it may not always be possible to gather
exposure and outcome measures from the same data set. Two-sample MR is therefore more commonly adopted, whereby the effect of
genetic variants on the exposure is obtained from one sample, and
the effect of genetic variants on the outcome is obtained from
another (Table 2). This approach has been greatly facilitated by the
increasing availability of summary GWAS data, as well as analytical
platforms to perform two-sample MR, such as MR-base. The steps for
a two-sample MR are shown in Figure 2 (Hemani et al., 2018).
We recently investigated causality between BMI and psoriasis
using both one-sample MR with individual-level data from the UK
Biobank and Nord-Trøndelag Health Study (i.e., HUNT) and twosample MR with published summary GWAS data. Consistent
results were obtained from both analyses. The combined causal estimate suggested a 9% increase in the risk of psoriasis per 1 unit
increase in BMI (Budu-Aggrey et al., 2019) (Figure 3). This ﬁnding
supports previous reports of weight loss improving the prognosis of
psoriasis (Maglio et al., 2017) and could suggest weight control as an
intervention to prevent or treat psoriasis.
A bidirectional MR approach can also be adopted that investigates
causal effects in both directions (Table 2). This requires suitable genetic instruments to be available for both traits. Such analysis can
help uncover the direction of causality that explains the observational association. For example, when considering the relationship
between BMI and psoriasis, we performed bidirectional MR and
found evidence that the observational relationship is largely due to
the causal effect of higher BMI on psoriasis risk rather than a causal
effect of psoriasis inﬂuencing BMI (Budu-Aggrey et al., 2019).

MR statistical methods

Figure 2. Workﬂow for performing two-sample MR analysis. Summary
GWAS data provide a wealthy resource of genetic instruments to perform MR.
Various MR methods and sensitivity analyses can be performed with
analytical platforms such as MR-base. Adapted from Hemani et al. (2018).
MR, Mendelian randomization; SNP, single-nucleotide polymorphism.

on the exposure). Published MR studies in dermatology
include those investigating causal relationships between fatty
acids and melanoma (Liyanage et al., 2018), vitamin D levels
and AD risk (Manousaki et al., 2017) as well as skin aging
(Noordam et al., 2017), and, most recently, body mass index
(BMI) and psoriasis risk (Budu-Aggrey et al., 2019), which will
be referred to throughout this review.
MR APPROACHES AND STATISTICAL METHODS
MR study designs
A basic MR study design involves obtaining all information required
from the same set of individuals, meaning that the genetic, exposure,
and outcome data are all available from the same study. This is
known as one-sample MR (Table 2). Large population-based studies
1418
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The simplest method to perform MR involves dividing the effect of
the genetic instrument on the outcome by the effect of the genetic
instrument on the exposure. This is commonly termed the ratio of
coefﬁcients method or the Wald ratio method (as described earlier)
and can be performed with either summarized or individual-level
data (Burgess et al., 2017). Two-stage methods can also be
applied, such as two-stage least squares, as used in the BMI and
psoriasis article by Budu-Aggrey et al. (2019) (Table 2). This method
involves regressing the exposure on the genetic instruments and then
regressing the outcome on the genetically predicted values from the
ﬁrst regression, which allows for the true standard error to be estimated. Additional MR methods have been previously discussed
elsewhere (Burgess et al., 2017).

Combining multiple variants
Where multiple genetic instruments are available for an exposure,
these can be combined into a genetic risk score and used as a single
instrument to perform MR (Zheng et al., 2017). Alternatively, an inverse-varianceeweighted approach can be applied, whereby the
ratio estimate from each independent genetic variant is combined by
using a ﬁxed-effect meta-analysis model, where each variant is
assumed to provide independent information, and the contribution of
each variant is the inverse of the variance of its effect on the outcome
(Burgess et al., 2013) (Table 2).

Sensitivity methods
One major potential problem with MR occurs when the genetic instrument affects the outcome through an alternative pathway that is
distinct from the exposure of interest (termed pleiotropy) (Table 1),
which violates the third assumption (as outlined earlier). Various
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Table 2. Methods and approaches for MR analysis
Category
MR study design
One-sample MR

Two-sample MR

Bidirectional MR

Statistical methods
Wald ratio method

Two-stage least squares
(2SLS) regression

Description
Performed with genetic instruments, exposure
and outcome data that have been measured in
the same sample population.
The effect of the genetic instruments on the
exposure and the effect of the genetic
instruments on the outcome are obtained from
a non-overlapping sample populations.
The causal relationship between two traits is
investigated in both directions. This approach
can be applied to one-sample or two-sample
MR.
Performed with a single genetic instrument (or
genetic risk score) by dividing the coefﬁcient of
the outcome-instrument association by the
coefﬁcient of the exposure-instrument
association.
Involves two regression stages where the
exposure is regressed on the genetic
instruments. The outcome is then regressed on
the genetically predicted exposure values from
the ﬁrst-stage regression.

Combining multiple
variants
Inverse-variance
Combination of ratio estimates from individual
weighted (IVW) estimator variants in a ﬁxed-effect meta-analysis. The
contribution of each instrument is the inverse
of the variance of its effect on the outcome.
Genetic risk score (GRS) Multiple genetic instruments for an exposure
are combined into a genetic risk score. This
can then be used as a single instrument to
perform MR.
Sensitivity analysis
MR-Egger regression
Sensitivity analysis to perform MR with
multiple instruments. This can be used to
detect pleiotropy and provide a causal estimate
that is robust to pleiotropy.
Weighted-median
Sensitivity analysis to perform MR with
estimator
multiple instruments. Will provide consistent
causal estimates when at least 50% of the
information in the analysis comes from valid
genetic instruments.
Mode-based estimator
An MR sensitivity analysis that will provide a
robust causal estimate in the presence of
pleiotropy, if the most common pleiotropy
value is zero across the genetic instruments.
Latent causal variable
Distinguishes between genetic correlation and
analysis
causation by mediating the genetic correlation
between two traits with a latent causal variable
that itself has a causal effect on each trait.
Abbreviation: Mendelian randomization.

sensitivity methods have been developed to detect and address
pleiotropy, including MR-Egger regression, weighted-median analysis, the mode-based estimate, and the latent causal variable method
(Table 2). These methods have different assumptions, but they aim to
estimate the true causal effect in the presence of modest levels of
pleiotropy (O’Connor and Price, 2018; Zheng et al., 2017).

Challenges and limitations of MR studies
Although MR has proven to be a useful tool for estimating causality,
there are instances where MR may be limited or the instrumental
variable assumptions may be violated. In some cases, there may be
only weak genetic instruments available for the exposure of interest. Genetic instruments that explain very little of the variance in
exposure can result in weak instrument bias, where the causal estimates can be biased toward the null in a two-sample MR setting
and toward the observational estimate in a one-sample MR setting
(Zheng et al., 2017). This highlights the need for GWASs to uncover
associated variants and strong, reliable instruments to perform MR.
The F-statistic from the regression of the exposure on the genetic
instrument indicates the strength of the instrument (Table 1). It is
recommended that genetic variants with an F-statistic greater than
10 be used (Burgess et al., 2013; Lawlor et al., 2008). Because the
F-statistic is dependent on sample size, weak instrument bias can
also be addressed by using larger sample sizes (Burgess and
Thompson, 2015). Additionally, combining individual variants
into a genetic risk score increases the instrument strength. The instrument for BMI in our psoriasis analysis had an F-statistic of
7,091, indicating a strong instrument for BMI (Budu-Aggrey et al.,
2019).
Although it is assumed that a genetic instrument is independent of
confounders, this cannot be tested for all potential confounders.
However, it is sensible to test for association between the genetic
instrument and any available measured potential confounders.

Applications and future directions for MR
MR is commonly performed to investigate the causality of established
observational associations. However, a “hypothesis-free” approach
can also be adopted to uncover novel causal relationships. This involves performing MR on a phenome-wide scale, known as MRpheWAS, where the effect of a single exposure on multiple outcomes
is evaluated. This has been shown by Haycock et al. (2017), who
found that telomere length increased the risk of several cancers and
reduced the risk of nonneoplastic diseases.
MR can also be applied to investigate the causal role of molecular
traits, such as gene expression, methylation, and protein biomarkers,
on disease. In doing so, genetic variants associated with expression
(expression quantitative trait loci), methylation (methylation
Figure 3. One-sample and twosample MR estimates give evidence of
increased psoriasis risk with 1 unit
increase in BMI (kg/m2). One sample
MR has been performed with
individual- level data. Two-sample
MR has been performed with summary
GWAS data. Adapted from BuduAggrey et al. (2019). BMI, body mass;
CI, conﬁdence interval; HUNT, NordTrøndelag Health Study; GWAS,
genome-wide association study; MR,
Mendelian randomization.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
1. Which of the following is a limitation of
observational studies that can be addressed with
MR?
A. Publication bias
B. Selection bias
C. Confounding
D. Inadequate sample size
2. Which of the following is NOT an assumption
for a valid MR instrument?
A. The instrument must be truly associated with
the exposure and the outcome.
B. The instrument must be truly associated with
the exposure.
C. The instrument must not be associated with
confounders of the exposure-outcome
relationship.
D. The instrument must affect only the outcome
via the exposure.
3. Which of the following can be used to uncover
the direction of a causal relationship?
A. Two-sample MR
B. Observational analysis
C. One-sample MR
D. Bidirectional MR
4. Which of the following can be used to address
pleiotropy in MR?
A. Wald ratio method
B. MR-Egger regression
C. Inverse-variance weighted estimator
D. Two-stage least squares
5. Which of the following statements is FALSE?
A. MR can be performed in a hypothesis-free
manner.
B. MR estimates represent the effect of
long-term exposures.
C. Pleiotropic genetic instruments cannot be
included in MR analyses.
D. MR can be used to investigate the causal role
of molecular phenotypes.

quantitative trait loci), or plasma protein levels (protein quantitative
trait loci) are used as genetic instruments for the exposure and can
provide insight into the causal pathways that underlie disease. This
has been shown for AD, where MR analysis with protein quantitative
trait loci gave evidence that IL1RL2 and IL18R1 are causal proteins
for AD risk (Sun et al., 2018).
Many MR studies are performed in cohorts with limited ethnic
variation. As shown by Ogawa et al. (2018), transethnic MR studies
can make the causal estimate more robust to confounding by
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population stratiﬁcation and more generalizable to broader ethnic
backgrounds (Ogawa et al., 2018).
We also expect that MR methods will begin to be applied to
outcomes of disease progression (as opposed to onset), to enable
them to be more informative for the treatment of patients (Paternoster
et al., 2017). Such studies have begun to emerge in other disease
areas, such as Parkinson disease (Simon et al., 2014), and could
potentially uncover novel therapeutic targets or drug repurposing
opportunities in dermatology.

CONCLUSION

MR has proven to be a robust statistical method to infer causal
relationships in observational studies. In this review, we have
presented strategies for performing MR, as well as the limitations and promising extensions of this method. As large
GWAS summary statistics and open-access data sets become
increasingly available and additional methods continue to be
developed, the potential for MR analysis to produce further
evidence of causality for dermatological traits will increase.
This, in turn, will aid in the understanding of underlying
mechanisms of disease and inform disease prevention and
treatment.
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Research Techniques Made Simple:
Teledermatology in Clinical Trials
Caroline W. Laggis1, Victoria L. Williams2, Xiaoshi Yang3 and Carrie L. Kovarik4
Telemedicine is well established as a means of providing high-quality healthcare at a distance, particularly to
patients in underserved populations. Technologies in teledermatology can be used to complement traditional
methodologies of clinical trials, expanding accessibility of trials to people typically unable to participate in
research. Tools of communication technology may enhance many aspects of clinical trials in dermatology, from
recruitment and retention of participants to collection of real-time data. Clinical trials can be made completely
virtual or incorporate aspects of virtual technologies at any stage of research. Virtual clinical trials are considered
highly patient-centered, as the ability of participants to engage with research staff from their own home often
supplants the need for many or all on-site clinic visits. As technological advances influence every aspect of modern
life, clinical trials will also evolve to incorporate these tools, meeting participant expectations and overcoming
traditional challenges of conducting research. Virtual clinical trials come with specific issues pertaining to analysis
of data, technology, and oversight. As more virtual trials are conducted, advantages and limitations of using such
technology in research will become clearer and regulatory guidelines will be more firmly established.
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INTRODUCTION

Telemedicine has been in existence for decades as a way to
provide healthcare at a distance using communication technologies, and dermatology is well-suited for the delivery of
diagnoses using visually based video and photography. Using
teledermatology, clinical services can be provided to underserved populations in a reliable and cost-effective manner

when compared to more traditional face-to-face modalities
(Yang et al., 2018). Systematic reviews (Mounessa et al.,
2018; Warshaw et al., 2011) and numerous studies
(Armstrong et al., 2018; Balakrishnan et al., 2018) have
shown acceptable concordance rates between diagnoses
rendered through teledermatology and traditional face-to-face
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SUMMARY POINTS
 Technological advances in telemedicine, mobile
devices, and cloud computing have provided
numerous tools that can be used to enhance
traditional methodologies of clinical research
and have paved the way for conducting clinical
trials virtually.
 Virtual clinical trials offer many advantages over
traditional modalities for certain research scenarios,
including diversifying research populations,
reaching underserved areas, improving recruitment
and retention of participants, gathering patientdriven data, and potentially improving efﬁciency
while decreasing cost.
 When using aspects of virtual clinical trials, it is
important to recognize current limitations, such
as the lack of regulatory guidelines and the need
for standardization of data collection methods,
for example, photographs taken by participants
for dermatology-based research.

consultations as well as comparable management concordance and patient satisfaction. Although not as well established as the healthcare-based clinical applications,
teledermatology is emerging as a useful methodology for
conducting clinical trials.
In dermatology, clinical trials are typically conducted in
a medical facility and require regular visits by the research
participant. Now, with the use of technology, all or part of
a clinical trial can be conducted virtually. The general
concept of a virtual clinical trial is that most, if not all, steps
take place in participants’ homes with the assistance of a
coordination center (Hirsch et al., 2017). A single, or a few,
facilities are appointed to manage administrative information, real-time data, and safety concerns provided virtually
by participants and research staff. Some study designs
combine more traditional clinical trial methodologies with
new technologies to create a hybrid or augmented site
approach. In this paper, we aim to provide an overview of
appropriate uses for teledermatology in clinical trials and
discuss potential ways that technology can be leveraged as
a tool to accelerate scientiﬁc discovery, decrease participant burden, and augment traditional clinical research.
Advantages, as well as unique issues and limitations with
the use of teledermatology in clinical trials, are also
outlined.
BRIEF OVERVIEW OF VIRTUAL CLINICAL TRIALS

Virtual technologies have historically been utilized to complement conventional methodologies of drug development.
Pﬁzer was the ﬁrst to conduct a fully virtual clinical trial in
2011, establishing a framework for workﬂow and pitfalls.
Other notable trials, including those in dermatology, are
highlighted in Table 1. The PEMPHIX trial (Hoffman-La, 2018)
was the ﬁrst to recruit and monitor patients virtually in a

randomized control trial to compare oral with infused medications. This trial investigated the safety and efﬁcacy of rituximab versus mycophenolate mofetil in the treatment of
pemphigus vulgaris, a rare autoimmune blistering disease.
Approximately 10% of the participants enrolled virtually.
Communications and data input were done almost entirely
through mobile applications and telemedicine visits. This
study noted an enrollment speed for participants using virtual
methods approximately 20 times faster on average than more
conventional enrollment techniques at a traditional site
(Neuer, 2016), which is signiﬁcant given the relative rarity of
the disease under investigation. Table 1 also lists several
ongoing and recently completed telemedicine-based virtual
trials.
WHAT IS THE ROLE OF TELEDERMATOLOGY IN CLINICAL
TRIALS?

Teledermatology and different modes of communication
technology can be used to enhance clinical trials. Clinicians
should be aware of the range of tools that can simplify or
streamline portions of clinical research, most notably the
recruitment of participants, collecting feedback and data from
participants and staff, and retention of participants. These
tools can be integrated into parts of a trial without the trial
becoming entirely virtual. Figure 1 illustrates the patient’s
journey through a clinic trial and where aspects of teledermatology can be incorporated along the way.
Recruitment and screening of participants

The recruitment of participants into clinical trials is frequently
a major obstacle to the success of a study. With conventional
methods, reports show that 10% of studies fail to enroll a
single patient, and 25% under-enroll (Lamberti and Getz,
2015). The Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative outlined
the actionable recommendations needed to improve patient
recruitment (Huang et al., 2018), many of which could be
addressed with the use of telemedicine as part of the methodology. Social media outlets are a prime example of widely
accessible avenues for advertisement regarding new clinical
trials and engagement among participants. One study
currently underway (Studer, 2016) focuses on the use of a
wireless blood glucose meter in a completely virtual clinical
trial setting in which all participants were recruited through
Facebook and then self-registered with an application at a
separate site. A research coordinator then screened the study
materials, and the required materials and equipment were
mailed to the selected participants. Additionally, with global
use of social media, there is a greater potential to involve
more diverse and underrepresented patient populations when
compared to traditional methods of recruitment.
Collecting participant feedback and real-world trial data

Completed virtual clinical trials have shown that quality data
can be reliably provided directly to coordinators using a web
portal or an application downloaded on a smartphone
(Table 1). This technology can be utilized to allow patients to
enter data on their own time. Customized online surveys
provide an easy mechanism to collect data on patients’ experiences, perspectives, and self-reported disease metrics
(Maymone et al., 2018). These surveys can be rapidly
developed and administered, as well as collected and
www.jidonline.org 1627
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Table 1. Overview of Previous and Ongoing Virtual Clinical Trials
Disease/Study (Dates of
Study)
Overactive bladder,
REMOTE trial (2011e12)
Parkinson’s disease
(2011e12)

Alzheimer’s disease
(2014e15)

Acne,
AOBiome Study (2017)

Pemphigus vulgaris,
PEMPHIX trial
(2014eongoing)

Severe acne (2016e18)

Cluster headache
(2016e18)
Nonalcoholic fatty liver
disease (2016eongoing)
Type II diabetes
(2018e19)

Purpose

Telemedicine Use in Trial

New drug study1

Telemedicine was used via a patientfacing web portal in order to manage
participants from their homes.
Video conferencing with participants

Outcome

Trial ended early, primarily because of
complicated online processes
at key steps
Evaluate the feasibility of providing
Remote clinical assessments were
specialty care to individuals with
conducted nationally and rapidly from a
Parkinsonism via web-based
single site, conﬁrming self-reported
telemedicine in their homes2
diagnosis
Monitor real-world function in home
Data gathered from strategically placed
Patterns of intra-individual variation
environments of participants3
sensors were used to assess global
detected in each of these areas were used
cognitive and motor impairment in real to predict outcomes, such as low mood,
time.
loneliness, and cognitive function
Determine the efﬁcacy of a new
Trial was conducted entirely using
The Phase 2b of the study achieved the
topical ammonia oxidizing bacteria
virtual technologies and utilized
primary endpoint at week 12 of a
for treatment4
photographs patients took of themselves, statistically signiﬁcant 2-point reduction
which were uploaded to an app on
in an Investigator’s Global Assessment
iPhones provided by the trial.
of acne severity compared to vehicle
control (P ¼ 0.03)
Compare efﬁcacy of rituximab to
Communications with research team
Study is active, but no longer recruiting
mycophenolate mofetil in the treatment
took place almost entirely in patients’
of pemphigus vulgaris5
homes using a smartphone app, mobile
nurses, and study coordinators. This
study was a hybrid, with infrequent visits
to the clinic over years.
New drug study of a subcutaneous drug Virtual enrollment, self-photography, and
Phase 2a placebo controlled RCT
(ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT02998671)
nurse-assisted photography at home, and
enrollment completed
home lab draws
New drug study of subcutaneous drug
Virtual enrollment and monitoring,
Phase 2a placebo controlled RCT,
(ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02619617)
home-based injections, and lab draws
enrollment completed; 80% of
at home
patients enrolled virtually
New drug study of oral drug
Virtual enrollment and monitoring,
Phase 2a placebo controlled RCT,
(ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02913105)
home-based assessments, and
enrollment completed
intermittent imaging at study site
Study of recently-approved diabetes drug
Virtual enrollment and monitoring,
Phase 4 study of marketed drug in
in underrepresented minority populations
home-based assessments, and
new population, recently closed
(ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03434119)
home-based or local labs

All trials listed, except REMOTE and Alzheimer’s studies, reported using a patient portal with capacity to perform both store-and-forward, as well as video
telemedicine.
Abbreviation: RCT, randomized control trial.
1
Hirsch et al., 2017; Jadhav, 2016; Orri et al., 2014
2
Dorsey et al., 2015a; Dorsey et al., 2015b
3
Lyons et al., 2015
4
Jackson, 2017; Singer et al., 2018
5
Hoffman-La, 2018

analyzed, with a lower cost and fewer errors than traditional
telephone or mail questionnaires.
Trial data can also be collected virtually using wearable
sensors to track compliance with the trial’s design and allow
daily “e-journal” entries. Photographs and videos, whether
taken by the participant or trial staff, can be used to monitor
disease severity, response to treatment, or potential adverse
events and side effects of trial interventions.
Retention of participants

Traditional clinical trials have a high drop-out rate, with only
50% average participant retention (Lamberti and Getz, 2015).
Poor retention causes signiﬁcant delays and costs, as well as
implications to scientiﬁc, ﬁnancial, ethical, and policy developments (Hirsch et al., 2017). With more convenient and
patient-centered models for data collection and monitoring,
virtual clinical trials aim to decrease patient burden, enhance
1628
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compliance with protocols, and improve retention of
participants.
WHAT TECHNOLOGIES ARE AVAILABLE WITHIN THE REALM
OF TELEDERMATOLOGY?

Table 2 provides examples of the “virtual toolbox” available
to investigators. The most applicable to dermatology clinical
trials are social media outlets for recruitment, online survey
tools for data collection, synchronous and asynchronous
study visits using photography or video conferencing, and
patient portals for communication with study coordinators
and providers.
Investigators in other ﬁelds have pioneered real-time
sensors, such as blood glucose monitors for patients with
diabetes and motion-detector sensors for patients with
neurologic conditions. A dermatology trial recently utilized
wrist-worn actigraphy sensors to measure nocturnal
scratching in patients with atopic dermatitis (Moreau et al.,

RESEARCH TECHNIQUES MADE SIMPLE
Figure 1. The patient journey in a
virtual clinical trial. The patient
journey through a clinical trial, with
green dialogue boxes indicating points
in which tools of telemedicine may be
used to improve participant
experience, streamline protocol, and
provide a more patient-centered
approach. SAF, store-and-forward.

2018). Wearable sensors allow objective outcome measures to be more easily and accurately monitored in the
home than a monthly diary of events or reliance on patient
reporting.
Certiﬁed Clinical Trial Research Pharmacists are specially
trained, licensed pharmacists who operate through site-less
clinical research organizations to virtually access participant data and interact with participants as needed in their
homes (Hirsch et al., 2017). Incorporation of Certiﬁed
Clinical Trial Research Pharmacists has the potential to
improve the safety and satisfaction of clinical trial participants in drug studies.
WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF USING
TELEDERMATOLOGY IN CLINICAL TRIALS?

The primary advantages of using clinically-based telemedicine for healthcare delivery are the decrease of the burden of
patients in need of medical care and the improvement of
healthcare access for underserved populations, a concept that
also applies readily to virtual clinical research. Opening up
clinical trials to patients in geographically remote areas or
disparate living conditions provides an opportunity to study
diverse and previously uninvolved sectors of the population
and may lead to study populations that are more representative of the actual population with the disease. Some
dermatological diseases are more prevalent in elderly or lowincome populations. However, because of signiﬁcant
comorbidities or social issues, these groups may have difﬁculty committing to frequent on-site appointments required
by traditional trial models and may beneﬁt from technological
methodologies. Rare diseases in dermatology require wider

recruitment areas and multiple facilities, which can be made
possible with virtual clinical trials.
In developing countries, the burden of skin disease is high
but often inadequately studied because of the lack of
healthcare infrastructure and limited research funding. Mobile data collection tools have been used with success in
these settings for health surveillance research, epidemiologic
data collection, and studies to monitor disease severity and
treatment response (Baloyi et al., 2018; Devi et al., 2015;
Forsell et al., 2011; Ha et al., 2016; Laytin et al., 2018;
Quercia et al., 2018). Communication technology can provide an opportunity for these underserved patient populations to beneﬁt from access to new and potentially more
efﬁcacious diagnostic and therapeutic interventions in clinical trials.
Overall, virtual trials are considered more patientcentered by “engaging patients directly in research functions, overcoming geographic obstacles to connect stakeholders, and incorporating patient input into the research
process” (Covington and Veley, 2015). The advantages also
extend to the study coordinator role, as one study reported
66% less time spent on study coordination activities when
compared to traditional methods (Studer, 2016). Easing
recruitment and retention of participants enhances the efﬁciency of conducting clinical trials. New drug trials average
12 years in investment time and billions of dollars to complete (Sertkaya et al., 2014). Transitioning to virtual methodologies may signiﬁcantly decrease cost and accelerate
completion of trials by centralizing collection of data and
decreasing the number of sites to maintain. Figure 2 illustrates the advantages and disadvantages of using teledermatology in clinical trials.

www.jidonline.org 1629
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Table 2. Toolbox for Incorporating Aspects of Telemedicine into Clinical Trials
Aspect of Clinical Trials
Recruitment and screening of
participants

Gaining informed consent
Participant education
Participant feedback and data
collection

Adherence and data quality
Retention of participants

Monitoring for adverse events
and safety

Telemedicine Tools
- Social media outlets provide highly visible avenues for recruitment of participants
- Online questionnaires and web-based portals for streamlined registration and simpliﬁed screening of
participants into trials
- Partnerships and engagement with patient advocacy groups or patient communities
- Participants can read over study information on their own time, interact with investigators and
staff virtually, save documents, and sign informed consents online
- Numerous modalities for patient education can be streamlined on web-based portals, including
tutorial videos, informed consent videos, and documents on key points of trial information
- Web-based portals allow for participant feedback during their own time, including perspectives, experiences,
and questions related to the ongoing trial through online communication systems and message boards
- Data collection through web-based or app-based portals via online surveys, participant “e-journals,” digital
data points from wearable sensors, and weights of medications to ensure proper usage
- Photographs and video conferencing (taken by participants and/or trial staff) can be used to monitor disease
severity, response to intervention, and adverse side effects
- Text messages or other push reminders about upcoming visits or for medication adherence
can be sent within study apps or directly to participants’ mobile devices
- Improved compliance and understanding of trial protocols by shifting the convenience towards the participant
- Flexible data entry times based on participants schedule and in their own home
- Decrease or elimination of on-site visits
- High accessibility to coordinators via web-based portals for discussion of adverse events at any interval
rather than waiting for on-site visit appointments
- Safety monitoring via patient or staff entered outcomes on a regular basis
- Incorporation of Clinical Trial Research Pharmacists for drug related questions and monitoring

WHAT UNIQUE ISSUES ARE INVOLVED WITH THE USE OF
TELEDERMATOLOGY IN CLINICAL TRIALS?
Sampling issues

In general, patient participation in medical trials has not reﬂected the shifting demographics of the population of the
United States, especially among minority ethnic populations
(Charrow et al., 2017). In comparison, participant populations
that are self-recruited via social media often more appropriately reﬂect population demographics. However, this population may not represent a true random selection and may be
viewed as a “convenience sample.” Self-selected participants
may also represent a biased population, as they may be more
Figure 2. Advantages and
disadvantages of virtual clinical trials.
Major advantages and disadvantages
of using technology in clinical trials
or conducting an entirely virtual
clinical trial.
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prone to use the Internet or computers. Recruitment techniques are ideally designed to enroll the most representative
selection of the population that will ultimately receive the
drug, thus they should be multipronged in their approach
(Covington and Veley, 2015).
Technology and coordination issues

Given the heavy reliance of virtual clinical trials on smartphones and videoconferencing, technological access and
functionality become key concerns. A high-speed signal and
access to a smartphone or computer is essential for participants. In 2017, approximately 64% of people around the
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
1. Which statement is true regarding previous and
ongoing virtual clinical trials?
A. There has never been a successful virtual
clinical trial in the ﬁeld of dermatology
B. The ﬁrst virtual clinical trial had no issues
with implementation of online registration
for their participants
C. Use of technology has improved recruitment
and retention in a clinical trial concerning
pemphigus vulgaris
D. Dermatology has pioneered the use of
wearable sensors for data collection in virtual
clinical trials
2. Which study might be inappropriate to consider
conducting completely virtually?
A. Comparing use of two systemic medications
for a rare autoimmune disease across
several states
B. Multistage study with various subpopulations
requiring frequent coordination of social
work, pharmacy, physical therapy, oncology,
and dermatology
C. An interventional clinical trial with a new
topical drug for rosacea requiring weekly
evaluation of clinical progression of disease
and patient-reported experiences using the
medication
D. A trial designed to study the effect of an oral
medication for acne on liver enzymes on a
monthly basis
3. Which of the following is false regarding the use
of social media in recruitment of participants for
clinical trials?
A. Study population can be viewed as a random
sample of the general population
B. Social media represents a tool to recruit
participants over a wider and more diverse
population than traditional methods
C. Facebook has been used in previous trials for
the recruitment of participants to clinical
trials
D. A study that recruits participants with social
media alone may exclude some populations
4. Which of the following is not an advantage of
incorporating technology into a clinical trial?
A. Patient-centered data collection allows
participants to enter data on their own time
rather than attend frequent on-site clinic visits
B. Potential for increased communication
between study coordinators and research
participants

C. Streamlined online informed consent and
study registration
D. No need for training to ensure quality of
photos taken by participants for data
collection purposes
5. Which of the following is an important limitation
regarding the use of technology in clinical trials?
A. Storage of online data must comply with
rigorous privacy standards
B. The current guidelines for conducting virtual
clinical trials are too restrictive
C. The general population is uncomfortable
with communication technologies like social
media and applications on their phones
D. Most potential participants do not have
access to reliable Internet
Note: See online version of this article for a detailed explanation of
correct answers.

world had access to the Internet, and 72% owned a smartphone, and these numbers are substantially higher in the
United States (Poushter et al., 2018). Conducting trials using
smartphones provided by the researchers is one way to
expand eligible populations. However, this may exclude
certain sectors, such as elderly patients who have limited
experience using similar technology or populations in
developing countries where unreliable connectivity may pose
a problem.
Coordinating multiple parties involved in clinical trials onto
a single virtual conference call can be more difﬁcult than
simply requiring all parties to be present at the time of a
participant visit. Thus, studies that require multiple disciplines
and signiﬁcant coordination of trial resources may not work
well with completely virtual methodology. Other potential
complications of virtually conducted trials include difﬁculty
in administering trial medications via mail, coordinating
infused medications, and ensuring participants are compliant
with obtaining necessary lab testing outside of an ofﬁce visit
setting.
When participants are required to use video conferencing
or store-and-forward photographs for data collection, there
must be clear instructions and quality cameras provided to
assure standardized, high-quality images. This is particularly
essential in dermatological clinical trials where photographs
or video monitoring may be a primary tool for assessment of
disease progression and success of interventions. A recently
published article about acne (Singer et al., 2018) demonstrates the reliability of assessing standard clinical outcomes
from smartphone-based digital photographs compared to in
person visits. Because smartphone cameras and the use of
them are nearly ubiquitous in the population, reliable and
methodical training is the primary limitation to widespread
clinical trial usage of these photographic modalities from
home.
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Regulatory and legal issues

There is not yet a standardized set of guidelines that clinical
investigators can follow regarding the implementation of
virtual technology into studies. Currently, virtual trials are
being conducted on a case-by-case basis and regulatory
guidelines vary by region and country. Lack of standard
guidelines and regulatory uncertainty may be a reason more
groups are not conducting virtual trials.
Other legal considerations include ensuring appropriate
licensure is held or acquired among health practitioners in all
states where participants in the study reside. Finally, a major
beneﬁt of virtual trials is that a single site can recruit patients
from multiple states.
CONCLUSION

Development of and access to technology within health
care has progressed at a faster rate than the methodologies
used to conduct clinical trials. Participants appreciate the
convenience offered by clinical trials that provide access
to online registration, monitoring, and virtual data collection. Direct access to study coordinators is often expected
by clinical research participants, and virtual platforms
make this access more feasible. Integrating virtual tools
into clinical trials is critical to advancing research methodologies. Standardized regulatory guidelines would
enhance the industry’s ability to conduct these trials with
conﬁdence.
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Research Techniques Made Simple: Forward Genetic
Screening to Uncover Genes Involved in Skin Biology
William McAlpine1, Jamie Russell1, Anne R. Murray1, Bruce Beutler1 and Emre Turer1,2
The primary goals of modern genetics are to identify disease-causing mutations and to define the functions of
genes in biological processes. Two complementary approaches, reverse and forward genetics, can be used to
achieve this goal. Reverse genetics is a gene-driven approach that comprises specific gene targeting followed
by phenotypic assessment. Conversely, forward genetics is a phenotype-driven approach that involves the
phenotypic screening of organisms with randomly induced mutations followed by subsequent identification of
the causative mutations (i.e., those responsible for phenotype). In this article, we focus on how forward genetics in mice can be used to explore dermatologic disease. We outline mouse mutagenesis with the chemical
N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea and the strategy used to instantaneously identify mutations that are causative of specific
phenotypes. Furthermore, we summarize the types of phenotypic screens that can be performed to explore
various aspects of dermatologic disease.
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INTRODUCTION

Genetic studies in mice are critical to the mechanistic understanding of human disease. In classical genetics, two
common approaches are implemented to elucidate gene
function: reverse and forward genetics. Reverse genetics is a
gene-to-phenotype approach in which a speciﬁc gene is
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targeted, and the phenotypic effects of this disruption are
examined. In contrast, forward genetics is a phenotype-togene approach that begins with a mutant phenotype of interest and proceeds to the identiﬁcation of the disrupted gene.
Both methods have been used to elucidate genes required for
protection against dermatologic disease (DeStefano and
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SUMMARY POINTS
Advantages

 Forward genetics is unbiased and can lead to
unexpected breakthroughs.
 With increased genomic damage saturation,
multiple mutations affect the same pathway. The
complete set of genes involved in a biologic
pathway can thus be deduced by forward
genetics provided that enough mice are
assessed.
 Hypomorphic mutations introduced by ENU can
be viable, whereas early lethality may be caused
by a complete loss of function.
 New drug targets can be ascertained from
mutations that modify disease.
 Forward genetics in mice is resource intensive
and can be both expensive and laborious.
 The mechanism by which mutations in some
genes give rise to a phenotype can be difﬁcult to
solve.

Christiano, 2014). Reverse genetics generally involves prior
knowledge or speculation as to how a gene may function,
which can limit the ﬁnding of novel and unexpected pathways leading to a disease phenotype. Forward genetics makes
no such assumptions. Because forward genetics does not start
with any preconceived ideas as to how phenotypes arise, it
can lead to the discovery of new molecules or pathways
involved in a biological process that were previously undetected by researchers. Moreover, if enough mutations are
screened for a speciﬁc phenotype, the full set of genes with
nonredundant function in a biological process can be
deﬁned.
ENU MUTAGENESIS AND BREEDING STRATEGY

The mutagen used for forward genetics in mice is N-ethyl-Nnitrosourea (ENU). While other mutation systems exist (e.g.,
radiation induced and transposons), ENU mutagenesis is
preferred because of the high mutation rate and the ability to
generate deleterious missense alleles. ENU generates the
highest mutational load in the germline of any known agent,
introducing approximately 3,000 mutations into each male
gamete after three intraperitoneal injections of 100 mg/kg
body weight, administered at weekly intervals (Arnold et al.,
2012). ENU is a DNA alkylating agent that modiﬁes nucleotide residues by the transfer of an ethyl group. ENU causes
point mutations that result in A-T to T-A transversions or A-T
to G-C transitions; G-C to C-G transversions are rarely
observed (Arnold et al., 2012). At the protein level, 70% of
ENU mutations result in nonsynonymous changes, with 65%
of these being missense and the remainder resulting from
nonsense or splice mutations (Arnold et al., 2012).
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Limitations

Figure 1. Breeding scheme for the generation of G3 mice. G0 mice are bred
to C57BL/6J females. G1 males are crossed to C57BL/6J females to produce
G2 mice. The G3 generation results from backcrossing of G2 females to the
G1 founder mouse. Asterisks represent mutations derived from the G0 male.
ENU, N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea.

Point mutations leading to missense alleles are ideal for
several reasons. First, monogenic diseases, including those
involving skin, are most commonly caused by coding region
point mutations rather than by mutations in intronic or regulatory regions (DeStefano and Christiano, 2014; Oliver and
Davies, 2012). Moreover, in addition to null alleles, ENUinduced nucleotide substitutions can generate hypomorphs,
hypermorphs, and neomorphs that more closely resemble
disease-causing alleles in humans (Oliver and Davies, 2012).
The terms hypomorphic and hypermorphic describe mutations that result in a partial loss or gain of function, respectively, whereas neomorphic describes a mutation that confers
a new function. Hypomorphic mutations can be compatible
with viability even if they occur in essential genes, which
comprise an estimated one-third of the genome. Indeed,
viable hypomorphic mutations in essential genes are more
likely to cause phenotypes as compared with hypomorphic
mutations in nonessential genes (Wang et al., 2018).
ENU mutagenesis is usually carried out on a highly inbred
genetic background such as C57BL/6J, in which there is homozygosity at almost all loci, and mutations induced by ENU
are readily detected in the heterozygous state by highthroughput DNA sequencing (e.g., with an Illumina
sequencing platform). Because ENU-induced phenotypes are
typically ascribable to changes in coding sense, it is sufﬁcient
to cover the coding region (whole-exome sequencing) to
detect the great majority of causative mutations. ENUinduced genetic variation is rather limited within a single
pedigree (compared with human genetic variation within a
large population of unrelated individuals); therefore, when
www.jidonline.org 1849
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a phenotype is detected, it will most likely be ascribable to a
single nucleotide change.
Assessment of mutations in the homozygous state is
preferred over the heterozygous state because for many
genes, mutations causing dominant phenotypes either do not
occur or occur very rarely. The generation of mice with homozygous ENU mutations is achieved by the following
breeding scheme (Figure 1). ENU-mutated male mice (G0) are
bred to a wild-type female mouse, and mutations are transmitted in the heterozygous state to the G1 generation. G1
males are bred to wild-type females, and the mutations are
again transmitted in the heterozygous state to the G2 generation. G2 daughters are backcrossed to the G1 males,
yielding G3 mice with mutations in the heterozygous and the
homozygous states, which allows for the detection of phenotypes that are caused by both dominant and recessive
models of inheritance. On average, a phenotypically neutral
mutation will be transmitted to homozygosity in 12.5% of the
G3 mice, but if a mutation impairs survival in the homozygous state, or is linked to another mutation that does so, fewer
homozygotes may be observed. This breeding scheme does
not mutagenize the X chromosome because only G1 males,
bearing mutagenized Y chromosomes, are used to produce
pedigrees. Alternative breeding schemes that involve the
breeding of G0 males with G1 females carrying germline
mutations derived from other mutagenized males can be used
to screen for X-linked phenotypes. Moreover, mutations on
the Y chromosome rarely yield phenotypes because of the
highly repetitive Y chromosome sequence.
The size of pedigrees produced for forward genetic studies
strikes a balance. On the one hand, there is a desire to detect
even those mutations that do compromise survival, in addition to the desire to dissociate linked mutations by meiotic
recombination and thereby resolve which mutation is causative of a particular phenotype. On the other hand, increasing
the number of G3 mice analyzed increases the cost of the
process per mutation screened. Typically, an average number
of 50e60 G3 mice are produced per pedigree, and pedigrees
with fewer than 20 G3 mice are not screened.
REAL-TIME MAPPING OF A QUALITATIVE TRAIT
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In the past, identiﬁcation of the causative mutation for a
phenotype involved positional cloning, a process that often
required several years of breeding, outcrossing, and
Figure 2. Mapping of a hair loss
phenotype to a Dsg4 mutation. (a)
Representative image of hair loss
exhibited by four mice in a pedigree.
(b) Manhattan plot showing the
P-value of association between the
phenotype and the mutations
identiﬁed in the pedigree, calculated
using a recessive model of inheritance.
The log10 P-values were plotted
versus the chromosomal positions of
mutations. Horizontal red and purple
lines represent thresholds of P ¼ 0.05
with or without Bonferroni correction,
respectively.

a
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backcrossing to establish a critical region, followed by
physical mapping in which the gene content of the critical
region was determined and the subsequent mutation
identiﬁcation by Sanger sequencing of all the coding regions and splice junctions. This process has been greatly
accelerated not only by the advent of massively parallel
sequencing techniques but also by genotyping all the G3
mice at all the mutation sites and the use of high-speed
statistical computation to test the null hypothesis that
each mutation has nothing to do with any phenotypic
variance that might be observed in the screening (Wang
et al., 2015). The real-time identiﬁcation of mutations is
based on the premise that causation can be ascribed if all
induced and/or background stock mutations are known,
and if the zygosity of those mutations is known in all G3
mice (Wang et al., 2015). An average of 60 mutations in
coding residues are transmitted from every ENUmutagenized G0 progenitor to the G1 founder of each
pedigree, and these mutations are identiﬁed by wholeexome sequencing. The G1 male serves as the grandsire
of the pedigree. All the mutations in a G1 mouse are
transmitted to the G3 mice, and the G3 mice are genotyped
across the mutated loci before phenotypic screening. As
soon as phenotypic data are collected from the G3 mice,
they can be combined with the genotypic information to
determine the likelihood that an observed association between phenotype and genotype would occur by chance
(given dominant, additive, or recessive models of
inheritance).
Both qualitative and quantitative phenotypes can be
subjected to real-time mapping. As an example of the
former, real-time mapping was used to identify a mutation
in Dsg4 causative of a hair loss phenotype. Whole-exome
sequencing of the pedigree revealed 72 coding region
mutations. Thirty-six G3 mice were produced and assessed
for a hair loss phenotype. These mice were sequenced at all
72 loci identiﬁed in the G1 founder and then assessed for
various phenotypes. Upon visual inspection, four mice in
this pedigree exhibited early hair loss (Figure 2a). Thirtytwo appeared normal and were designated as unaffected.
Automated mapping by recessive, additive, and dominant
models of inheritance implicated a missense mutation in
Dsg4 that results in a valine to glutamic acid change at
amino acid 211 of the protein. Mapping was the strongest
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with a recessive model of inheritance (P ¼ 1.2  10e5,
Figure 2b); the 4 affected mice were homozygous for the
missense mutation in Dsg4, whereas the 32 mice that were
unaffected were either wild-type or heterozygous at this
locus. Moreover, the affected mice exhibited varying zygosities at the other 71 loci that were found to be mutated
with ENU, increasing the likelihood that the Dsg4 mutation
is causative for the phenotype. Generally, phenotypic
mappings are conﬁrmed via the generation of mice that
knock-in for the ENU mutation using the clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/
CRISPR-associated protein 9 technology; however, in this
case, mutations in Dsg4 have been reported to cause variable hair loss in lanceolate hair (lah) mouse models
(Sundberg et al., 2000), making veriﬁcation unnecessary.
An overview of the forward genetic approach in its entirety
is provided in Figure 3.
PHENOTYPIC SCREENING

An incisive screen is a critical element in forward genetics. A
screen should address a well-deﬁned and realistic question. It
should also be robust to the extent that few false positives are
registered (i.e., minimal type 1 error), meaning that a minimum amount of resources will be dedicated to the exploration of mutations that ultimately prove to be noncausative.
The less one understands about a biological phenomenon,
the more one stands to gain by screening, and the less can be
accomplished by other approaches. Yet it is usually a mistake
to conclude at the outset that “too much is known” about a
particular topic to warrant screening. Biological phenomena
mediated by a small number of genes with nonredundant
function will yield few causative mutations, yet these may be
compellingly important. Those that depend upon large
numbers of genes, perhaps operating independently in multiple cell types, will yield many causative mutations, which,
however, may be more difﬁcult to understand mechanistically. In such a situation, the mutations with the greatest effect
size and the greatest novelty may be the ones to pursue.
While some quantitative phenotypes may show a small effect
size, it is important to remember that most human phenovariance results from additive or synergistic genetic differences at multiple loci. From this standpoint, ENU-induced
mutations may point the way to a detailed understanding of

e
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complex phenotypes. ENU mutagenesis can and should be
used to suppress disease phenotypes, as well as to create
them.
Mouse phenotypes can present spontaneously or only in
the presence of an environmental challenge. In our laboratory, G3 mice undergo a series of phenotypic assays, beginning with those that are least invasive and ending with those
that are highly invasive. The pipeline provides a comprehensive assessment of visible, innate and adaptive immune,
metabolic, and neurobehavioral phenotypes. The phenotypes
detected during screening are cataloged and made publicly
available at mutagenetix.utsouthwestern.edu. At the beginning of the phenotypic pipeline, the mice are inspected for
visible phenotypes, including differences in size, limb number, behavior, and skin. In total, 96,569 G3 mice that
harbored over 155,957 ENU alleles have been assessed in
this manner, and 32 mutations that lead to alterations in gross
morphology of skin, hair, or nails have been detected. Some
of these mutations were found in genes that were known to be
important for cutaneous biology including Dsg4, Lyst, and
Tmem79 (Barbosa et al., 1996; Perou et al., 1996; Sasaki
et al., 2013; Sundberg et al., 2000), whereas others (e.g.,
Gk5, Tmprss6, Mbtps1, Dock7, Krt33a, and Krt25 [Blasius
et al., 2009; Brandl et al., 2009; Crozat et al., 2009; Du
et al., 2008a, 2008b; Rutschmann et al., 2012; Zhang et al.,
2017]) had not been implicated previously. Because all
coding ENU mutations are ascertained through whole-exome
sequencing, the genome saturation achieved by a phenotypic
assay can be determined provided that the probability that a
mutation is damaging is known. In addition, 39% of genes
have been severely damaged or destroyed and assessed for
visible phenotypes with at least three mice homozygous for
each damaging mutation.
In some cases, phenotypes may only become apparent
after environmental manipulation. This includes challenging mice with exogenous agents such as microbes or
chemicals. Examples of dermatologic challenge assays that
could be conducted include wound healing (Grada et al.,
2018) and chemically induced psoriasis (Hawkes et al.,
2018), which were recently featured in this Research
Techniques Made Simple series. These two models share
features with the intestinal dextran sulfate sodium injury
model, which is one of the more fruitful assays in our
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Figure 3. Overview of the forward genetics approach conducted at the Center for Genetics of Host Defense. (a) A minimum of 20 G3 mice are produced from
backcrossing of 8e10 G2 mice to their G1 father. (b) Whole-exome sequencing is performed on the G1 founder. (c) G2 and G3 mice are genotyped across the
mutated loci identiﬁed in the whole-exome sequencing of the G1 mouse. (d) G3 mice undergo a series of phenotypic assays. (e) Genotype data and quantitative
phenotype data are used for mapping by Linkage Analyzer (Wang et al., 2015). Calculated P-values for nonlinkage and scatterplots of phenotypic data for every
mutant allele are displayed by the Linkage Explorer. (f) Causative mutations are conﬁrmed by observation of the mutant phenotype in mice with a second mutant
allele, which may be generated by CRISPR/Cas9 targeting. ENU, N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea; CRISPR, clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats; Cas9,
CRISPR-associated protein 9.
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RESEARCH TECHNIQUES MADE SIMPLE
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
1. ENU mutagenesis primarily results in what type
of mutations?
A. Insertions
B. Deletions
C. Nucleotide substitutions
D. Duplications
2. Which of the following statements is correct?
A. Mutations in the G2 generation can be found
in the heterozygous form.
B. Mutations in the G3 generation can be found
in the heterozygous form.
C. Mutations in the G3 generation can be found
in the homozygous form.
D. All of the above.
3. On average, what fraction of the G3 mice are
homozygous for a functionally neutral
mutation?
A. 1/16
B. 1/8
C. 1/4
D. 1/2
4. What is the probability that a G3 mouse is
homozygous for two unlinked neutral
mutations?
A. 1/64
B. 1/32
C. 1/16
D. 1/8
5. Injection of germline mutant mice with mouse
cytomegalovirus to determine genes required
for resistance to infection is an example of
which of the following?
A. Spontaneous screen
B. Challenge screen
C. Modiﬁer screen
See online version of this article for a detailed explanation of correct answers.

laboratory (Turer et al., 2017). Moreover, phenotypes
observed in these assays can be scored quantitatively,
which offers the advantage of objectively mapping traits of
even weak effect.
Almost all the phenotypes detected in our pipeline are
monogenic in nature, but occasionally complex phenovariance caused by mutations in the same pedigree can occur.
For example, mice with white-spotted cream-colored coats
were produced in the presence of a Sox10 mutation, which
caused the white spots, and a Tyr mutation, which resulted in
the cream color. Large numbers of G3 mice are required to
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detect complex traits caused by homozygosity for two unlinked recessive alleles because of the low probability (1/64)
that a mouse will be homozygous at each locus. While mutations that have additive effects are rarely detected, multiple
phenotypes within the same pedigree frequently occur.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Forward genetics is an unbiased tool for elucidating the genes
with nonredundant function in selected biological processes.
Real-time mapping technology has made it possible for us to
declare thousands of mutations responsible for phenotypes in
a relatively short time. Moreover, the degree of saturation
(percentage of genes damaged or destroyed and tested for
phenotypic effect N times or more in the homozygous state)
may be tracked as mutagenesis and screening progress (Wang
et al., 2018). In the era of precision medicine, the ENU
mutagenesis program detailed here can be envisioned for
rapidly determining the signiﬁcance of variants found in patients and families carrying hereditary dermatologic disease.
There is a substantial opportunity to use germline mutagenesis to create or mitigate dermatologic diseases.
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 RTMS ANSWERS

RTMS Article 73, October 2018 Research Techniques
Made Simple: Animal Models of Wound Healing
QUESTIONS

1. Which of the following animal species heal
predominantly by contraction?
A. Humans
B. Pigs
C. Mice and rats
D. Zebraﬁsh

ANSWERS

1. C
2. A
3. A
4. D
5. D

2. The mouse tail model has the following features except
which of the following?
A. Rapid healing capacity
B. Can be used to study scarring
C. Offers longer duration of wound closure
D. Contraction is minimal
3. Which of the following animal species is most relevant to
partial-thickness wound modeling?
A. Pig
B. Greyhound
C. Rabbit
D. Guinea pig
4. To choose an optimal animal model, one must take into
consideration the following factors:
A. Size
B. Cost
C. Reproducibility
D. All of the above
5. Which of the following adult animals exhibits scar-free
skin regeneration?
A. Mouse
B. Rat
C. Pig
D. Zebraﬁsh
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RTMS ANSWERS 

RTMS Article 74, November 2018 Research Techniques
Made Simple: Transepidermal Water Loss Measurement
as a Research Tool
QUESTIONS

1. How is TEWL measured?
A. By measuring the volume of water on the surface of the
skin
B. By measuring absolute water loss from the skin
gravimetrically
C. By measuring relative humidity and temperature at the
skin surface to calculate the change in water vapor
density
D. By measuring evaporation of water from the skin to the
atmosphere
2. What advantages do condenser-chamber TEWL devices
have over unventilated-chamber and open-chamber
devices?
A. Water can diffuse out of the chamber into the
atmosphere.
B. Continuous TEWL measurements can be made, and
disturbance from ambient air movements is minimized.
C. The chamber is closed, allowing water vapor to
accumulate in the chamber.
D. Individual TEWL measurements can be made faster.
3. What are the suggested conditions for TEWL
measurement?
A. Room temperature of 18e21  C, relative humidity
of 40%e60%, and direct light; subjects should
acclimatize to the environment for 20e30 minutes
before TEWL measurement.
B. Room temperature of 18e21  C, relative humidity
of 20%e30%, and avoid direct light; subjects should
acclimatize to the environment for 20e30 minutes
before TEWL measurement.
C. Room temperature of 18e21  C, relative humidity
of 20%e30%, and avoid direct light; take
measurement as soon as subject enters the testing
environment.
D. Room temperature of 18e21  C, relative humidity
of 40%e60%, and avoid direct light; subjects should
acclimatize to the environment for 20e30 minutes
before TEWL measurement.

ii
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4. Which body regions have the highest TEWL?
A. Palms, soles, axillae, and forehead
B. Calves and forearms
C. Antecubital fossae
D. Abdomen, chest, and back
5. Which statement is true regarding TEWL in AD?
A. At 3 months of age, FLG mutation-carrying infants do
not have increased TEWL.
B. TEWL is increased at birth in FLG mutation-carrying
neonates compared with FLGewild-type neonates.
C. TEWL is not a parameter in any AD severity scores.
D. TEWL measured during the ﬁrst days of life can predict
the development of AD in infancy.

ANSWERS

1. C
2. B
3. D
4. A
5. D
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 RTMS ANSWERS

RTMS Article 75, December 2018 Research Techniques
Made Simple: CAR T-Cell Therapy
QUESTIONS

1. There are three generations of CARs. The generation of a
CAR is deﬁned by which of the following?
A. Therapeutic potency
B. Number of extracellular domains
C. Number of signaling domains
D. Likelihood of resistance by the target
2. What is the main role of CD3z in a CAR?
A. To bind the antigen
B. It is a programmed death ligand.
C. Structural stability of the CAR
D. T-cell activation

ANSWERS

1. C
2. D
3. C
4. B
5. B

3. What is the source of T cells used in US Food and Drug
Administrationeapproved CAR T-cell therapies?
A. Blood donors
B. Patient’s thymus
C. Patient’s peripheral blood
D. Induced pluripotent stem cells
4. Which of the following targets would make a logical
choice for highly selective CAAR T-cell therapy in
pemphigus vulgaris?
A. All B cells expressing CD-19
B. All B cells expressing anti-desmoglein-3 B-cell
receptors
C. All cells expressing CD-30
D. All cells expressing CD-52
5. Which of the following cutaneous toxicities has been
described after CAR T-cell therapy for hematologic
malignancy?
A. Multiple cutaneous melanomas
B. An eruption mimicking the rash of lymphocyte
recovery
C. Eruptive epidermal inclusion cysts
D. Zosteriform dermatitis
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RTMS Article 76, January 2019 Research Techniques Made
Simple: Network Meta-Analysis
QUESTIONS

1. Which of the following are advantages of conducting
a network meta-analysis as compared to a pairwise
meta-analysis?
A. Make indirect comparisons between interventions that
have not been previously compared in randomized
controlled trials.
B. Rank interventions in terms of their relative efﬁcacy or
safety.
C. Increase the precision of our summary effect estimates
by including both direct and indirect evidence.
D. All of the above
2. You read an article reporting the results of a systematic
review and network meta-analysis. The authors report
there was no inconsistency detected in their network
meta-analysis models. You should:
A. Accept the network meta-.analysis results as robust
because there was no inconsistency identiﬁed
B. Read further in the study methods and results section to
see if the authors evaluated the transitivity assumption
prior to conducting the network meta-analysis.
C. Consider the similarities and differences between the
studies included in the network meta-analysis to
evaluate the transitivity assumption.
D. B and C
3. Which of the following model outputs are common to
both pairwise and network meta-analysis?
A. Summary effect estimate (e.g., odds ratio, mean
difference)
B. Mean rank
C. Surface under the cumulative ranking curve value
D. Inconsistency plot
4. Which of the following scenarios best describes a
homogeneous comparison?
A. The mean age of patients enrolled in studies evaluating
comparison AB is 65 years; whereas, the mean age of
patients enrolled in studies evaluating comparison AC
is 70 years.
B. Among three studies evaluating comparison AB, the
mean age of patients enrolled in study #1 is 65 years,
the mean age of patients enrolled in study #2 is 66

iv
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years, and the mean age of patients enrolled in study
#3 is 63 years.
C. The mean age of patients enrolled in studies evaluating
comparison AB is 65 years; whereas, the mean age of
patients enrolled in studies evaluating comparison AC
is 66 years.
D. Among three studies evaluating comparison AB, the
mean age of patients enrolled in study #1 is 65 years,
the mean age of patients enrolled in study #2 is 45
years, and the mean age of patients enrolled in study
#3 is 80 years.
5. You conduct a network meta-analysis on the comparative
risk of death from new drugs used to treat atopic
dermatitis. The mean ranks for four of the new drugs are
as follows:
Drug A 6.2
Drug B 3.4
Drug C 8.1
Drug D 1.5
Which of the following is true?
A. Drug A is associated with a greater risk of death
compared to Drug B.
B. Drug D is associated with a lower risk of death
compared to Drug C.
C. Drug A is associated with a lower risk of death
compared to Drug B.
D. Drug D is associated with a lower risk of death
compared to Drug A.

ANSWERS

1. D
2. D
3. A
4. B
5. A
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 RTMS ANSWERS

RTMS Article 77, February 2019 Research Techniques
Made Simple: Itch Measurement in Clinical Trials
QUESTIONS

1. Which unidimensional itch intensity scale allows patients
to mark itch intensity on a spectrum depicted as a 10-cm
rulereshaped line labeled at each end with 0 for no itch
and 10 for worst imaginable itch?
A. Verbal rating scale (VRS)
B. Visual analogue scale (VAS)
C. Numerical rating scale (NRS)
D. Dermatology Life Quality Index (DLQI)

ANSWERS

1. B
2. D
3. B
4. D
5. D

2. Patient ease of use and compliance with the
unidimensional itch intensity scales can be improved
by which of the following?
A. Electronic diaries (eDiaries)
B. Patient education before use
C. Cartoon-illustrated versions
D. All of the above
3. The impact of itch on patient quality of life (QoL) can be
assessed by which of the following tools?
A. Visual analogue scale (VAS)
B. ItchyQoL
C. Eczema Area and Severity Index (EASI)
D. Scoring Atopic Dermatitis (SCORAD)
4. In addition to itch intensity alone, multidimensional itch
assessments may also evaluate which of the following?
A. Patient QoL
B. Itch frequency and course
C. Patient expectations and treatment goals
D. All of the above
5. Which of the following are superior tools for the
measurement of itch?
A. Unidimensional itch intensity scales
B. Multidimensional itch assessments
C. Objective tools that measure scratching activity and
associated skin changes
D. None of the above

ª 2018 Society for Investigative Dermatology
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RTMS Article 78, March 2019 Research Techniques Made
Simple: Interpreting Measures of Association in Clinical
Research
QUESTIONS

1. A study follows adults with psoriasis treated with either
retinoids alone or retinoids with corticosteroids. The
relative risk of 6-month psoriasis recurrence is 0.8. What
is the correct interpretation of this ﬁnding?
A. The incidence of psoriasis recurrence in adults who are
dual-treated with retinoids and corticosteroids is 0.8
(80%).
B. Adults with psoriasis who are dual-treated with topical
retinoids and corticosteroids have 0.8 times the risk of
having 6-month psoriasis recurrence compared with
those who receive only retinoid treatment.
C. The difference in risk of 6-month psoriasis recurrence
between adults treated with only retinoids and those
dual-treated with topical retinoids and corticosteroids
is 0.8 (80%).
D. The difference in risk of 6-month psoriasis recurrence
between adults treated with only retinoids and those
dual-treated with topical retinoids and corticosteroids
is 0.2 (20%).
2. In a case-control study, what measure of association
should be used to calculate associations between the
exposure and outcome?
A. Hazard ratio
B. Pearson correlation coefﬁcient
C. Odds ratio
D. Relative risk

4. What are confounders?
A. Variables that are associated only with the exposure
B. Independent variables that are associated with both the
exposure and the outcome
C. Variables that are associated only with an outcome
D. Variables that are the consequence of an exposure
5. A chi-squared test is used for what type of data?
A. Discrete quantitative
B. Ratio
C. Continuous quantitative
D. Categorical

ANSWERS

1. B
2. C
3. A
4. B
5. D

3. Can an odds ratio ever approximate the relative risk?
A. Yes, when the outcome (i.e., disease) being studied is
rare.
B. Yes, when the exposure being studied is rare.
C. No, because the odds ratio is calculated using odds,
and the relative risk is calculated using incidence rates.
D. No, because these measures are calculated using data
from different study designs.
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 RTMS ANSWERS

RTMS Article 79, April 2019 Research Techniques Made
Simple: Proﬁling the Skin Microbiota
QUESTIONS

1. Which of the following is an advantage of cultureindependent, sequencing-based approaches to
analyzing skin microbiota?
A. It distinguishes microbes that are living from those that
are dead.
B. It establishes causative links.
C. It does not require culturing microbes in artiﬁcial
conditions.
D. It is difﬁcult to contaminate reagents and samples.
2. What is the advantage of shotgun metagenomic
sequencing compared with 16S rRNA gene sequencing?
A. Increased taxonomic resolution
B. Enhanced growth of microbes
C. Recovery of bacterial, fungal, and viral sequences
D. A and C

5. Which of the following is a bioinformatic tool/pipeline
that is commonly used for the analysis of microbiome
data sets?
A. QIIME2
B. R
C. mothur
D. All of the above

ANSWERS

1. C
2. D
3. B
4. C
5. D

3. Which of the following is not a recommended practice
when designing a study for culture-independent
proﬁling of microbiota?
A. Including negative controls to assess background
contamination
B. Using a variety of DNA extraction kits
C. Controlling for antibiotic exposures
D. Including a mock community as a positive control
4. Which of the following is a common and recommended
practice when analyzing 16S rRNA gene sequencing
data?
A. Testing associations/correlations with every single
variable until something is signiﬁcant
B. Using parametric statistical tests because microbiome
data are always normally distributed
C. Assigning sequences to operational taxonomic units, or
OTUs
D. Ignoring sequences in negative control samples
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RTMS Article 80, May 2019 Research Techniques Made
Simple: Mouse Models of Atopic Dermatitis
QUESTIONS

1. The MC903 model used to study human atopic dermatitis
represents which category of mouse model?
A. Inbred model
B. Genetically engineered transgenic model
C. Genetically engineered knockout model
D. Model induced by an exogenous agent
2. Which of the following mutations is the most responsible
for atopic dermatitis-like inﬂammation in ﬂaky tail mice?
A. Flg
B. Tmem79
C. Tslp
D. Adam17
3. Which of the following cytokines from keratinocytes is
responsible for the activation of group 2 innate lymphoid
cells 2 (ILC2)?
A. TSLP
B. IL-18
C. IL-33
D. All of the above

5. Which of the following sentences highlights a lesson from
a recent study that compared transcriptomic proﬁles
between human atopic dermatitis (AD) and mouse
models?
A. The oxazolone-induced mouse model exhibited the
highest degree of overlap with human AD.
B. More than 50% of core signatures of the human AD
transcriptome overlapped with the differential
expression genes analyzed in all tested mouse models.
C. Based on available databases, less than 5% of protein
coding genes are not shared in mouse and human AD.
D. Each animal model reﬂects limited aspects of human
AD.

ANSWERS

1. D
2. B
3. D
4. D
5. D

4. Which of the following microbes is responsible for the
development of skin inﬂammation in Adam17ﬂ/ﬂ
Sox9Cre mice?
A. Cutibacterium acnes
B. Malassezia furfur
C. Pseudomonas aeruginosa
D. Staphylococcus aureus
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 RTMS ANSWERS

RTMS Article 81, June 2019 Research Techniques Made
Simple: Parabiosis to Elucidate Humoral Factors in Skin
Biology
QUESTIONS

1. For best results, mice should be which of the following for
parabiosis?
A. Female
B. Background-matched
C. Of similar size
D. All of the above

ANSWERS

1. D
2. D
3. C
4. C
5. A

2. What protein variable can give a false negative result in
parabiosis experiments?
A. Size
B. Molecular weight
C. Synthetic rate
D. Clearance rate
3. Parabiotic disease is the most common cause of death for
parabiosis pairs 1e2 weeks after surgery. What is the
incidence in outbred strains?
A. 20%
B. 40%
C. 60%
D. 100%
4. Parabiosis experiments were instrumental in identifying
the ﬁrst circulating factor in satiety. What is this factor?
A. Insulin
B. Resistin
C. Leptin
D. Limastatin
5. What is the perioperative mortality in parabiosis
experiments?
A. 10%
B. 20%
C. 30%
D. 40%
E. 50%
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RTMS Article 82, July 2019 Research Techniques Made
Simple: Using Genetic Variants for Randomization
QUESTIONS

1. Which of the following is a limitation of observational
studies that can be addressed with MR?
A. Publication bias
B. Selection bias
C. Confounding
D. Inadequate sample size

ANSWERS

1. C
2. A
3. D
4. B
5. C

2. Which of the following is NOT an assumption for a valid
MR instrument?
A. The instrument must be truly associated with the
exposure and the outcome.
B. The instrument must be truly associated with the
exposure.
C. The instrument must not be associated with
confounders of the exposure-outcome relationship.
D. The instrument must affect only the outcome via the
exposure.
3. Which of the following can be used to uncover the
direction of a causal relationship?
A. Two-sample MR
B. Observational analysis
C. One-sample MR
D. Bidirectional MR
4. Which of the following can be used to address pleiotropy
in MR?
A. Wald ratio method
B. MR-Egger regression
C. Inverse-variance weighted estimator
D. Two-stage least squares
5. Which of the following statements is FALSE?
A. MR can be performed in a hypothesis-free manner.
B. MR estimates represent the effect of long-term
exposures.
C. Pleiotropic genetic instruments cannot be included in
MR analyses.
D. MR can be used to investigate the causal role of
molecular phenotypes.
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 RTMS ANSWERS

RTMS Article 83, August 2019 Research Techniques Made
Simple: Teledermatology in Clinical Trials
QUESTIONS

1. Which statement is true regarding previous and ongoing
virtual clinical trials?
A. There has never been a successful virtual clinical trial
in the ﬁeld of dermatology
B. The ﬁrst virtual clinical trial had no issues with
implementation of online registration for their
participants
C. Use of technology has improved recruitment and
retention in a clinical trial concerning pemphigus
vulgaris
D. Dermatology has pioneered the use of wearable
sensors for data collection in virtual clinical trials
2. Which study might be inappropriate to consider
conducting completely virtually?
A. Comparing use of two systemic medications for a rare
autoimmune disease across several states
B. Multistage study with various subpopulations requiring
frequent coordination of social work, pharmacy,
physical therapy, oncology, and dermatology
C. An interventional clinical trial with a new topical drug
for rosacea requiring weekly evaluation of clinical
progression of disease and patient-reported
experiences using the medication
D. A trial designed to study the effect of an oral
medication for acne on liver enzymes on a monthly
basis
3. Which of the following is false regarding the use of social
media in recruitment of participants for clinical trials?
A. Study population can be viewed as a random sample of
the general population
B. Social media represents a tool to recruit participants
over a wider and more diverse population than
traditional methods
C. Facebook has been used in previous trials for the
recruitment of participants to clinical trials
D. A study that recruits participants with social media
alone may exclude some populations

ª 2019 Society for Investigative Dermatology

4. Which of the following is not an advantage of
incorporating technology into a clinical trial?
A. Patient-centered data collection allows participants to
enter data on their own time rather than attend
frequent on-site clinic visits
B. Potential for increased communication between study
coordinators and research participants
C. Streamlined online informed consent and study
registration
D. No need for training to ensure quality of photos taken
by participants for data collection purposes
5. Which of the following is an important limitation
regarding the use of technology in clinical trials?
A. Storage of online data must comply with rigorous
privacy standards
B. The current guidelines for conducting virtual clinical
trials are too restrictive
C. The general population is uncomfortable with
communication technologies like social media and
applications on their phones
D. Most potential participants do not have access to
reliable Internet

ANSWERS

1. C
2. B
3. A
4. D
5. A
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RTMS Article 84, September 2019 Research Techniques
Made Simple: Forward Genetic Screening to Uncover
Genes Involved in Skin Biology
QUESTIONS

ANSWERS

1. ENU mutagenesis primarily results in what type of
mutations?
A. Insertions
B. Deletions
C. Nucleotide substitutions
D. Duplications

1. C
2. D
3. B
4. A
5. B

2. Which of the following
A. Mutations in the G2
heterozygous form.
B. Mutations in the G3
heterozygous form.
C. Mutations in the G3
homozygous form.
D. All of the above.

statements is correct?
generation can be found in the
generation can be found in the
generation can be found in the

3. On average, what fraction of the G3 mice are
homozygous for a functionally neutral mutation?
A. 1/16
B. 1/8
C. 1/4
D. 1/2
4. What is the probability that a G3 mouse is homozygous
for two unlinked neutral mutations?
A. 1/64
B. 1/32
C. 1/16
D. 1/8
5. Injection of germline mutant mice with mouse
cytomegalovirus to determine genes required for
resistance to infection is an example of which of the
following?
A. Spontaneous screen
B. Challenge screen
C. Modiﬁer screen
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